
ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 
 

25 May 2018 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
You are hereby invited to attend a meeting of the Ards and North Down Borough 
Council which will be held in the Council Chamber, Town Hall, The Castle, 
Bangor on Wednesday, 30 May 2018 commencing at 7.00pm.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Stephen Reid 
Chief Executive 
Ards and North Down Borough Council  
 

 
A G E N D A 

 
1. Prayer 

 
2. Apologies 
 
3. Declarations of Interest  
 
4. Mayor’s Business 

 
4.1 Presentation of Elected Member Development Charter 

 
5. Mayor and Deputy Mayor Engagements for the Month (To be tabled) 
 
6. Minutes of Meeting of Council dated 25 April 2018 (Copy attached)  
 
7. Minutes of Committees (Copies attached)  
 

7.1 Planning Committee dated 1 May 2018  
7.2 Environment Committee dated 2 May 2018  
7.3 Regeneration and Development Committee dated 3 May 2018  
7.4 Corporate Services Committee dated 8 May 2018  
7.5 Community and Wellbeing Committee dated 9 May 2018  

 
8. Requests for Deputations  
 

8.1 Translink – Transport Plans for the Borough (Copy email attached)  
8.2 Caring Communities Safe and Well – Local services for older people 

(Copy email attached) 
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9. Consultation Documents  
 
9.1 Consultation on proposed Marine Plan for Northern Ireland (Report attached)  
 
10. Conferences, Invitations etc.  
 
10.1 Invitation - 21st Columban's Day, Friends of Columbanus, Brittany (Report 

attached) 
10.2. Service of Commemoration – Portadown (Correspondence attached) 
10.3. 2018 NILGA Conference and Gala Awards – 11 October 2018  

(Correspondence attached) 
10.4. NILGA - Community Planning and Wellbeing Network Event – 21 June 2018 –  

Seagoe Hotel, Craigavon (Correspondence attached) 
10.5. Invitation - Cardiff Bay Vision Conference – Waterfront Regeneration 

Conference 31 May 2018 (Report attached) 

11. Transfer of Rights of Burial  

12. Sealing Documents  

13. Equality Impact Assessment: Final Decision Report – Decision to Name the 

New Build Leisure Facility in Newtownards as ‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing 

and Leisure Complex’ (Report attached) 

14. Notice of Motion Status Report (Report attached)  

15. Notices of Motion 

15.1. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor T Smith and Councillor  
Brooks 

 
That this Council brings back a report on establishing a partnership with 
Donaghadee Preservation Society, exploring how we can work together to deliver a 
successful outcome in relation to the Sir Samuel Kelly Project. 

 
15.2 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Cummings and Alderman  

Gibson 

That Council recognises that the new phasing system introduced at the junction of 
High Street/Castle Street/The Square in Comber is continuing to cause congestion 
problems for road users in the town particularly at peak times which were not evident 
prior to the system being introduced; and that Council agrees to write to DfI Road 
requesting that the signalling at the junction of High Street/Castle Street/The Square 
in urgently reviewed to improve the flow of traffic through Comber town.  
 
15.3. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Cummings and Alderman Gibson 
 
That this Council seeks a report into the feasibility of a slip lane to facilitate traffic 
safety for vehicles to gain entrance into the Recycling Centre, Moss Road, 
Ballygowan on land already ownership.  
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15.4. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Walker and Councillor Brooks 

 
This Council acknowledges the draft Off Street Car Parking Strategy Document 
instruction to 'undertake further discussions' on the issue of parking in Donaghadee 
and instructs officers to urgently engage with TransportNI, Translink, the 
Donaghadee Commerce and Development and AECOM to develop and implement 
an effective, integrated parking strategy for the town.   

 
15.5. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Chambers 

 
That Officers bring back a report on the current condition of Groomsport tennis 
courts and indicate any necessary maintenance that may be required to bring the 
courts to an acceptable standard.  

 
15.6. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Muir 

 
That this Council requests that officers bring back a report on how the new 
legislation and arrangements concerning Special Events on Roads - Road 
(Miscellaneous Provision) Act (NI) 2010 has been operating one year after 
enactment on 4 September 2017 including costs charged compared to other 
Councils and with a specific focus concerning impact upon charitable / not for profit 
organisations and sporting events. 

 
15.7. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Martin 

 
That this Council believes that in a mum's pregnancy both lives matter, the mother 
and unborn child.  This commitment to the rights of both must be reflected in the 
support provided to mothers, the unborn child and their families throughout the 
pregnancy.  This Council calls for the Department of Health to consider a Perinatal 
Hospice Care Facility or service in Northern Ireland to be established to provide the 
best medical and emotional support for those who are faced with the diagnosis of a 
severe life limiting condition. 

 
15.8. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Robinson 

 
That this council supports the campaign for Lucy’s Law, and will adopt it as our 
policy in the interests of the welfare of both puppies and their mothers. 
 
15.9. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smith and Councillor  

Kennedy 
 
This Council will look at ways to preserve and protect Mew Island in terms of its 
wildlife and nature as well as the historic and listed buildings that exist there. 
As part of this, the Council will facilitate a meeting of relevant organisations and 
statutory bodies in order to hear views and ideas of how Mew Island can be 
preserved for future generations. 
 
Some of the those we should consider inviting to such a meeting should include 
Commissioner of Irish Lights, the Historical Environment Division, NIEA, Copeland 
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Bird Observatory, National Trust, British Trust for Ornithology and RSPB. This list is 
not exclusive. 

 
Mew Island is a treasure of our shores and we as a Council should be part of its 
preservation. 
 
15.10 .Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Muir 

That this Council requests that officers bring back a report on the possibility of 
organising with local Churches an Annual Multi Denominational Service of 
Thanksgiving for the work of the Emergency Services and First Responders. 

 
15.11.Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Cathcart 

That this Council expresses its deep disappointment with the Department of 
Education in its refusal to grant additional places to Bangor Academy and Sixth Form 
College. It is estimated at least 40 pupils in Bangor and 70 pupils throughout Ards 
and North Down received no offer of a school place, with a number of pupils facing 
the potential of long journeys for their secondary education. This Council therefore 
calls on the Department of Education to grant additional places at Bangor Academy 
and Sixth Form College and potentially at other schools in the Ards and North Down 
area to address this issue or send Departmental representatives to come before 
Council to explain this decision. 
 
15.12.Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smart 

Tasks council officers to work with the Honorary Consul of the Republic of Poland in 
Northern Ireland along with Newtownards Royal British Legion in an effort to facilitate 
the siting and necessary planning consents required for a memorial in Court Square, 
Newtownards, dedicated to the courageous and heroic Polish air men, including 
those stationed at RAF Ballyhalbert, who played a pivotal role during the Second 
World War both locally and further afield.  A report, detailing feasibility, is brought 
forward by council officers at their earliest opportunity. 
 
15.13. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Mark Brooks and Councillor Tom 

Smith 
 
Tom Blower was a British man who on the 27/28 July 1947 became the first to 
successfully swim the North Channel between Ireland and Scotland completing the 
feat in 15 hours and 26 minutes. This North Channel swim is now part of the oceans 
seven marathon swimming challenge. It was proposed in 2008 as the swimming 
equivalent of the Seven Summits mountaineering challenge. The other 6 are The 
Cook Strait, The Molokai Channel , The English Channel ,The Catalina Channel , 
The Tsugaru Strait and The Strait of Gibralta . Donaghadee is the start point of the 
North Channel swim, there were 10 attempted crossings in 2017 alone. 
 
I task this council as part of our tourism strategy to commemorate the first successful 
crossing by Tom Blower with an appropriate plaque to be placed on the Harbour to 
mark this tremendous achievement and promote Donaghadee as one of the Oceans 
Seven swimming challenge.  
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15.14 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Douglas 
 
That this Council undertakes to write to the Permanent Secretary of the Department 
of Education, Mr Derek Baker to request an urgent review of the post primary school 
provision in North Down given the situation which has emerged whereby a number of 
children have been left without a school placement at this time, and others being 
offered placements as far away as Portaferry.  

 
ITEM 16 & 17 ***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
16. Recruitment of Director of Finance and Performance (Report attached) 

 
17. Request to Use McKee Clock Arena for the purpose of siting a Fun Fair (Report 

to follow) 
 

 
Circulated for Information  
 

a) DfI – Disabled Persons Parking Places on Roads: Lisadell Place and Beatrice 
Road (Correspondence attached) 

b) DfI – Proposed Formalisation of the School Keel Clear (Correspondence 
attached) 

c) Letter from NICCY (Copy attached) 
 

MEMBERSHIP OF ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

Alderman Carson Councillor Dunlop 

Alderman Fletcher  Councillor Dunne   

Alderman Gibson Councillor Edmund  

Alderman Girvan Councillor Ferguson  

Alderman Graham  Councillor Gilmour  

Alderman Henry Councillor Hunter 

Alderman Irvine Councillor Kennedy 

Alderman Keery  Councillor Martin 

Alderman McDowell Councillor McAlpine 

Alderman Smith Councillor McClean 

Councillor Adair (Mayor) Councillor McIlveen 

Councillor Allen Councillor Menagh 

Councillor Armstrong-Cotter Councillor Muir 

Councillor Boyle  Councillor Robinson 

Councillor Brooks  Councillor Smart 

Councillor Cathcart  Councillor T Smith 

Councillor Chambers  Councillor Thompson 

Councillor Cooper  Councillor Walker (Deputy Mayor)  

Councillor Cummings  Councillor Wilson 

Councillor Douglas   Councillor Woods 

 



ITEM 6 

 

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
A meeting of the Ards and North Down Borough Council was held in the Town Hall, 
The Castle, Bangor on Wednesday, 28 April 2018 commencing at 7.00pm.   
 

PRESENT: 
 

 

In the Chair: 
 

The Mayor (Councillor Adair) 

Aldermen: 
 
 
 
 
 
Councillors: 

Carson 
Fletcher 
Gibson 
Girvan 
Graham 
  
Boyle 
Brooks 
Cathcart 
Chambers 
Cooper 
Cummings 
Dunlop  
Dunne 
Gilmour 
Hunter 
Kennedy 

Henry  
Irvine 
Keery 
McDowell 
Smith 
 
McAlpine 
McIlveen  
Menagh 
Muir 
Robinson 
Smart 
Smith 
Thompson 
Walker 
Wilson 
 

 
Officers: Chief Executive (S Reid), Director of Community and Wellbeing 

(G Bannister), Director of Environment (D Lindsay), Director of 
Organisational Development and Administration (W Monson), 
Director of Regeneration, Development and Planning (S 
McCullough), Head of Finance (S Grieve), Democratic Services 
Manager (J Wilson) and Democratic Services Officer (M 
McElveen) 

 

1.  PRAYER 
 
The Mayor (Councillor Adair) welcomed everyone to the meeting and invited the 
Chief Executive to commence the meeting by reading the Council prayer.  
 
NOTED. 
 

2.  APOLOGIES  
 
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Councillors Armstrong-Cotter, 
Douglas and McClean. 
 
NOTED.  
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3.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
The Mayor asked for any declarations of interest. 
 
Councillor Dunlop declared an interest in Item 7.6 Page 19 – Community Festival 
Funding. 
 
NOTED. 
 

4.  MAYOR’S BUSINESS 
 
The Mayor referred Members to his list of engagements advising that it was another 
extremely busy month.  He took the opportunity to thank the Deputy Mayor 
(Councillor Walker) for ably assisting him in the execution of his duties.  He made a 
special mention of the undernoted: 
 
Funeral Service of Leighton Arndell – Bangor Abbey 
 
The Mayor wished to pay tribute to Leighton Arndell and his thoughts and prayers 
were with his family.  He mentioned that he had attended his funeral service the 
previous Saturday and noted the large turnout of people which was testament to the 
esteem he was held in by his family, friends, colleagues, Aldermen and Councillors.  
He knew his family had found some comfort from that. 
 
Shared History Project – St Mary’s Primary School – Portaferry  
 
The Mayor had enjoyed his visit to the Shared History Project in Portaferry and he 
was pleased to see a number of Councillors in attendance.  He commented that it 
was wonderful that our children were now visiting the Somme to learn more about 
our shared history. 
 
Launch of Choral Festival – St Comgall’s Parish Centre, Bangor 
 
The Mayor advised that the Bangor International Choral Festival was launched 
earlier that day and would continue through to Saturday.  Councillor Dunlop was the 
founder of that tremendous event and he thought it was great to see so many Choirs 
from across the UK and Republic of Ireland come to Bangor.  This was also a 
positive event for the Borough in terms of tourism and the arts. 
 
Commonwealth Games 
 
The Mayor wished to pass on his congratulations to our Commonwealth gold medal 
winner, Rhys McClenaghan from Newtownards for his wonderful achievement. 
 
Reception for Elizabeth Montgomery 
 
The Mayor had been delighted to host Elizabeth Montgomery, former Principal of 
Carrickmannon Primary School and Mr and Mrs Wilson in his Parlour.  They had 
gone to extraordinary lengths to raise thousands of pounds to bring the first MRI 
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scanner to Northern Ireland.  It was based in the Royal Victoria Hospital in a section 
renamed Carrickmannon House. 
 
The People’s Projects 
 
The Mayor drew attention to the above mentioned Big Lotto funded initiative.  He 
was pleased to report that that U Hub, which provided therapeutic group workshops 
to children with autism in Ards and North Down had been selected as one of five 
finalists for the People's Project.  He emphasised that it was the only project chosen 
from our Borough and he urged Members to vote as there was still time to do so. 
 
NOTED. 
 
Birth of the Royal Baby 
 
Councillor Dunne suggested that the Mayor forward a letter of congratulations to the 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge on the birth of their son and third child. 
 
The Mayor undertook to do so. 
 
AGREED. 
 

5. MAYOR AND DEPUTY MAYOR ENGAGEMENTS FOR THE 
MONTH (Appendix I) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the Mayor and Deputy Mayor Engagements 
for the month of April 2018. 
 
NOTED.  
 

6. MINUTES OF COUNCIL MEETING HELD ON 28 MARCH 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded by Councillor 
Robinson, that the minutes be agreed as a correct record. 
 

7. MINUTES OF COMMITTEES 
 
7.1.  Audit Committee dated 26 March 2018 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes.  
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Cathcart, seconded by Councillor 
Thompson, that the minutes be adopted. 
 
7.2.  Planning Committee dated 10 April 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes.  
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Proposed by Alderman Fletcher, seconded by Alderman Gibson that the minutes be 
adopted. 
 
In respect of Item 10.2 – Time Limit for Planning Committee:  Councillor McIlveen 
brought attention to the fact that a decision had been taken on this matter and 
agreed by the Committee.  He believed there had to be a better understanding of 
options particularly if Standing Orders were amended to allow meetings of that 
Committee to continue beyond 11.00pm. 
 
Proposed by Councillor McIlveen as an amendment, seconded by Alderman Carson 
that Item 10.2 be referred back to the Planning Committee for further discussion. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Alderman 
Carson, that Item 10.2 be referred back to the Planning Committee for further 
discussion. 
 
7.2.1.  Arising from Item 6.2 – LDP Steering Group 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Report dated 25 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning detailing that the Governance 
arrangements for the Local Development Plan were presented and approved by 
Council in November 2017.  An update on the Terms of Reference for a high-level 
co-ordinating body, a group known as the ‘LDP Steering Group’ was discussed at 
Planning Committee in April 2018, with a proposal to hold the inaugural meeting on 1 
May 2018.   
 
Planning Committee agreed to defer the decision for discussion at the Group Party 
Leaders meeting, and a paper then to be brought to April Council.  The discussion 
had subsequently taken place and considering that, Officers were now reviewing 
the governance arrangements for the LDP, with a view to bringing an update paper 
to the May Planning Committee and postpone the first meeting of the group until 
June.  
 
RECOMMENDED that officers bring a further report on the LDP Steering Group to 
next month’s Planning Committee.   
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Fletcher, seconded by Alderman 
Gibson, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 
Councillor McAlpine declared an interest in the following item and left the meeting at 
7.10pm. 
 
7.3. Environment Committee dated 11 April 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes.  
 
Proposed by Councillor Martin, seconded by Councillor Ferguson that the minutes 
be adopted. 
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Item 13 Page 34 – Sunday Trading and Holiday Resort Destination:  In making 
reference to the decision to designate Portaferry as a holiday resort thereby 
extending Sunday opening hours, Councillor McIlveen advised that he had received 
communications from many traders including Declan Watson, who were vehemently 
opposed to this extension.  He indicated that it had not been a unanimous decision 
by all traders in the town to support that change and therefore the recommendation 
voted on by Members of the Environment Committee had been based on an 
inaccuracy.   
 
Proposed by Councillor McIlveen as an amendment, seconded by Councillor 
Robinson that this Council does not proceed with the designation of Portaferry as a 
holiday resort. 
 
Councillor McIlveen highlighted the serious concerns expressed by smaller traders 
and the impact of any change, as due to current Sunday trading hours, Sunday was 
their only day to make money and challenge the larger enterprises.  Furthermore, it 
was important to award protection to those smaller businesses and he was mindful 
that there was no policy in place which identified Portaferry or any town as a holiday 
resort.  The legislation stated that we could designate a holiday resort but the 
Council had never taken a decision to do so or to recognise what a holiday resort 
was.  Initially when he raised this matter it was in a response to a Notice of Motion 
from Councillor Boyle.  It was referred back to the Committee to look at but that did 
not appear to have happened.  Based on the representations received from traders 
in Portaferry who were very concerned about their livelihoods on the back of this 
decision, his opinion was that it should be reconsidered and he was opposing it. 
 
As seconder, Councillor Robinson concurred with previous comments adding that 
she had received numerous telephone calls from smaller traders voicing opposition. 
 
The Mayor stated that he too had had conversations with several unhappy traders. 
 
Taking account of previous remarks, Councillor Wilson said that he had also spoken 
to traders in the town.  From his stance, the reality of the situation was that the 
change would allow one additional shop to open for longer hours on a Sunday and 
the majority of shops in question were not that different in size.  Sometimes 
competition could be a good thing rather than being viewed as a threat.  In terms of 
PR, he remarked that the designation was actually saying that Portaferry was open 
for business and it was a badge of honour that could help the employment situation 
and attract further investment into the town.  Therefore he would be backing the 
recommendation and would not be supporting the amendment.      
 
Councillor McIlveen requested a recorded vote to be taken. 
 
On being put to the meeting, with 23 voting FOR, 9 voting AGAINST, 3 ABSTAINING 
and 5 ABSENT, the amendment was declared CARRIED. 
 
A recorded vote resulted as follows: 
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FOR (23) AGAINST (9) ABSTAINING (3) ABSENT (5)  
Aldermen 
Gibson 
Graham 
Irvine 
Keery 
Smith 
Councillors 
Adair 
Allen 
Brooks 
Cathcart 
Chambers 
Cooper 
Cummings 
Dunlop 
Dunne 
Gilmour 
Kennedy 
Martin 
McIlveen 
Menagh 
Robinson 
Smart 
Smith 
Thompson 

Aldermen 
Fletcher 
Girvan 
Henry 
McDowell 
Councillors 
Boyle 
Ferguson 
Muir 
Walker 
Wilson 
 

Aldermen 
Carson 
Councillor 
Hunter  
Woods 
 

Councillors 
Armstrong-Cotter 
Douglas 
Edmund 
McAlpine 
McClean 
 

 
RESOLVED, that the minutes as amended be adopted. 
 
Councillor McAlpine re-entered the meeting at this stage – 7.18pm 
 
7.4. Regeneration and Development Committee dated 12 April 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes.  
 
In respect of Item 5 Page 7 – Ballyhalbert MUGA Consultation Request – Village 
Renewal Projects Update:  In drawing attention to this matter, Councillor Boyle 
voiced confusion around the sourcing of external funding and requested clarification. 
 
Councillor Edmund entered the meeting at this stage – 7.19pm 
 
Councillor Thompson left the meeting at this stage – 7.19pm  
 
The Director of Regeneration Development and Planning detailed that the report was 
not about acquiring funding; rather it was about the placement of a MUGA at that 
location.  That would be examined this year as part of the overall play strategy. 
 
Councillor Boyle queried if an Outdoor Recreation Officer had been employed. 
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In response, the Director of Community and Wellbeing confirmed that restructuring 
for that post had been agreed and a person would be appointed within this current 
financial year.  He further advised that there was no capital expenditure to supply the 
MUGA within this year’s budget. 
 
Councillor Martin left the meeting at this stage – 7.22pm 
 
Councillor Boyle requested verification that the MUGA at Ballyhalbert would not be 
provided this year. 
 
The Director of Planning, Regeneration and Development reiterated that a 
consultation for the MUGA would certainly take place this year but there was no 
financial provision to provide it in 2018.  
 
NOTED. 
 
Councillor Martin re-entered the meeting at this stage – 7.24pm 
 
In respect of Item 10 Page 16 – Bridge Between Scotland and Northern Ireland:   
 
Councillor Walker made mention of the above item and wished to put forward an 
amendment. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Walker as an amendment, seconded by Alderman Girvan 
that the Council writes to the First Minister for Scotland, the Secretary of State for 
Northern Ireland and, in the absence of the Executive, the Permanent Secretary of 
the Department for Infrastructure noting the possibility of discussions around the 
building of a bridge between Scotland and Northern Ireland but requesting that focus 
is instead given to supporting practical and affordable key infrastructural upgrades. 
 
In speaking to his amendment, Councillor Walker referred to the wording of the 
recommendation which requested the east coast of the Borough to be considered in 
any feasibility study or business case.  He emphasised that the east coast was a 
beautiful asset of our Borough.  Asking for a bridge to be considered around 
Donaghadee would result in a fantastic example of engineering but the necessary 
infrastructure would decimate our coastline.  In addition, the people who currently 
inhabited that region would find themselves unable to live there and in fact their 
properties would be worthless.  It was an unacceptable concept as the miles of 
motorway needed to cope with the high volume of traffic would impede investment in 
our Borough.  Our job as a Council was to give our residents peace of mind and to 
encourage investment.  His amendment was suggesting noting that those 
discussions may occur and perhaps the bridge may be better placed somewhere 
else but particularly that we invest in the infrastructure that we needed to develop our 
economy in Northern Ireland.  That might entail on the mainland development of the 
A74 between Stranraer and Dumfries, a high speed rail link between Belfast and 
Dublin, or upgrading of the A2.  He stressed that we had enough infrastructure 
improvements already required instead of spending frivolously on a bridge that might 
never happen anyway.  He hoped Members would support his amendment with the 
view of boosting economic development and attracting investors. 
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As seconder for the amendment, Alderman Girvan outlined how she had attempted 
to visualise a bridge structure across the Irish Sea.  If it did come into our area such 
as in Donaghadee, there would be an incredible volume of lorries and traffic.  Would 
those lorries drive through Bangor or Newtownards to reach Belfast?  Furthermore, 
such an initiative would be detrimental to the fishing fleets and local boating/sailing 
fraternity or others visiting the Borough and hence she would be supporting the 
amendment.   
 
Councillor McIlveen contended that the amendment was based on an inaccuracy.  
He recalled that the Deputy Mayor had read out the recommendation and at no 
stage had there been any insinuation that Donaghadee or indeed anywhere specific 
in this Borough would be named.  Of course it would never be based in Donaghadee 
and at present we were talking about the principle.  He thought the Deputy Mayor 
wished to raise the hackles of people as that was what the Alliance Party did; they 
agitated and played into people’s deepest fears.  It was not going to blight this matter 
as people should not be concerned.  The Scottish Government had merely stated 
that discussions surrounding a bridge between Scotland and Northern Ireland could 
be initiated.  He was delighted as it offered a fantastic opportunity to connect this 
Province with the UK mainland and it represented massive economic prospects as 
opposed to a high speed rail link.  Having said that, it would be tremendous for 
Northern Ireland to have both options.  It was never a feasible option for 
Donaghadee and at this point in time, it was still an aspirational outcome which 
necessitated investigations and consultations but at least the principle of a bridge to 
the mainland was to be considered.  
 
Councillor Brooks began by stressing that he was opposed to the amendment and in 
favour of the recommendation.  He wanted to remind the Deputy Mayor, the Alliance 
Party and all Members why the Chief Executive took the initiative in putting this 
recommendation to the Council.  It was because the Scottish Government was 
already instigating discussions with Belfast and Dublin.  With that borne in mind, it 
was preferable for the Council to be in the loop rather than being outside it.  
Discussions surrounded a bridge coming from Scotland to Northern Ireland and 
Donaghadee was never mentioned.  Common sense should prevail and it would not 
take a feasibility study to realise a bridge into Bangor or Donaghadee would simply 
not be appropriate.  He highlighted that it was not just a bridge to the mainland but it 
was a bridge to the world.  Once across you could drive from Scotland, through 
England and across the Channel to the rest of the world.  Therefore, it represented a 
huge opportunity for Northern Ireland and in fact, economists had suggested it would 
create a Celtic powerhouse.  He was mindful that historically the link had always 
been between Portpatrick to Donaghadee – the initial harbour into the northern part 
of Ireland. In 1833 a chain bridge was openly discussed, 1886 a tunnel was 
discussed and in 1937 a bridge scheme was formally discussed as a cure for mass 
unemployment towards the end of the depression.  
 
Regarding the road infrastructure in the Province, he was glad that the politicians of 
the mid 60s had the foresight to link the east with the west and also to introduce the 
Holywood bypass and the A1 to Newry.  Councillor Brooks commented that if we 
listened to the Alliance Party none of those things would progress and likewise with 
the Green Party.  As he used to work for Bechtel, the largest construction company 
in the world, he telephoned to gauge their opinion on the issue.  Bechtel verified that 
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it was definitely doable and the technology was there.  Councillor Brooks concluded 
by reiterating that he stood in support of the recommendation.   
 
Councillor Smith sought clarity and asked the Chief Executive if the recommendation 
had recommended that the bridge be sited at Donaghadee. 
 
The Chief Executive responded by referring members to the recommendation 
whereby it stated that the Council would write to the First Minister for Scotland, the 
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and the Permanent Secretary of the 
Department for Infrastructure welcoming those discussions and requesting the east 
coast of the Borough to be considered in any feasibility study or business case as a 
possible connecting point for any new bridge between Northern Ireland and 
Scotland.  It was really ensuring that Council was engaged in the process without 
naming any location specifically in the Borough. 
 
In light of that information, Councillor Smith remarked that the Alliance Party had 
been scaremongering on the issue.  They had also blamed him for proposing the 
bridge should go from Donaghadee.  On checking the minutes, they clearly stated 
that he had proposed the recommendation exactly as the Chief Executive had read 
out.  Northern Ireland had a heritage and historic links with Scotland and Council 
should at least be engaged in any talks pertaining to the bridge which would 
strengthen links with the UK.  Having said that, he knew that the Alliance Party did 
not want that to happen and would prefer a united Ireland.  He stood with Councillor 
Brooks and his colleagues and supported the original recommendation. 
 
Upon reading the report, Councillor Wilson observed that the well known historic 
relationship with Portpatrick and Donaghadee was mentioned, which was also the 
shortest crossing point between the two countries.  That would surely cause alarm 
bells to ring and he understood the concerns of the public.  He referred to the 
accusation made by Councillor McIlveen in relation to the Alliance Party playing on 
people’s fears.  He voiced the opinion that the DUP had spent the last 50 years 
playing on people’s fears and at every election the DUP relied on fear and division to 
polarise the electorate.  Thus, to accuse the Alliance Party of playing on people’s 
fears was extremely hypocritical. 
 
Councillor McIlveen sought clarification as to whether the Member was calling him a 
hypocrite, as that may be an issue he would wish to take forward. 
 
The Mayor asked Councillor Wilson to clarify exactly what his comments had been. 
 
At this point, Councillor Gilmour interjected and read from Standing Orders and 
under 20.4 – the Mode of Address, she outlined that any Member may raise under 
discussion to a point of order or in personal explanation.  She believed it was a 
matter of personal explanation given that there was potentially an attack on 
Councillor McIlveen.     
 
The Mayor again asked Councillor Wilson to specifically clarify what he had said. 
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In response, Councillor Wilson confirmed that he had said it was extremely 
hypocritical for accusations of playing on people’s fears to be levelled at the Alliance 
Party from the DUP. 
 
Councillor Gilmour raised a point which she felt was apt given the comments of the 
last speaker.  Page 17 of the minutes read, ‘Councillor Wilson agreed that the 
Council should adopt a low profile.  He added that he was quite sure Dover had been 
a lovely place to live before the port came into operation there’.  A quick search on 
the history of the port of Dover demonstrated that the port was owned and operated 
by the Dover Harbour Board, a statutory corporation since its Royal Charter in 1606 
by King James 1.  From a personal perspective, she thought this showed the attempt 
at scaremongering by the Alliance Party. 
 
Alderman Graham said that he had enjoyed listening to Councillor Brook’s account 
and commended him for his contribution.  He liked the concept of a bridge, as it was 
a forward thinking enterprise that would make a great contribution to the entire island 
of Ireland including their good neighbours in the south.  He recalled how his family 
had lost fields, trees and hedges to allow for the construction of a dual carriageway, 
which totally disrupted the beauty of the countryside.  Sometimes we had to be 
prepared to sacrifice a little to move forward and in the business world if you are not 
seen to be moving forward you were viewed as moving backwards.  He hoped 
sometime in the future we could enjoy a link between the island of Ireland and the 
mainland. 
 
Councillor Muir voiced unease at the demeanour and conduct by some Members 
who were laughing and smirking at what he classed as a serious and important issue 
being considered for the Borough.  Those who sought to castigate his Party as being 
a nationalist party were denigrating those people who voted for them successfully 
election after election where they got a mandate.  He wished people would show 
some respect to their electoral mandate as they were neither unionists or 
nationalists. They were people who considered matters based upon objective 
evidence.  The information widely circulated showed the bridge was not a viable 
option and there were better investment opportunities.  Every week there were 
examples in the Spectator and Chronicle of local elected or community 
representatives advocating for investment in the infrastructure in their local areas, ie 
the state of the roads, transport or water system.  The bridge would require a 
colossal amount of money and we had to examine our priorities.  There had to be an 
objective analysis as to whether the concept offered good value for money.  Also he 
would argue more importantly the environmental consequences within our Borough.   
 
He again asked Members not to cast those things aside with laughter but to show 
respect for issues like this, as there was a manner as to how the debate should be 
conducted so that the Council created an impression that it took such issues 
seriously and was prepared to rationally discuss them.  Councillor Muir asked 
Members to check local media in terms of elected representatives to ascertain who 
had suggested Donaghadee as a landing area, as some Members seemed to have a 
short memory. That appeared evident when some public comments in opposition 
came back to them and stances changed.  The matter was deserving of a rational 
discussion and he offered his full support to the amendment from Councillor Walker.  
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He wished others would show respect to each other within the Chamber and to 
electoral mandates.   
 
Responding to points raised by Councillor Muir, Councillor Martin said he did not 
think anyone was laughing to denigrate the opinions of others.  Rather the humour of 
the story was that it was in fact not a story.  He was surprised when his wife had 
asked him if the Council was building a bridge in Donaghadee to Scotland as she 
had observed a picture on Facebook.  He then checked if the minutes of the 
Committee had mentioned any such bridge in Donaghadee.  Obviously they had not, 
however they did detail a letter from the Scottish Government regarding a general 
feasibility study.  Unquestionably that was scaremongering due to Councillor 
Walker’s photoshop picture and the amount of comments attached to it, and he 
stressed that the Council was not building a bridge.  He tossed the comments back 
to the Alliance Party and maintained that they should take ownership of this.  
Councillor Walker’s photoshop picture of a large bridge sited in Donaghadee and 
highlighting Councillor Brooks and Smith as the advocates for this Scottish link 
destroying Donaghadee was totally irresponsible.  Councillor Muir might be lecturing 
Members in this Chamber for laughing but he maintained that the Alliance Party 
should own this situation as it was not factually correct. 
 
It was AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Cooper, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the meeting proceed to the vote.  
 
On being put to the meeting, with 8 voting FOR, 28 voting AGAINST, 1 ABSTAINING 
and 3 ABSENT, the amendment FELL. 
 
A recorded vote resulted as follows: 
 

FOR (8) AGAINST (28) ABSTAINING (1) ABSENT (3)  
Aldermen 
Girvan 
McDowell 
Councillors 
Hunter  
McAlpine 
Muir 
Walker 
Wilson 
Woods 
 

Aldermen 
Carson 
Fletcher 
Gibson 
Graham 
Henry 
Irvine 
Keery 
Smith 
Councillors 
Adair 
Allen 
Brooks 
Cathcart 
Chambers 
Cooper 
Cummings 
Dunlop 
Dunne 
Edmund 
Ferguson 

Councillor 
Boyle 
 

Councillors 
Armstrong-Cotter 
Douglas 
McClean 
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Gilmour 
Kennedy 
Martin 
McIlveen 
Menagh 
Robinson 
Smart 
Smith 
Thompson 

 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Cummings, seconded by Alderman 
Irvine, that the minutes be adopted. 
 
7.5. Corporate Services Committee dated 17 April 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Copy of the above minutes.  
 
In respect of Item 3.2 Page 4 – Deputations – Virgin Media:  Having listened to this 
deputation, Alderman Fletcher underlined that there had been no mention of 
compensation to the traders in Mill Street, Comber who had experienced disruptions 
to their businesses for two consecutive weekends.  Unfortunately, they had suffered 
substantial losses and as ratepayers he thought the Council should be supportive 
towards them and perhaps pose this question to Virgin Media.  He had also been 
informed of the possibility of this Company missing out the centre of Comber due to 
the public realm upgrading works.  To that end, he wondered how that service could 
be replayed to the people living in that vicinity. 
 
Alderman Keery left the meeting at this stage – 7.57pm 
 
To clarify a point raised, Councillor McIlveen stated he had been speaking with 
Transport NI who had confirmed that it was the traders who had highlighted the 
public realm works.  Virgin Media would now be skirting the town centre and utilising 
the new bypass to undertake the necessary work thereby addressing the 
requirements of the town centre inhabitants. 
 
NOTED. 
 
In respect of Item 7 Page 18 – Portraits of Past Mayors, Council Photographs and 
Members’ Ceremonial Robes:  Councillor Muir stood by the comments he had made 
regarding the recommendation to remove the above-mentioned items from display.  
He firmly believed that the audit of those items should entail one piece of work and 
the approach taken should best reflect the shared history of both legacy Councils.  
He felt it was viable to look back at our past and remember it in a positive way. 
 
Alderman Keery re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.01pm 
 
Proposed by Councillor Muir as an amendment, seconded by Councillor Walker that 
the proposals be deferred to be considered as part of the overall audit of 
memorabilia in and around Council property. 
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Councillor Menagh wondered where all the memorabilia would be stored if it was to 
be archived as there was no policy in place at present. 
 
On being put to the meeting, with 10 voting FOR and 26 AGAINST, the amendment 
FELL. 
 
In respect of Item 9 Page 22 – Disbanding of Groomsport Remembrance Committee: 
 
Councillor Martin indicated that he wished to withdraw his Notice of Motion on the 
above issue – Item 14.4 and proposed the following amendment: 
 
Proposed by Councillor Martin, seconded by Councillor Chambers that Council notes 
the letter from the Groomsport Remembrance Committee and tasks Officers with 
progressing discussions with the Royal British Legion and other relevant parties 
regarding the future running of the Remembrance Service in the village to ensure 
this year’s service takes places.  It also wishes to thank the GRC for their tireless 
service and dedication over the 13 years in organising the Remembrance Service 
and, in doing so, honouring our fallen heroes. 
 
Councillor Martin paid tribute to the efficiency of Officers for proactively addressing 
this matter by way of a report and ensuring there was an opportunity for the annual 
Remembrance Service in Groomsport to hopefully continue.   
 
In agreement Councillor Chambers was certain that the entire Council reflected 
those sentiments.  He was of the viewpoint that members of the Groomsport 
Remembrance Committee were long overdue thanks for the work they tirelessly 
undertook each year. 
 
Councillor McIlveen realised that this situation had arisen because the Committee 
had not felt valued.  He welcomed the proposal and thought it would ease tensions 
by showing some appreciation to the Committee.  He hoped those involved would 
change their decision as such Remembrance Services were important in this part of 
the world.   
 
AGREED. 
 
In respect of Item 17 Page 33 – Request from NI Water to Purchase Land at 
Brompton Road:  Councillor Muir asked to raise this item ‘In Committee’ at the end of 
the meeting. 
 
AGREED. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Girvan, seconded by Councillor 
Gilmour, that the minutes as amended be adopted. 
 
Councillor Dunlop left the meeting at this stage – 8.07pm 
 
7.6. Community and Wellbeing Committee dated 18 April 2018 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED -  Copy of the above minutes.  
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In respect of Item 22.4 Page 39 – Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Walker 
and Councillor Douglas:  On a point of accuracy, Councillor Muir stated that he was 
the seconder and asked the minute to be amended accordingly. 
 
AGREED. 
 
In respect of Item 22.3 Page 38 – Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smith 
and Councillor Armstrong-Cotter:  Councillor Smith made reference to the discussion 
that had taken place and wished to make an amendment. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Smith as an amendment, seconded by Councillor Gilmour 
that this Council extends an invite to Alison McNulty, Chief Executive of Tiny Life, to 
present a deputation on the work of the charity. 
 
AGREED. 
 
In respect of Item 21 Page 36 – New Ards Leisure Centre:  Councillor Robinson 
drew attention to the new pricing structure and having recently attended the AND 
Pensioners’ Parliament thought OAPs should be given consideration.  She said it 
was imperative that older people were looked after as they represented a large 
percentage of our Borough. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Robinson as an amendment, seconded by Alderman Girvan 
that anyone in receipt of a state pension should also be included in the concession 
pricing band for the new leisure centre. 
 
In concurrence Alderman Girvan added that the age group of over 65s was 
increasing and they should be encouraged to take advantage of the new facility. 
 
Councillor McIlveen agreed with the spirit of the proposal and he was conscious that 
the older generation should be motivated to remain active as it could help to stave off 
infirmities.  He proposed that the request be referred back to the Committee for 
discussion.  A report was also required as this would affect budgets and would 
enable the matter to be dealt with more effectively. 
 
The Mayor asked Councillor Robinson if she would be happy for that additional 
wording to be included. 
 
Councillor Robinson said she would be content for a referral to the Committee. 
 
AGREED. 
 
In respect of Item 15 Page 28 – Rewilding Parks:  Councillor Woods referred to the 
decision taken at the meeting and wished to make an amendment. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Woods, seconded by Councillor Muir that Council approves 
the above initiatives and supports the ongoing parks and rewilding projects to 
enhance and promote biodiversity across the Borough, taking into consideration the 
individual needs of our green spaces. 
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Councillor Woods remarked that it was not the first time Members had spoken about 
this issue, as it had been brought up within the Council Chamber and at Committee 
meetings previously.  The report heard on Wednesday outlined current and future 
practice, was reasonable and showed where biodiversity projects could be utilised in 
the future to the benefit of everyone in our Borough. 
 
However, she revealed that it came as no great shock in this case that yet again 
Ballymenoch Park was brought up as an exception to this scheme.  She felt that the 
reasons were unknown as the park was a large area of publicly used wooded land 
outside Holywood town centre and had Green Flag status. The only complaints that 
she and others had ever received was that some trees were being felled in the last 
few years.  It was never about the promotion of wildflower and biodiversity that 
affected up to 20% only of the park, ie up to one fifth that would be managed 
differently. That was not a large area of the park, nor would it affect any events that 
were or could be held there, as it was not an events space.  Officers would be 
mindful that the biodiversity projects would not interfere with any events, but more 
importantly, that events would not interfere with the biodiversity projects. 
 
Drainage issues and flooding were also mentioned as a cause for concern on 
implementing a ‘let it grow’ project there.  However, letting 20% of this park to grow 
in designated areas would not have any detrimental effect on flooding, or increase 
flooding risk in the park, indeed quite the opposite. This area was subject to heavy 
ground conditions but it was not deemed to be at risk of flooding. 
 

Councillor Woods asserted that green infrastructure could make a valuable 
contribution to managing surface water run off.  That was a particular concern 
associated with the effects of climate change, notably the anticipated increased 
frequency of heavy rain.  Open spaces and green infrastructure could form part of 
critical flood risk management systems by providing space for managed flooding.  
Soil infiltration was a key method of managing flood waters and root penetration 
aided the process of infiltration. She acknowledged that Officers had already outlined 
a project to alleviate any fears or issues of drainage in the park to catch any surface 
run off on the main pathway. 
 
By way of information, she verified that whilst it was obvious that blue infrastructure 
such as ponds, lakes and rivers stored water, green areas such as parks and fields 
within a flood plain also had the potential to temporarily store storm water and aid 
with infiltration.  Surface attenuation was a key benefit of green infrastructure and it 
had been shown that trees and pastureland could decrease peak flows by up to 
60%.  There were a number of examples of biodiversity and planting projects that 
had been the solution to flooding risk in parts of England.  Devon Wildlife Trust 
‘improved’ pasture held 47 litres of water per square metre, whereas Culm grassland 
held 269 litres per sqm.  Similar studies had yielded similar results in Sussex, 
Yorkshire, London, Staffordshire and Sheffield. 
 
Therefore, it seemed to her that the proposals for Ballymenoch Park were the 
opposite of what should be done if there were risks of flooding in the area.  The 
expert Officers who dealt with the planting of our Borough would have more insight 
into flood and risk management, being fully aware of areas that could and should 
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be allowed to grow.  She also questioned why it was being proposed to revert back 
to the way it was under legacy North Down Borough Council. The park had 
changed significantly since then and hence previous cutting schedules may not be 
suitable. 

In conclusion, Councillor Woods stressed that that was the rationale for proposing 
her amendment.  Officers would be aware of issues such as flooding in our parks 
and open spaces and be able to change policy accordingly where applicable, 
whilst at the same time maintain our statutory duty to promote biodiversity in the 
area and look after our ever decreasing green spaces for the protection and 
interests of the environment. 

Councillor McIlveen advised that quite recently he had designed a linear park in 
Letterkenny and all the issues raised by Councillor Woods were absolutely correct, ie 
roots of particular plants etc but none of that was applicable to Ballymenoch Park.  
All that was being proposed was not cutting the grass or the planting of wildflowers 
which would not deal with the situation in the way Councillor Woods had suggested.  
Certainly, the construction of a lake for a run off continuation feature would be a 
fantastic option to deal with flooding, whilst at the same time enhance biodiversity 
but that was not being considered tonight so it was not much of a choice for him. 
 
Councillor Dunne expressed the opinion that the report had been given a fair debate 
by the Committee.  He said Ballymenoch Park was a fantastic area and a wonderful 
facility which encompassed a great biodiversity of squirrels and birds etc.  It had 
some unique features but suffered from poor drainage which several constituents 
had raised with him.   A walk through the park would soon identify that.  People had 
identified the problem of flooding by raising it with him on a number of occasions 
including last week.  They had also been making calls in opposition to the policy of 
how the park was managed throughout 2017.  That was the reason for the 
amendment being brought before the Committee last week to bring the park back in 
line with how it was maintained by the legacy Council.  During that time, drainage 
was managed in a better way and the park was well suited to events.  Additionally, 
concerns were voiced at the unsightly and abandoned condition of the park.     
Therefore, his preference would be for Ballymenoch Park to be maintained in a 
similar fashion as undertaken by the legacy North Down Borough Council and he 
was against the amendment. 
 
Councillor Muir was in favour of continuation of the current regime as it had 
impressed Green Flag judges and they had indeed complimented those works.  
Moreover, only 20% of Ballymenoch Park was maintained to the rewilding ethos and 
there was sufficient evidence to demonstrate the benefits of that policy. 
 
Offering his backing to the amendment, Alderman Fletcher verified that there were 
five species of plants recognised as being vital to support insects namely; gorse, 
dandelion, blackberry, clover and ivy.  He emphasised that 70% of the insect 
biomass had been depleted during the past ten years.  Undeniably it was a serious 
issue and that percentage could not be allowed to increase.  If insects were not 
saved, there would be problems with pollination and food supply for birds/animals as 
well as for ourselves.  He pointed out that fruit trees in China were now hand 
pollinated.  He wholeheartedly supported the process of rewilding in order to 
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maintain and preserve biodiversity for the next generation.  Every care that this 
Council took in that respect he fully supported and appreciated. 
 
Councillor Robinson was in full agreement with Alderman Fletcher’s observations. 
 
Councillor Hunter reported that the Council had a statutory duty to promote 
biodiversity throughout the Borough and he was mindful that Castle Park had been 
awarded Green flag status in that regard.   
 
Councillor Dunlop re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.25pm 
 
Alderman Graham acknowledged the reasoning behind the amendment but insisted 
there had to be a balance.  He referred to the large sections of untouched areas 
along the land side of the coastal path and Ulster Way containing nettles, dandelions 
and blackberry bushes.  There were also dandelions currently blooming along the 
central reservations of our carriageways. 
 
On being put to the meeting with 11 voting FOR and 22 voting AGAINST, the 
amendment FELL. 
 
In respect of Item 24 Page 43 –  New Greenways Progress:  Councillor Cooper said 
that he wished to raise this item ‘In Committee’ at the end of the meeting. 
 
AGREED. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Brooks, seconded by Councillor 
Edmund, that the minutes as amended be adopted. 
 

8.  REQUEST FOR DEPUTATION  
 
8.1. Donaghadee Heritage Preservation Company Ltd 
 (Appendix II) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Letter from Donaghadee Heritage Preservation 
Company Ltd regarding proposals for the development of Donaghadee’s Commons 
and adjacent areas, to increase their attractiveness as a venue for leisure and 
tourism.  
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor 
Walker, that this item be referred to the Regeneration and Development 
Committee. 
 

9. CIVIC RECEPTION FOR COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
PARTICIPANTS (FILE CEV 52) 

  
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Head of 
Administration detailing that following on from earlier discussions and debate at the 
recent meeting of the Council’s Community and Wellbeing Committee, it was 
proposed that the Council hosts a reception for those members of the Northern 
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Ireland Commonwealth Games Team who came from or who trained in the Borough, 
to mark their recent participation and successes at the 2018 Commonwealth Games 
in Australia.   
 
The reception would be held in the Londonderry Room of the Town Hall Arts Centre, 
Newtownards on Tuesday, 15 May 2018 at 7.00pm.  It would be preceded by a short 
engagement event in Conway Square at 6.30pm at which the public would have the 
opportunity to meet and hear from members of the Team, including Gold Medal 
winner, Rhys McClenaghan. 
 
Invitations would be issued in due course. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves this report. 
 
Proposed by Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Alderman Keery that the 
recommendation be adopted. 
 
Councillor Martin left the meeting at this stage – 8.29pm 
 
Councillor McIlveen was happy to support the recommendation and recalled that the 
Borough had a proud history of sporting successes.  Undoubtedly it was an amazing 
achievement of Rhys McClenaghan to win a gold medal and he was a fantastic 
ambassador but he felt we should be very proud of all the athletes, coaches and staff 
who had been involved. 
 
Councillor Martin re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.30pm 
 
Councillor Dunne left the meeting at this stage – 8.30pm 
 
Alderman Keery commented that it gave him great pleasure to be seconder.  This 
young man had made the province and his gymnastics club proud.  He was a credit 
to the Rathgael Gymnastics Club which formed in the early 1970s, having once 
previously been situated on the Rathgael Road before moving a couple of times into 
its present location on Balloo Avenue.  The Club was well managed, was producing 
great athletes and he thought the Council should be offering better support to it.   
 
Councillor Menagh spoke of Rhys McClenaghan’s incredible accomplishment of 
beating the best athletes in the world. 
 
Councillor Walker left the meeting at this stage – 8.31pm. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Menagh as an amendment, seconded by Councillor Cooper 
that an open top bus hosting the local team tours Newtownards town centre and 
Conway Square in honour of the recent Commonwealth Games participants. 
 
Although believing it to be a good idea, Councillor Cooper trusted there would be 
suitable advertisement of the event to ensure an appropriate turnout.  He recalled 
that the last event of its kind saw the open top bus drive around an empty town. 
 
Councillor Menagh requested a recorded vote to be taken. 
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On being put to the meeting, with 34 voting FOR, 0 voting AGAINST, 1 ABSTAINING 
and 5 ABSENT, the amendment was declared CARRIED. 
 
A recorded vote resulted as follows: 
 

FOR (34) AGAINST (0) ABSTAINING (1) ABSENT (5)  
Aldermen 
Carson 
Fletcher 
Girvan 
Graham 
Henry 
Irvine 
Keery 
McDowell 
Smith 
Councillors 
Adair 
Allen 
Boyle 
Brooks 
Cathcart 
Chambers 
Cooper 
Dunlop 
Dunne 
Edmund 
Ferguson 
Hunter  
Kennedy 
Martin 
McAlpine 
McIlveen 
Menagh 
Muir 
Robinson 
Smart 
Smith 
Thompson 
Walker 
Wilson 
Woods 

 
Aldermen 
Gibson 
 

Councillors 
Armstrong-Cotter 
Cummings 
Douglas 
Gilmour 
McClean 
 

 
Councillor McIlveen did not consider a recorded vote to be necessary but was 
content with the amendment. 
 
Although he had no difficulty with the Council doing the best it could, Alderman 
Graham suggested consulting with those concerned to ensure they were happy with 
the proposal. 
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Councillor Walker re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.35pm 
 
Councillor Dunne re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.35pm 
 
In offering her support to the amendment, Councillor Ferguson as Chair of the Sports 
Forum was delighted that the Council was taking the matter forward.  Rhys 
McClenaghan and the team had put our Borough on the map and she deemed the 
reception and open top bus especially fitting as Rhys had received a sports award 
last year. 
 
In a differing stance, Alderman Gibson voiced his reservation at the amendment as 
an open top bus had not been selected for other athletes such as Bethany Firth.  He 
was in favour of a civic reception but urged caution if the Council was changing its 
rules. 
 
Councillor Gilmour left the meeting at this stage – 8.36pm  
 
At this stage, Councillor Smart rose to associate himself with comments made thus 
far.  He was of the view that all the participants did themselves proud at the games, 
as well as their families, friends and indeed the Borough.  The engagement event in 
Conway Square was a tremendous idea to afford the public an opportunity to speak 
to Rhys and the team.  It would also lend support to local businesses on that evening 
and he praised Officers for their input. 
 
Councillor Cummings left the meeting at this stage – 8.38pm 
 
Alderman McDowell welcomed the civic reception noting that Rhys and the team 
were an inspiration to young people throughout the Borough.  He felt it was proper 
and fitting to honour all those athletes. 
 
As Chair of the Community and Wellbeing Committee, Councillor Brooks praised 
Councillor Menagh for bringing forward his amendment.  He also took the 
opportunity to congratulate Councillor Muir for completing the London marathon on 
Sunday past. 
 
Alderman Girvan left the meeting at this stage – 8.41pm 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Menagh, seconded by Councillor 
Cooper, that the recommendation be adopted and that the team arrive in 
Conway Square by open top bus. 
 

10.  CONFERENCES, INVITATIONS ETC  
 
10.1. NILGA Driving Government Locally Summit – 25 May 2018 – Omagh 
 (Appendix III) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Conference details from Fermanagh & Omagh 
District Council. 
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RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the information be noted. 
 

11.  TRANSFERS OF RIGHTS OF BURIAL 
   
 The following transfer applications were received:-  
 
 Name  Transferred to  Cemetery  Section  No  
 

N Alexander  M T Graham  Clandeboye MX  5616 
J Caughey  D McCormick Greyabbey 9  15   
D McCormick G Caughey  Greyabbey 9  17  

 
RESOLVED:- On the proposal Alderman Gibson, seconded by Councillor 
Dunne, that the above Transfers be approved.  
 

12.  SEALING DOCUMENTS  
 
RESOLVED: - (On the proposal of Alderman Smith,   

seconded by Councillor Dunlop) 
 

THAT the Seal of the Council be affixed to the following 
documents: -  

 
a) Grant of Right of Burial No’s 12667 to 12683 

b) Ice Cream Licence – Robert Morelli of Ormerello – Luke’s 
Point, Ballyholme 

c) Ice Cream Licence – Robin Adair of Tigger’s Ices – Harbour 
Road, Groomsport 

d) Ice Cream Licence – Robert Neil of Carousel Ices – 
Seapark, Holywood 

e) Ice Cream Licence – David Sloan of Swift Outside Foods – 
Millisle Beach Park 

   

13.  NOTICES OF MOTION REPORT  
 (Appendix IV)  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:-  Report dated 23 April 2018 from the Director of 
Organisational Development and Administration detailing Status Report in respect of 
Notices of Motion.  
 
That was a standing item on the Council agenda each month and its aim was to 
keep members updated on the outcome of motions.  As motions were dealt with they 
would be removed from the report. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 
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RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 

14.  NOTICES OF MOTION 
 
14.1. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smart and Councillor Kennedy 
 
That this Council, accepts the importance of accessible green space to the mental 
and physical wellbeing of town dwellers; notes the fact that Newtownards Town has 
limited public park provision; agrees to the creation of such a park and associated 
car parking, adjoining the proposed new greenway, at the redundant former landfill 
site adjacent to the floodgates on the Portaferry Road, Newtownards and brings 
back a report to include details of design, cost and funding opportunities.   
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by Councillor 
Kennedy, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Community and 
Wellbeing Committee. 
 
14.2. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Robinson 
 
That this Council welcomes the Safe Place initiative and supports our local PCSP to 
put measures in place to make Ards and North Down Borough a Safe Place.  
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Robinson, seconded by Councillor 
Cooper, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Community and Wellbeing 
Committee. 
 
Alderman Girvan re-entered the meeting at this stage – 8.45pm 
 
14.3. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smith 
 
That this Council opposes all forms of modern slavery and human trafficking and 
requests officers to develop a Council policy on tackling modern slavery and human 
trafficking which should consider including following: 
 

• an anti-slavery clause in all future contracts which would permit the Council to 
terminate contracts as a sanction and require contractors to adopt a 
whistleblowing policy on suspected modern slavery  

• provision of training on modern slavery to the Council’s procurement team  
• report any suspected cases of modern slavery to the relevant authorities  
• reviewing existing contracts to consider potential modern slavery issues. 

 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.4. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Martin 
 
Given the fact that the Groomsport Remembrance Committee has recently 
disbanded Council requests a report to examine the options regarding the future of 
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the annual Remembrance Service in the village and, in particular, if this could be 
continued to be an ongoing reminder of our UK Service personnel and the sacrifice 
they are sometimes required to make.   
 
RESOLVED, that this Notice of Motion be withdrawn. 
 
14.5. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Boyle 
 
That this Council calls on the Department for Communities to overhaul current liquor 
licensing legislation and modernise the current laws so that our hospitality sector can 
survive, thrive, and in turn boost our local tourism industry and overall economy. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Boyle, seconded by Councillor Muir, 
that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services Committee. 
 
Councillor Ferguson left the meeting at this stage – 8.46pm 
 
14.6. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor McIlveen and Councillor 

Armstrong-Cotter 
 
That this Council recognises that the merger of Ards Borough Council and North 
Down Borough Council through the Review of Public Administration was done as a 
means to deliver services more efficiently and to ultimately deliver savings to rate 
payers in the new Borough; and requests the Chief Executive to establish an 
efficiency unit with the Finance Department to work across all the Council’s 
departments and provide recommendations as to how better value for money can be 
delivered for the benefit of the ratepayer.  Reports on the progress and 
recommendations of this unit will be made to the Corporate Committee. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Alderman 
Keery, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.7. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smith and Councillor Gilmour 
 
This Council notes that between October and December 2017 one third of all people 
in Northern Ireland who were referred with suspected cancer did not begin their first 
definitive treatment within 62 days as laid out under Ministerial Targets. In the South 
Eastern Trust this rises to a shocking 50% of patients. 
 
Therefore, in the absence of a functioning assembly, this Council writes to the 
Permanent Secretary and Chief Executive of the Department of Health to ask them 
to outline what steps they will be taking to ensure that those who are diagnosed with, 
or are suspected of having cancer can receive the treatment they need, when they 
need it. 
 
This an urgent matter and one of life and death for many people, we as a Council 
urge the Department to act quickly to address this vital issue. 
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RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.8. Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Irvine 
 
That this Council writes to Mr Peter May the permanent secretary of the Department 
for Infrastructure expressing concern about the poor condition of the roads network 
throughout the borough.  We call upon additional resources to be directed by the 
department to our Council area to deal with the problem.   
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by Councillor 
Dunne, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.9. Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Irvine 
 
That this Council expresses deep concern regarding the decision of the National 
Assembly in South Africa to adopt a motion proposing land expropriation from white 
farmers without compensation; and call on this Council to write to the both the South 
African Government to express deep concerns, and to also write to our own Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office to make representations to the South African 
Government on this unjustified decision that could potentially harm community 
relations within the country, damage tourism, and trade within South Africa.  
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.10. Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Muir, Councillor Douglas and 

Alderman McDowell 
 
That this Council agrees to write to the Department for Infrastructure requesting roll 
out of Residents Parking Schemes for relevant areas within Holywood, Bangor and 
Newtownards Town Centres. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Councillor Muir, seconded by Alderman 
McDowell, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Corporate Services 
Committee. 
 
14.11. Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Smith 
 
Last year in our area of Ards and North Down Borough Council there were nine 
burials of under 18 year olds in the period 01/04/17 to 31/03/18. Three burials were 
in the Movilla Cemetery, three were in Clandeboye Cemetery, one in Kirkistown 
Cemetery, one in Redburn cemetery and one in Ballyvester Cemetery. This number 
includes burials for stillborn children. 
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The price was £65.00 for the burial of an under 18 year old, but future charges will 
show an increase of 5% in line with Council policy resulting in an increase of £3.00 to 
£68.00. 
 
Grieving parents can face hundreds of pounds to cover all costs involved in funeral 
and burial arrangements. 
 Therefore I propose that Ards and North Down Borough Council set the marker by 
waiving the cost of opening a grave only for those under 18yrs as a gesture of 
goodwill at a difficult time in any parents’ lives.  
  
This of course would be subject to Equality Screening. 
  
I would also ask that a report be brought back to look at similar schemes in England 
and Wales which could be introduced by the N I Assembly. This would in effect be 
that all costs regarding funeral and burial arrangements would be covered by 
government. 
  
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Smith, seconded by Councillor 
Smart, that the Notice of Motion be referred to the Community and Wellbeing 
Committee. 
 

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS 
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Martin, seconded by Councillor 
Dunlop, that the public/press be excluded from the meeting for the undernoted 
items of confidential business. 

 
7.5. Corporate Services Committee dated 17 April 2018 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 
7.6. Community and Wellbeing Committee dated 18 April 2018 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 

 
RE-ADMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS 
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Alderman Keery, seconded by Councillor Dunne, 
that the public/press be re-admitted to the meeting. 
 
Members were advised that in line with Section 47 (1) of the Local Government Act 
(Northern Ireland) 2014 the audio recording would now recommence.  
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Circulated for Information 
 
(a) Department for Infrastructure – A2 High Street, Portaferry 
(b) Department for Infrastructure – Ardmillan Crescent, Newtownards  
(c) Queen’s University Belfast, Vice Chancellor’s Report 2016-17  
(d) Draft HSENI Corporate Plan 2018-2023  
(e) Update on Use of Section 10B Permits for Road Passenger Transport and 

minibus Driving in Northern Ireland  
(f) Department for the Economy (DfE) Section 75 screening Report for period 

January 2018 – March 2018  
 
AGREED that the correspondence be noted. 
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING 
 
The meeting terminated at 8.55 pm. 
 
 
 
 



  ITEM 7.1 

 
ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
A meeting of the Planning Committee was held in the Council Chamber, 2 Church 
Street, Newtownards on Tuesday, 1 May 2018 at 7.00pm. 
 
PRESENT: 
  
In the Chair:  Alderman Fletcher   
  
Aldermen:  Carson Henry 
   Gibson McDowell 
   Graham   
         
Councillors:  Cathcart  McIlveen 

Dunne  Smart 
   Hunter  Thompson 

     
Officers: Chief Executive (S Reid), Head of Planning (A McCullough), 

Democratic Services Manager (J Wilson) and Democratic 
Services Officer (E Brown)   

 
Speakers:  Connor Brady, Des Ewing Architects 
  Tom Stokes, TSA Planning 
  Connor Mulligan, Hagan Homes 
 

 
WELCOME 
 
The Chairman welcomed members and officers to the meeting and made a special 
mention of those persons with speaking rights and members of the public seated in the 
public gallery.   
 

1. APOLOGIES  
 
There were no apologies given. 
 
NOTED.   
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
No Declarations of Interest were advised.  
 
NOTED.  
 

3. MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES OF PLANNING 
COMMITTEE DATED 10 APRIL 2018  

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Copy of the above minutes.    
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AGREED TO RECOMMEND, that the minutes be noted.  
 
3.1 Time Limit for Planning Committee – Verbal Update (referred at Council 

meeting held on 25 April 2018) 
 
The Chief Executive advised that, rather than giving a verbal update at that time, a 
full report would be brought to the Committee the following month.  He stated that 
the matter had been discussed at the Party Political Leaders Group and since any 
decision on the matter would affect all Committees, it had been agreed to review the 
matter as a whole and bring back a report with options for consideration by 
Members. 
 
Alderman Girvan commented that the long meetings had been difficult for all 
involved, including Democratic Services staff who were involved in taking the 
minutes.  She suggested that consideration be given to holding the Planning 
Committee during the day. 
 
The Chairman confirmed that all relevant aspects would be considered. 
 
NOTED. 
 

4. PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
 
4.1. LA06/2016/1049/F – 40 Cultra Avenue, Holywood  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Copy documentation (Appendix I)  
 

▪ DEA: Holywood and Clandeboye 
▪ Committee Interest: 6 representations contrary to Officer’s recommendation 
▪ Proposal: Demolition of existing house and erection of a replacement 

dwelling; consisting of a detached two storey house and associated site works 
▪ Site Location: 40 Cultra Avenue, Holywood 
▪ Recommendation: Grant Planning Permission 

 
The Head of Planning stated that this was an application seeking planning 
permission to replace an existing single storey dwelling at 40 Cultra Avenue, 
Holywood, with a two storey dwelling on the same footprint.  It was a single storey 
dwelling, of quite strange proportion, design and layout set in quite a tight site in this 
residential area of Cultra, Holywood, close to the Lough.  The existing dwelling was 
vacant and looked quite neglected.  The dwelling currently sat fronting onto Cultra 
Avenue, and a narrow alleyway ran along its northern boundary serving the rear of 
the terraced properties on Seafront Road.  Adjacent to the dwelling on the southern 
boundary was no. 38 – a substantial two storey dwelling with attic dormers set in 
expansive grounds.   
 
Demolition was considered acceptable in the draft Area of Townscape Character as 
it did not make a material contribution to the character of the area due to lack of 
traditional design features and limited public viewpoints.  The proposed replacement 
would occupy the same footprint, sufficient amenity space was provided to rear and 
in curtilage parking to the front. 
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Since submission of the application and initial press adverts and neighbour 
notification in November 2016, the Planning Department had sought a number of 
amendments to the scheme to render it acceptable in planning terms within the 
policy context, and to address significant material considerations raised by objectors. 
The overall height, scale and massing of the dwelling had been reduced, it had been 
moved further away from existing dwellings on Seafront Road and the position and 
number of windows and glazing had been reduced to ensure no adverse 
overlooking.  It was now considered policy compliant for the reasons set out in the 
case officer’s report.  Opaque glazing was proposed to the ensuite and bedroom 
windows and the existing hedge to the north would be conditioned for retention.  
Therefore, it was recommended that the application be approved. 
 
At this stage the Chairman invited questions from Members but none were raised. 
 
The Chairman then invited Mr Connor Brady (Agent) to speak in support of the 
recommendation to grant planning permission on behalf of the applicant, however in 
view of the recommendation to approve he declined the invitation to speak. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded by Alderman 
Keery, that the recommendation be adopted and that Planning Permission be 
granted. 
 
4.2 LA06/2018/0137/F – Project 24 – Queen’s Parade, Bangor 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Copy documentation (Appendix II)  
 

▪ DEA: Bangor Central 
▪ Committee Interest: Council Application  
▪ Proposal: Extension to the previous approval for Project 24 – to extend 

temporary approval by further two years to 24 April 2019 
▪ Site Location: Lands between 12 and 35 Queen’s Parade Bangor 
▪ Recommendation: Grant Planning Permission 

 
The Head of Planning stated that this was an application to amend a previous 
condition of the temporary approval by a further two years.  This was a retrospective 
application and the condition would extend the time period until end of April 2019.   
 
It had originally been anticipated that the extant approval for the wholesale 
redevelopment and regeneration of the Queen’s Parade site would be under 
development by that stage; however, to continue the highly popular and successful 
meanwhile use on the site, this proposal had been submitted and was recommended 
for approval. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Carson, seconded by Councillor 
Cathcart, that the recommendation be adopted and that Planning Permission 
be granted. 
 
4.3. LA06/2018/0110/F – Former Juvenile Justice Services Centre site (169 

Rathgael Road) and surrounding lands which lie to N of Rathgael Road 
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and W of Rathgael Road/Balloo Road/Newtownards Road roundabout 
junction, Bangor 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Copy documentation (Appendix III)  
 

▪ DEA: Holywood and Clandeboye 
▪ Committee Interest: Planning Committee approved previous application 
▪ Proposal: Development of 351 residential units and road improvements - 

Variation of a particular condition relating to when necessary road works 
should be completed by 

▪ Site Location: Former Juvenile Justice Services Centre site (169 Rathgael 
Road) and surrounding lands which lie to N of Rathgael Road and W of 
Rathgael Road/Balloo Road/Newtownards Road roundabout junction, Bangor 

▪ Recommendation: Grant Planning Permission 
 
The Head of Planning advised that the Planning Committee had approved the 
original application for the 351 residential units at its meeting on 5 September 2017.  
She stated that the application was for a variation of Condition 17 of the previous 
approval and therefore the Committee was only dealing with the condition; they were 
not reopening debate on the principle of development as already approved. 
 
Continuing, she detailed that the original approval had attached a condition requiring 
delivery of road improvement works prior to commencement of development of the 
dwellings.  A variation was now being sought to enable road improvement works to 
be completed prior to occupation of the dwellings.  This was required in order to deal 
with other road diversions in place whilst Phoenix Gas undertook work, otherwise the 
development would be stalled until mid-August and would have a knock-on 
economic impact on building company/jobs.  Furthermore, she detailed that 
Transport NI had no objections and considered that it was acceptable to vary the 
condition to ‘’shall be occupied’’ as it was anticipated that the actual house-building 
process would mostly involve construction vehicle movements within the site itself.  
Also, the impact upon the public road in the vicinity, which was currently being 
improved in terms of the widening of Rathgael Road, should be mostly confined to 
delivery traffic and worker’s transport.  She noted that one objection had been 
received and was dealt with by reasoning for the proposal as advised by Transport 
NI.  Therefore, Transport NI considered on balance there was no present justification 
for any restriction on commencing construction of dwellings. The proposal would 
therefore not prejudice road safety or significantly inconvenience the flow of traffic 
and therefore complied with all policy criteria.  Subject to approval, all the same 
conditions would be attached save for amended condition 17 as this was a 
completely stand-alone approval, which provided the developer with an alternative to 
his previous extant approval.  The application was therefore recommended for 
approval. 
 
At this stage the Chairman invited Mr Stokes (Agent) and Mr Mulligan (Developer) to 
speak in support of the recommendation to grant planning permission on behalf of 
the applicant, however in view of the recommendation to approve they declined the 
invitation to speak. 
 
The Chairman then sought questions from Members. 
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In response to a query from Councillor Cathcart, Mr Mulligan (Developer) advised 
that it was anticipated that 20 houses would be constructed before the road 
improvement works commenced and the roads would be finished by late summer 
2018. 
 
Councillor Cathcart advised that he had received a number of complaints in respect 
of lorries using the Rathgael Road and he queried why the lorries could not go via 
the carriageway instead, so as to preserve the condition of the Rathgael Road.  In 
response, Mr Mulligan advised that there was another entrance to the site, however 
access to it had been prevented. 
 
Alderman McDowell stated that he was normally opposed to conditions being 
changed, however he appreciated the rationale behind it in this instance and the 
need to make an exception.  He sought further detail on the timescale for the houses 
and roads to be built and commented that when roads were built at an early stage it 
helped in the building of the development and also helped the new residents moving 
into the development.  He asked for a brief outline of the stages involved in 
commencing the road works. 
 
In response, Mr Mulligan advised that the road widening works had already 
commenced.  He stated that Hagan Homes had had to seek permission from 
Transport NI for the other road improvement works and Transport NI had asked 
them to hold back for the time being.  He advised that work would commence again 
in August 2018.  He confirmed that all road improvement works would be completed 
by the time the first house was completed. 
 
RESOLVED, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded by Councillor 
McIlveen, that the recommendation be adopted and that Planning Permission 
be granted. 
 

5. UPDATE ON PLANNING APPEALS  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 18 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning providing an update on the above. 
 
Decisions 
 
1. There had been no new appeal decisions since the previous report. 
 
New Appeals Lodged 
 
2. The following two appeals had been lodged with the Planning Appeals Commission 

on 3 April 2018, and 6 April 2018 respectively: 
 

Appeal reference:  2018/A0001 
Application Reference: LA06/2016/0207/F 
Appeal by:   Mr C S Pearson 
Subject of Appeal: 180m north west of 108 Ballybarnes Road, 

Newtownards 
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Location: Retrospective application for retention of 
agricultural shed 

 
Appeal reference:  2018/A0004  
Application Reference: LA06/2017/0227/F 
Appeal by:   Barry and Margaret MacDonald  
Subject of Appeal: Amended proposals for that previously approved 

under LA06/2016/0189/F for a new dwelling with 
attached garage 

Location: 31a Old Quay Road, Holywood (formerly known as 
site 28m south of 33 Old Quay Road, Holywood)  

 
Details of appeal decisions, new appeals and scheduled hearings could be viewed at 
www.pacni.gov.uk. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Gibson, seconded by 
Alderman Carson, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

6. UPDATE ON THE PLANNING MONITORING FRAMEWORK 
(FILE: RDP27)  
(Appendix IV) 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 18 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning attaching letters of response from the 
Chief Executive to Peter May, Solace to Peter May, Alderman Fletcher to Peter May, 
Peter May to Solace, Peter May to the Chief Executive and Peter May to Alderman 
Fletcher. 
 
The reported stated that the Council was aware of the report on the Planning 
Monitoring Framework, previously brought to the Planning Committee February 
2018.  It had been agreed that the Chair of Planning Committee and Chief 
Executive would write to the Permanent Secretary of the Department of 
Infrastructure detailing the Council’s thoughts and concerns on the proposed new 
Planning Monitoring Framework the Department proposed to introduce.  Solace 
had also written a letter to the Department.   
 
The Chair and Chief Executive had received responses.  The Permanent Secretary 
had also written back to Solace, outlining that the Department felt it was important 
to keep the momentum going on the project and had commenced the gathering of 
data.  Solace had requested the Department not to implement the collating of data 
and for an urgent meeting with the Chief Planner in the Department. 
 
A further report would be provided after that meeting. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 
 

http://www.pacni.gov.uk/
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The Chief Executive advised that the Permanent Secretary had issued the same 
letter of response to the concerns raised and his view was that the Department 
would continue to impose the Framework.  He further advised that Officers would 
continue to work with the Continuity Group and it was hoped that the group would 
have some influence as it went through the process.  He noted that the tone of the 
response from the Permanent Secretary had been disappointing.   
 
Alderman McDowell congratulated the Head of Planning for presenting concise 
reports in a concise matter earlier in the meeting.  He then asked whether a time and 
cost exercise had been undertaken in respect of how long it currently took to process 
applications, as that sort of information would be valuable to feed back to the 
Continuity Group. 
 
In response, the Head of Planning advised that whilst the time taken had not been 
measured, the current Planning Portal enabled officers to extract information easily, 
which obviously saved time. 
 
Alderman McDowell stressed the importance of dedicating time to look into the 
matter. 
 
The Chairman confirmed that there were twelve performance indicators against 
which the process would be evaluated and the Chief Executive added that all factors 
would be taken on board. 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded 
by Alderman Girvan, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

7. LDP STEERING GROUP AND CONSULTATION GROUP 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 23 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning reminding Members that the governance 
arrangements for the Local Development Plan had been presented and approved by 
the Council in November 2017.  An update on the Terms of Reference for a high-
level co-ordinating body, a group known as the ‘LDP Steering Group’ had been 
discussed at the Planning Committee in April 2018.   
 
The Planning Committee had agreed to defer the decision for discussion at the 
Group Party Leaders’ meeting, and a paper then to be brought to the April Council 
meeting.  The discussion had subsequently taken place and considering this, 
officers had reviewed the governance arrangements. 
 
In order to ensure appropriate governance arrangements were in place, as well as 
suitable cross council consultation arrangements regarding input to the LDP, it was 
proposed to put in place two groups as follows: 
 
(i) LPD Steering Group (as agreed by the Council November 2017).  
Membership:   Planning Committee 
Purpose:         The group shall provide overall steering governance with regard to 
progress, timetabling and actions to address any policy and resource gaps.  
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Determining proposed changes to planning policy based on detailed considerations 
from the Consultation Group (as detailed below). 
 
(ii) LDP Consultation Group 
Membership:  shall consist of 11 elected members (10 via d’hondt and one 
independent) and relevant Heads of Service.   
The group shall take place in a workshop type format so that informal discussion can 
take place. 
Purpose:     The group shall allow for cross council engagement in discussions, 
getting input and buy-in into the stages of the LDP process and content of 
associated plan documents.   
 
Members were aware that the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) incorporating strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) shall test alternative options and shall be 
presented in parallel to the LDP.  
 
RECOMMENDED that Members agree to the LDP Steering and Consultation Group 
as detailed above.   
 
The Head of Planning guided Members through the report and stated that if the 
recommendation was agreed by Members, the first meeting of the LPD Steering 
Group could be organised as soon as possible.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded 
by Alderman Keery, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS 
 

AGREED, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded by Councillor 
Smart, that the public/press be excluded from the meeting for the undernoted 
item of confidential business. 
 

8. TENDER FOR EMPLOYMENT LAND REVIEW – EVIDENCE 
FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

***COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 

 
RE-ADMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS 
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Councillor 
Dunne, that the public/press be re-admitted to the meeting. 

 
CHAIRMAN’S REMARKS 
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Alderman Fletcher commented that this was his last meeting as Chairman of the 
Planning Committee.  He took the opportunity to thank everyone for their attendance 
and the good decisions made by the Committee, particularly during what could be 
difficult and awkward times.  He also thanked Democratic Services officers for taking 
the minutes and he noted that it took approximately one full day to prepare minutes 
for a 2-hour meeting.  He then thanked the Head of Planning and Planning officers 
for taking on board Member’s comments and he thanked them for their continued 
assistance.  He thanked everyone for their tolerance during Planning Committee 
debates. 
 
Speaking on behalf of the DUP Group, Councillor McIlveen thanked Alderman 
Fletcher for how effectively he had chaired the meetings of the Committee and how 
smoothly the Committee had run given the subject matter. 
 
Speaking on behalf of the Alliance Party Group, Alderman McDowell thanked 
Alderman Fletcher for chairing the Committee so effectually. 
 
Alderman Carson believed it would be remiss not to also thank the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning for her work during the year.  He also 
wished to pass on his thoughts and prayers to the Director and her family at this 
time. 
 
The Chairman confirmed that the Committee’s best wishes for her husband’s speedy 
recovery would be passed on to the Director. 
 
NOTED. 
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING  
 
The meeting terminated at 7.29pm.  



   ITEM 7.2 

 

 

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 
A meeting of the Environment Committee was held in the Council Chamber, 2 
Church Street, Newtownards on Wednesday, 2 May 2018 at 7.00pm. 
 
PRESENT: 
  
In the Chair:  Councillor Martin 
  
Aldermen:  Henry 
    Fletcher  
   
Councillors:  Boyle    Ferguson 
    Cathcart   Hunter   

Cummings   McAlpine   
    Dunlop   Woods 
    Edmund   Smart        
      
Officers: Director of Environment (D Lindsay), Head of Assets and 

Property Services (P Caldwell), and Democratic Services Officer 
(H Loebnau)  

 

1. APOLOGIES  
 
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Councillors Armstrong-Cotter, 
Douglas and Wilson. 
 
NOTED. 
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
The Chairman sought any declarations of interest and none were expressed.   
 
NOTED. 
 

CHAIRMAN’S REMARKS  
 

Councillor Martin announced that the meeting would be his final one as Chair of the 

Environment Committee.  He expressed his thanks to members who had all worked 

well together and in particular he referred to his Vice Chair, Councillor Ferguson, 

who had represented him on occasions.  The committee had worked hard and 

achieved success.     

 

He continued by thanking Democratic Services who did a marvellous job and the 

officers who sat to his left including, David Lindsay, Peter Caldwell, Nigel Martin and 

Richard Brittain, who had recently retired.  He highlighted the many successes of the 

Environment Committee and remarked how much excellent progress had been 

made on a range of fronts that directly impacted upon all the residents of the 

Borough and the quality of the local environment.   
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Councillor Ferguson rose as Vice Chair to thank Councillor Martin for the role he had 

undertaken and she remarked on his thoroughness in preparation for meetings.   

 

NOTED.   

 
3. NI LOCAL AUTHORITY MUNICIPAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 

STATISTICS INITIATIVE – (FILE 53042)  
   
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 30 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that Members would be aware that the Northern Ireland 
Environment Environment Agency published official waste management statistics for 
all Councils in Northern Ireland on a quarterly and annual basis.  Those statistics 
were very significant for the Council as they provided a formal definitive position on 
progress towards meeting various key statutory recycling and landfill diversion 
targets. 
 

The latest officially published report was for the third quarter of the 2017/18 reporting 

year, October to December 2017.  The full report could be accessed on DAERA’s 

website at: 

 

https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/northern-ireland-local-authority-collected-

municipal-waste-management-statistics-october-december-2017 

 

There were a number of very significant observations worthy of highlighting in 

respect of Ards and North Down Borough Council’s performance, compared to our 

performance during the same reporting period last year: 

 

i. Our household waste recycling rate rose by a further 3.6%, from 46.3% to 
49.9%.  Our Quarter 3 household recycling rate was now 12.7% higher than 
the Quarter 3 rate in our strategy baseline year of 2015/16, compared to a NI 
wide rise of 6.8% over the same period.   
 

https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/northern-ireland-local-authority-collected-municipal-waste-management-statistics-october-december-2017
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/northern-ireland-local-authority-collected-municipal-waste-management-statistics-october-december-2017
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ii. Our household waste recycling rate of 49.9% was 2.8% higher than the NI 
average of 47.1%. 

 

iii. We moved from a ranking of 3rd place to 4th place out of the 11 NI Councils for 
our household waste recycling rate. 

 

iv. Our household waste composting rate rose by a further 1.4% - from 26.9% to 
28.3%, and our household waste dry recycling rate also rose by 2.2% - from 
19.2% to 21.4%.   

 

v. Our household waste composting rate of 28.3% was 5.5% higher than the NI 
average of 22.8%. 

 

vi. Our kerbside recycling capture rate of 67.5% for household compostable 
waste materials was still far in excess of the NI Council average of 51.4%. 

 

vii. We moved from being the second highest performing council in relation to 
household waste composting rate, to fourth highest performing Council. 
 

viii. Our ‘dry’ recycling rate (i.e. recycling of items other than organic green/brown 
bin materials) of 21.4% was 2.6% than the N.I. average of 24%. 

 

ix. We were still at the lower end of the performance table for ‘dry’ recycling rate, 
ranking 8th out of 11 Councils. 

 

x. The recycling rate for waste received at our Household Recycling Centres of 
55.4%, 10.7% lower than the 66.1% average for other N.I. Councils.  

 

xi. We landfilled 78% more waste through our HRCs compared to the average 
for other NI Councils, on a per capita basis. That continued to demonstrate 
that significant work was still required to improve the performance of our 
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HRCs and their impact on our overall landfill liability/recycling rate.  The 
rigorous implementation of a new permit system to enforce access rules for 
vans and large trailers would be an essential aspect of HRC performance 
improvement programme.  That was not implemented from 15th January 
2018, outside the timeframe of the report; the impact would not therefore 
begin to become apparent until the next quarterly report (Q4, 2017-18). 

 

xii. Our total municipal waste arisings rose by just 1%, compared to an average 
rise of 1.5% across other NI Councils.  Our Quarter 3 figure for total municipal 
waste arisings was now 11.5% lower than the Quarter 3 figure in our strategy 
baseline year of 2015/16, compared to a rise across other NI Councils of 
2.1%.   

 

The latest official Municipal Waste Management Statistics report provided continuing 

encouragement and further firm evidence of significant sustained success in the 

implementation of our Sustainable Waste Resource Management Strategy.  

Importantly, it also helped us to focus on issues of key significance for further 

recycling advancements.  We were clearly still performing relatively poorly on ‘dry’ 

recycling, i.e. recycling of waste items that should be going into our blue bins and 

into relevant recycling containers at our HRCs. 

 

Areas of focus over the next few months in pursuit of further recycling gains, would  

include: 

 

• Reform of our Trade Waste service model. 

• Reform of our Household Recycling Centre service model. 

• Campaign to highlight the findings of the kerbside waste compositional 
analysis - particularly the finding that despite good recycling progress, 60% 
of remaining grey bin waste in the Borough was still recyclable. 

• Promotion of greater/more universal use of the new glass recycling boxes. 

• Promotion of much more comprehensive use of the blue bin for the full range 
of dry recyclable waste items. 

• Further promotion of food waste recycling in the green/brown bin   
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Progress towards the key targets set out in our Strategy was summarised and 

illustrated in the following charts. 
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RECOMMENDED that the above report be noted.   

 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Cummings, 
seconded by Councillor Edmund, that the recommendation be adopted.  
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4. BUILDING CONTROL ACTIVITES NOVEMBER 2017 – 
FEBRUARY 2018 (FILE BC01/91000)  

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 23 April 2018 detailing that the report 
provided information on the principal activities of the Building Control Section in 
relation to the enforcement of the Building Regulations. 
 

(a) Number of Applications Received  
 

 
 

  Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 

Building Notice 

Applications 
150 188 197 167 204 352 314 190 185 191 158 

Regularisation 

Applications 
95 85 95 57 61 61 72 61 68 85 39 
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(b) Fee Income 

 

 
 

  Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 

Total monthly 

fees received  
61,608  82,894  79,150  98,766 74,063 129,397  84,199  72,875  73,690  56,701  68,872  

Cumulative 

monthly 

income to 

date 

61,608  144,502  223,652  322,418  396,481 525,878  610,077  682,952  756,642  813,343  882,215  

Forecast 

Income to 

date 

64,200  145,200  222,300  312,700  383,700 501,700  567,700  631,700 681,300 737,900 794,500 

 

 

(c)  Department Output  

 

Department 

Output  
Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 

Full Plans 

Approvals 

issued  

46 73 69 39 61 68 44 65 50 28 19 

Full Plans 

Rejections 

Notices issued 

53 50 60 54 51 47 37 66 35 21 35 

Building 

Notices 

certificates 

issued 

119 132 141 92 147 112 165 172 93 128 113 

Regularisation 

Certificates 

issued 

81 104 73 54 55 43 66 48 24 55 45 
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(d) Inspections 

 

Inspections Apr-17 May-17 

Jun-

17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 
Total 

Inspections 
1073 1334 1354 904 1341 1040 1220 1232 797 1001 1094 

 

(e) Dangerous Structures 

 

Dangerous 

Structures 
Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 

Initial Inspections 2 2 5 2 3 2 6 0 1 1 0 

Re-inspections 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Recommended 

for Legal Action 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

(f) Plan Assessment Turn-around times (Financial year to date) 

 

Domestic Plans assess with 21 days  55% 

Non-Domestic Plans assessed with 35 days 48% 

 

(g) Property Certificates 
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Property 

Certificates 
Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 

Received   263 307 335 424 280 318 299 296 168 240 197 

Processed 276 299 310 235 277 320 299 269 213 225 196 

Building 

Control 

Average 

Response Time 

0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1 days 0.1days 0.1days 0.1 days 0.1 days 

Monthly fee PC 

income 
£16,375 £17,530 £19,497 £15,769 £16,163 £18,712 £18,204 £17,892 £12,072 £12,934 £12,933 

Monthly PC fee 

forecast 
£18,000 £18,000 £18,000 £18,000 £18,000 £18,000 £18,000 18,000 10,800 10,800, 14,400 

 

RECOMMENDED that the report be noted.  

 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Edmund, that the recommendation be adopted.  

 

5. DRAFT CAR PARKING STRATEGY (FILE LR OSP/90303) 
(Appendix I) 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that as the Members would be aware the Council 
commissioned a consultant, AECOM, in October 2017 to prepare an Off Street Car 
Parking Strategy for the Borough.  
 

AECOM had now presented their proposals and a Draft Car Parking Strategy (Stage 

4 v3) was presented to the Members by AECOM at a meeting in Church Street 

Newtownards on the 11th April 2018. A copy of the Draft Strategy was attached.  

 

Development of the strategy was carried out in four stages and most of the 

information supporting the final Draft Car Parking Strategy was contained in the 

previous stage documents which had been previously circulated. They were: 

 

• Stage 1 Baseline Review 

• Stage 2 Current Issues, Challenges and Trends 
• Stage 3 Study of Future Developments 

 

PROPOSALS 

 

The following key recommendations had been made by AECOM, although reference 

should be made to the draft Parking Strategy and Action Plan itself for full details.  It 

was important to note that throughout the draft document, it was recommended that 

review of various proposed measures should be undertaken to identify their actual 

impacts and assist in determining whether those were in line with the 

planned/intended strategy outcomes or whether further changes were desirable.  
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1. Objectives 
 

The Council should adopt the following Objectives for the Strategy: 

 

• Provide an appropriate level of parking to support economic investment and 
vitality in urban and rural locations;  

• Ensure parking takes place at appropriate locations;  

• Ensure parking is provided for all types of users;  

• Provide high quality parking and information, through the use of technology 
where possible;  

• Ensure that parking provision supports tourism; and  

• Ensure that parking provision encourages sustainable forms of transport. 
 
It was proposed that the Council adopted the objectives in relation to the 
management of its car parks. 

 
2. Removal of the £1 for 5 Hours Charge 

 

Currently a £1 for 5 hours tariff applies in all of the 22 charged car parks across the 

Borough. That charge had been put in place by DFI before the car parks were 

transferred and the Council had continued with that policy since the transfer. The 

tariff effectively meant that users were only being charged 20p per hour to park 

whilst in many of the car parks the normal charge was up to 60p per hour. It also 

encouraged long stay parking. 

 

Removing the charge would increase space turnover and better reflect the value of 

the town centre car parks. 

 

It was proposed that the £1 for 5 hours charge was removed from all charged car 

parks. 

 

3. Bangor 
 

There were currently 25 public car parks in Bangor; 18 were provided by the Council, 

of which nine were charged. AECOM had advised that those car parks were 

between 40% and 60% full at any given time, which indicated there was sufficient 

car parking capacity in the town centre at present. 

 

In a number of the car parks at least 40% of users were long stay; that was not 

working for the economy of the town, which needed a good turnover of parking 

places to encourage business users and shoppers. 

 

The actions recommended in respect of Bangor were detailed in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Bangor Car Park Actions  

 

Car Park  
Current 

Arrangement  

Proposed 

Arrangement  
Rationale  

Abbey Street 

East  

£0.50 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.60 per 

hour  

The car park is located in a desirable 

location close to the centre of town 

and Bangor bus / rail station, and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

Bingham 

Lane  

£0.60 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

Provide EV 

charging points (x2)  

This key car park is located in a 

desirable central location.  

  

The site is located in a central 

location and this will increase the 

features provided onsite.  

Castle Street  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site has adequate spare 

capacity.  

Clifton Road  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Reduce tariff to 

£0.30 per hour  

The site’s reasonably peripheral 

location makes it an appropriate 

location for long stay parkers; 

therefore the tariff is reflective of that.   

Holborn 

Avenue  

£0.50 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

Provide motorcycle 

provision  

The site’s central location makes it a 

desirable location to park.  

  

The car park is in a busy central 

location; providing a safe 

environment for motorcycles close to 

local amenities.  

Mills Road  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site’s central location makes it a 

desirable location to park.  

The Vennel  
£0.60 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is located in a desirable 

central location.  

Abbey Street 

West  

£0.30 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site has spare capacity and its 

peripheral location makes it 

appropriate for long stay parkers.  

Central 

Avenue  

£0.30 per 

hour tariff  
Closure of site  

The site is considered to be surplus 

to requirements. It provides a small 

number of  

spaces, has low usage and does not 

appear to be well known. It could be 

repurposed for other uses.  
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Newtownards  

Road / 

Church Street  

Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site may come forward as a 

development site. Parking should be 

retained going forward  

in order to accommodate existing 

demand and to provide some free 

parking for long stay users.  

Eisenhower 

Pier  
Free parking  

Introduce £0.60 per 

hour tariff  

The site experiences high 

occupancies and is located in a 

desirable location; desirability should 

be reflected by premium tariffs.  

Luke's Point  Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

  

  

  

The car park has ample spare 

capacity and is located in a 

peripheral location. It is less than  

20 mins walk to the town centre, so is 

suitable for long stay parking for 

those would wish to avail of it.  

  

    The site is located in a peripheral 
coastal location, has ample spare 

capacity and is  

within 13 minutes walking distance to 

Quay Street i.e. town centre.  

  

The car park’s peripheral location 

makes it an ideal location for coach 

parking.  

Queen's 

Parade  
Free parking  

Introduce £0.60 per 

hour tariff  

  

Maintain 

motorcycle parking  

The site’s central location makes it a 

desirable location to park, and 

contains a high  

proportion of all day parkers; 

desirability  

should be reflected by premium 

tariffs.  

  

Bangor 

Castle 

Grounds  

Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

The car park provides parking for 

users of  

Bangor Castle and the North Down 

Museum; the current arrangement 

should be maintained.  

Bangor 

Castle Staff  
Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is used by staff and visitors 

to Ards and North Down Borough 

Council; the current arrangement 

should be maintained.   

Ward Arras 

Park  Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is for users of Ward Park; 

the current arrangement is reflective 

of this.  

Banks Lane  Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is for users of 

Ballymacormick Point; the current 
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arrangement is reflective of this.   

Connor Park  Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The car park is for users of the park; 

the current arrangement is reflective 

of this.  

 

4. Newtownards 
 

Newtownards currently had 13 public car parks in the town centre. Twelve of those 

were owned by the Council, ten of which were charged. 

 

Currently the car parks were between 50% and 80% full at any given time which 

showed there was reasonable parking space capacity in the town. 

 

However, when usage was considered at individual car parks there were ten of the 

car parks which were operating at full capacity and that lead to driver frustration in 

finding a parking space.  The concern was also raised during the consultation 

process.  

 

To improve parking space availability and increase the turnover of spaces, the 

actions detailed in Table 2 below were recommended by AECOM for Newtownards. 

Table 2. Newtownards Car Park Actions  

 

Car Park  

Current 

Arrangemen

t  

Proposed 

Arrangement  Rationale  

Ann Street  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site’s peripheral location makes 

it an appropriate location for long 

stay parkers; therefore the proposed 

tariff is reflective of that.  

Kennel Lane  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.60 per 

hour  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable central location and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

Mill Street  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.60 per 

hour  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable central location and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

Mill Street 

Gas Works  

£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

  

  

  

  

The site contains the highest 

proportion of all day parkers.  

  

The provision of formal Park and 

Ride facilities in the town should 

reduce all day parkers in the long 

term.  
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Old Cross 

Street East  

£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.60 per 

hour  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable central location and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

Old Cross 

Street West  

£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.60 per 

hour  

  

  

Provide motorcycle 

provision  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable central location and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

  

The site’s busy central location 

makes it a desirable and secure 

location for motorcycles.  

South  

Street/Court 

Street  

£0.60 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

  

 

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable central location and 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

  

 

4 South 

Street (7 

Court Street)  

£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.50 per 

hour  

The site’s central location makes it a 

desirable place to park; this should 

be reflected by higher tariffs.  

West Street  
£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Increase existing 

tariff to £0.50 per 

hour  

  

The car park experiences high 

occupancies, a high proportion of all 

day parkers and is located in a 

desirable central location  

  

The introduction of higher parking 

charges should address these 

issues.  

Upper Court 

Street  

£0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site has adequate spare 

capacity.  

Mill St Gas 

Works South  
Free parking  

Introduce £0.40 per 

hour tariff  

  

  

Maintain 

motorcycle 

provision  

The site contains the highest 

proportion of all day parkers and 

experiences high occupancies and 

durations.  

  

The introduction of parking charges 

should address some of these 

issues.  

Talbot Street  Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

This site is used for school drop off / 

pickups and the site’s peripheral 

location makes it an appropriate 

location for long stay parkers; the 

current arrangement reflects this.  
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5. Holywood 
 

There were 6 public car parks in Holywood operated by the Council, of which 3 were 

currently charged. 

 

Overall Holywood car parks were 60% to 90% full at any given time which showed 

that there was reasonable spare parking capacity in the town but that it needed to be 

more actively managed. 

 

Some individual car parks were operating at capacity most of the time and there was 

evidence that car owners had difficulty in finding a space.  

 

Furthermore, around 55% to 60% of all parkers were long stay i.e. parking for more 

than 4 hours. That had an impact on the availability of parking spaces for business 

users and shoppers, and impacted on the town’s economy. 

 

AECOM had made recommendations in respect of Holywood which were detailed in 

Table 3 below.  

Table 3. Holywood Car Park Actions  

 

Car Park  
Current 

Arrangement  

Proposed 

Arrangement  
Rationale  

Church 

Road  

£0.60 per hour 

tariff  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

  

Provide EV 

charging points  

This is a key site in a desirable 

central location; the current 

arrangement is reflective of that.  

  

The site’s central location makes it 

an appropriate and secure location 

for EV  

   provision.  

Hibernia 

Street North  

£0.40 per hour 

tariff  

Introduce £0.60 per 

hour tariff  

The car park is located in a 

desirable central location; 

desirability should be reflected by 

premium tariffs.  

Hibernia 

Street South  

£0.50 per hour 

tariff  

  

Introduce £0.60 per 

hour tariff  

  

Provide motorcycle 

provision  

This is a key site in a desirable 

central location; desirability should 

be reflected by premium tariffs.  

  

The site’s desirable central location 

makes it an appropriate site for 

motorcycle provision.  
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Spafield  Free parking  
Introduce £0.40 per 

hour tariff  

Site contains a very high proportion 

of all day parkers. It is also within 

400m of  

Holywood library i.e. the centre of 

the town.   

  

The introduction of tariffs reflects 

the car park’s close proximity to the 

centre of the town and also aims to 

improve space turnover at the site.  

Ballymenoch 

Park  
Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is for users of Ballymenoch 

Park; therefore the current 

arrangement reflects this.  

Seapark  Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is for users of Seapark; the 

current arrangement is reflective of 

this.  

  

It is also recommended to monitor 

usage at this site to ascertain if 

increased parking capacity is 

required, in particular during 

increased peaks in demand.  

  

6. Comber 
 

There were five Council operated car parks in the town, three of which were within 

the town centre; none of the car parks were currently charged.  AECOM had advised 

following their research that the car parks were between 50% - 75% full at all times, 

with around 50% of users being long stay - which was having an adverse impact on 

the town. 

 

Comber also had no Park and Ride facility and it was recommended that Translink 

provided a suitable site. 

 

It was considered that the Castle/ Bridge Street and Killinchy Street car parks were 

key assets to the town centre and there was a need to influence usage so that more 

spaces became available.  

 

The proposed changes in respect of Comber were outlined in the table below.   
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Table 4. Comber Car Park Actions  

 

Car Park  
Current 

Arrangement  

Proposed 

Arrangement  
Rationale  

Castle / 

Bridge Street  
Free parking  

Introduction of 

£0.40 per hour 

tariff and offer 

refund to  

Comber Leisure 

Centre members.  

  

Reconfigure car 

park design.  

  

Provide 

motorcycle 

parking provision  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable centre location; desirability 

should be reflected by premium 

tariffs. This will also increase space 

turnover.  

  

Reconfigure current design to make 

better use of current space.  

  

Site’s central and busy location 

makes it an appropriate place for 

motorcycle parking.  

Glen Link  Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site’s peripheral location makes 

it an appropriate location for long 

stay parkers.  

Killinchy 

Street  
Free parking  

 Introduce £0.40 

per hour 

tariff  

  

Provide EV 

charging points  

This is a key car park located in a 

desirable centre location; desirability 

should be reflected by premium 

tariffs.  

  

The site’s desirable and central 

location makes it an appropriate 

location for EV provision.  

Newtownards  

Road 

(Comber 

Road)  

Free parking  
Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site has ample spare capacity 

and its peripheral location makes it 

appropriate for long stay parkers.  

Island Hill  Free parking  

Maintain current 

arrangement  

The site is for users of Island Hill; 

the current arrangement is reflective 

of this.  

  
 

7. Donaghadee 
 

Donaghadee had five free Council operated car parks most of which were slightly 

away from the main shopping centre and all had considerable spare capacity. There 

was also evidence that on street parking was operating at capacity. 

 

An assessment was conducted to identify and review potential new off-street parking 

provision in the town however no site had been identified in the strategy for the 

following reasons: 
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- A potential site off New Street was identified; however there were issues with 
local planning designations, the need to consult with the site’s owner(s), the 
need to consider access at the site and the need to potentially consider the 
provision of an alternative lane way access/egress onto Bow Street / Manor 
Court. Therefore the potential site off New Street was not considered viable at 
this stage and could not be progressed, although further investigations in 
relation to the issues could be progressed to determine if they were 
surmountable;  
 

-  A second potential site was at the old community centre to the rear of Pier 
36.  However the site had been earmarked as a regeneration site and there 
were therefore competing opportunities between providing a new car park or 
delivering a regeneration development in the vicinity; and  
 

- A current car park at Railway Street was within 300m walking distance to the 
centre of town. That car park should be retained and signage improved. 

 

It was recommended that further discussions and consideration be given regarding 

parking provision in Donaghadee but it was acknowledged that the aspiration to 

increase parking capacity had to be weighed against regeneration opportunities at 

specific sites.  Also it was recommended that existing car parks in Donaghadee were 

better utilised. 
 

8. Ballygowan 
 

AECOM had identified that there was a need for additional car parking in the village 

which currently had no off-street provision and most of the on-street parking on the 

Moneyreagh Road and Saintfield Road was typically full during the weekday. 

 

That was impacting on the economic growth of the village. 

 

It was proposed that the Council provided formal charged off street car parking 

within the village.  
 

9. Greyabbey 
 

Council did not currently provide off street car parking in Greyabbey although there 

was parking on the Portaferry Road owned by the National Trust and a small private 

car park adjacent to the primary school. 

 

AECOM had identified a need for additional car parking in the village to help support 

the local economy. 

 

It was proposed that DFI was encouraged to monitor on street car parking, to 

discourage parking on pavement. 

 

It was further recommended that the Council takes steps to provide a public car park 

at the recommended site on Main Street to meet the growing demand in the village. 
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10. Portaferry 
 

Portaferry had three free Council operated car parks (The Square, The Rope Walk 

and Meeting House Street). 

 

There was spare capacity at Meeting House Street and The Rope Walk sites during 

the weekday; however The Square car park was typically operating at capacity. That 

was leading to driver frustration in being unable to locate a space in the centre of the 

village.  

 

By comparison Meeting House Street was underutilised, and that was raised as an 

issue during the consultations. 

 

The Rope Walk car park was located to the rear of Exploris Aquarium; the site 

experienced seasonal surges in demand at peak times causing the site to operate at 

capacity.  

 

On street parking was typically full within the main retail core of Portaferry and it was 

noted there were issues with informal on street parking along the extent of The 

Square, Castle Street, Cloughey Road and The Strand.  In addition, vehicles were 

observed parking in contravention of yellow line markings along Church Street and 

Cloughey Road.  

 

It was proposed that the most desirable car parks located closest to key amenities 

were charged in order to promote short stay parking. Car parks located further from 

the centre of the town centre would be free in order to provide sites for long stay 

parking. 

  

It was hence proposed that parking charges were introduced at The Square because 

that was a key site located in a desirable central location, and which experienced 

high occupancies. That should also encourage longer stay users to utilise Meeting 

House Street, which was currently underutilised.  

 

In addition it was recommended that the Council investigated the viability of 

extending the Rope Walk car park to the rear of Exploris Aquarium.  At present there 

were connections between the car park and Church Street via a footway.  If viable 

that would provide increased parking capacity in the vicinity in order to cope with 

seasonal fluctuations in demand.  However a potential extension to the Rope Walk 

car park was subject to funding availability for a public realm scheme in Portaferry.  

 

On street parking was not within the remit of the Parking Strategy, as DfI had control 

of on street parking in addition to other highway responsibilities - however it was 

recommended that a revision to the on street parking bays be provided along the 

extent of The Strand in order to address limited on street parking in the vicinity.  It 

was also recommended that informal on street parking be monitored and kept under 

regular review by DfI.  
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AECOM carried out a qualitative future assessment in Portaferry to consider how 

development proposals may affect parking provision in the village. The assessment 

showed that several residential developments, a supermarket extension and retail 

units were proposed and it was likely that the residential developments would  

increase demand for services and therefore increase parking demand in Portaferry.  
 

11. Disabled Parking 
 

It was proposed that to ensure the Council was providing high quality, adequate and 

suitable car parking for disabled drivers and parents with children (family bays), the 

Council sought accreditation from the Disabled Parking Accreditation (DPA) and 

‘Park Mark.’ 

 

It was also proposed that the Council reviewed the number of disabled parking bays, 

to include bay size and location within each car park. 
 

12. Signage and Lighting  
 

The provision of adequate signage to indicate the location of car parks was 

considered important to help visitors find suitable parking and to advise of the 

charges etc. at each car park. 

 

It was proposed that the Council: 

 

• Undertook a review of existing parking signage; 

• Identified gaps in existing signage; and 

• Considered providing ‘active’ signage in Bangor and Newtownards to help 
drivers identify free parking spaces. 

 

13. Car Parking Technology 
 

The development of a dedicated online parking application (app) could provide 

parking users with information concerning the location of parking facilities (including 

Park and Ride / Park and Ride sites), their typical occupancies at certain times of the 

day and their tariffs. That would provide parking users with accurate information, 

enabling them to decide where they preferred to park prior to the commencement of 

their journey.  

 

Therefore, that would build upon the popularity of existing parking apps such as 

Parkmobile which was already available and in use at Council car parks throughout 

the Borough. 

 

It was proposed that the Council sought to develop a new parking app for the 

Borough. 
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14. Season Tickets 
 

Season tickets were available in fifteen of the Council charged sites. Those allowed 

a person to purchase a monthly ticket at a reduced cost, to park in a specific car 

park. It did not guarantee a holder a right to a parking place. 

 

They were helpful to business people who needed to access parking on a regular 

basis. 

 

It was recommended that the Council reviewed the current number of season tickets 

available at each charged car park. 
 

15. Electric Vehicle Charging Points 
 

There had been a considerable increase in the number of electric vehicles on our 

roads and there was a need to encourage their use. Currently there was only one 

charging point within a Council car park, at the Rope Works, Portaferry. 

 

Charging points were expensive to install.  Previously grants were available to cover 

the installation. 

 

It should be noted that electric vehicles should continue to pay the relevant parking 

fee when parked at a charging point within a charged car park. 

 

It was proposed that consideration be given to providing charging points at the 

following locations if grants became available: 

  

• Bingham Lane, Bangor (x2);  

• South Street / Court Street, Newtownards;  

• Mill Street Gas Works, Newtownards;  

• Killinchy Street, Comber;  

• Church Road, Holywood;  

• Railway Street, Donaghadee  

• Ballywalter Amenity Site, Ballywalter;  

• Main Road, Cloughey;  

• The Green, Kircubbin;  

• Moss Road, Millisle;  

• Meetinghouse Street, Portaferry;  
• Portavogie Amenity Site, Portavogie  

 

16. Coach Parking 
 

The Federation of Passenger Transport NI was consulted on the needs of their 

members regarding coach parking and had advised that access to drop off / pick up 

points was important as well as information on where they could park up, away from 

the town centres. 
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It was proposed that the Council sought to provide coach services at the following 

locations: 

 

• Luke’s Point, Bangor (plus on street drop off/ pick up points in the town 
centre); 

• Newtownards – on street drop off/ pick up points 

• Holywood - drop off/ pick up points 

• Donaghadee – the Commons Car Park  
 

17. Motorhome Parking 
 

It was considered that providing additional motorhome provision across the Borough 

would contribute to tourism and the economic viability of an area.  

 

It was proposed that the Council provided 3/5 additional spaces for motorhomes at 

the following sites: 

 

• Luke’s Point, Bangor 

• Millisle Beach Park 

• The Rope Walk, Portaferry  

• Main Road, Cloughey 

• Groomsport Harbour, Groomsport 

• Shore Road, Kircubbin 

• Ballywalter Amenity, Ballywalter 
 

It was also proposed to increase the provision at The Commons East, Donaghadee. 
 

18. Motorcycle Parking 
 

Currently two car parks had specific provision for motorcycle parking; Queens 

Parade, Bangor and Mill Street Gas Works, Newtownards.  Motorcycles parked free 

in all Council car parks. 

 

It was proposed that at least 2 motorcycle spaces be provided in Bangor, Holywood, 

Newtownards, Comber and Donaghadee town centre car parks. 

 

It was further proposed that at least 4 motorcycle spaces be provided at Holborn 

Avenue, Bangor and Old Cross Lane West, Newtownards. 
 

ACTION PLAN 

 

AECOM had provided an action plan identifying actions that would be delivered 

within the lifespan of the Strategy, up to 2028. 

 

CONSULTATION 

 

A considerable amount of focussed consultation had already been undertaken 

across the Borough in preparing the strategy.  It was proposed that following 
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agreement of the Draft Strategy the Council undertook a 12 week public consultation 

on the Draft proposals before confirming the final strategy. 

 

RECOMMENDED that the Council agrees the Draft Parking Strategy and Action 

Plan and proceeds with a 12-week public consultation, before consideration and 

approval of a final Strategy.  

 

Councillor Cathcart proposed that a decision on the draft Parking Strategy be 

deferred until next month’s committee.  He explained that he felt that there were 

some good points in the report but he did have some concerns about others.  He 

remarked that every town was unique and faced a different set of circumstances and 

careful consideration was required for each town.   

 

Councillor Boyle was happy to second that amendment since there were parts of the 

report that he also had difficulty with.  Overall it should be a collective strategy with 

input from the various towns.  Members should assist the officers in fine tuning the 

report to enable it to be clearer when put to the public.  He believed that the net 

should be cast wider in the consultation and that a better solution could be found.   

 

Councillor Woods echoed those comments about the report suggesting that the 

proposed draft did not meet the long-term needs of towns.  She felt there were 

restraints from the Department for Infrastructure and transport organisations and 

suggested that the Council worked closely with those.  Referring to Holywood she 

reported that the problem of parking in town centres had an overspill on the 

adjoining residential streets and she welcomed giving the report further 

consideration. 

 

Alderman Fletcher spoke against the 40p per hour charge in Comber explaining that 

Comber had a fragile economy and the charge could lead to a change in the 

dynamic of the town and push people to use larger out of town stores where parking 

was free of charge.  That would leave the town centre decimated of cars and people 

and he hoped it would not be introduced.       

  

Councillor Smart was also happy to defer since parking was a big issue with a 

potentially huge impact on towns and it was important that a clear signal was sent to 

the public that the Council had not already made up its mind before putting the draft 

strategy out to consultation; some more careful consideration of the content of the 

draft strategy was therefore required before putting it out for consultation.   

 

Councillor Cummings agreed with the previous comments and thought that the 

report should be integrated into existing strategies for towns.  Regeneration in towns 

was progressing with an upturn in footfall and he did not want to see that situation 

reversed and so a measured approach would be appropriate.  

 

Councillor Edmund was also happy to support the deferral and on his way to the 

meeting he had noticed that on High Street and the Square, Newtownards, there 

were six vacant premises.  He urged decision makers not to push people out of 

towns but rather a solution should be right first time.   
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Alderman Henry insisted that the Council should have a near finished document 

before it was put to the public.  He said that on-street parking in Holywood was a 

mess and believed it could take longer than one month to fully consider the options 

available.  He spoke of the terrible situation of on-street parking in residential areas 

along the trainline going from Bangor to Belfast and called for consideration to be 

given to park and rides more widely in the Borough.   

 

The Director clarified that the draft strategy document before members represented 

stage four of the draft strategy development process, and it built upon research that 

had taken place in the first three stages. Reference had been made to other relevant 

Council strategies, key stakeholder consultation meetings had been held around the 

Borough as part of the process to date; that included representatives of local town 

steering groups.   

 

The Chair sought confirmation on what members were asking for from officers.  

Members wished to be sure that what they were offering to the public was well 

thought out and representative of interested groups. 

 

Councillor Boyle thought that it was fair to assume that some of those groups had 

already been spoken to and there was some concern that the message in the report 

was not reflective of some of the views that had been presented.  He said that in 

Portaferry businesses had been given a two-day notice of the consultation meeting 

whereas in other areas such as Greyabbey businesses had been given a two-week 

notice. 

 

The Chair confirmed that party groups would discuss the draft document over the 

next few weeks with a view to further consideration and direction to officers at next 

month’s committee meeting.    

 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Fletcher, seconded 
by Councillor Cathcart, that a decision on the report be deferred until next 
month’s meeting of the Environment Committee.    

 

6. GRANT OF ENTERTAINMENT LICENCE – (FILE LR100/90101) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 23 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that the following application for the grant of licence had been 
received: 
 

St Galls Church, 171 Crawfordsburn Road, Carnalea 

 

Applicant: Rev Canon M A Parker 

 

Day and hours of use: Occasional licence to permit entertainment on 14 

unspecified days in the next 12 months. 

 

Monday to Sunday: Type of Entertainment:  
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• Dancing, singing or music or any other entertainment of a like kind 
 

RECOMMENDED that the application be approved subject to the following: 

 

1 The application being completed satisfactorily with all the Council’s 
requirements being met; and 

 

2 The PSNI, Northern Ireland Fire and Rescue Service or members of the 
public not objecting to the issue of the licence. 

 

3 The applicant foregoing his right to appear before and be heard by the 
Council. 
 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Dunlop, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

7. GRANT OF PAVEMENT CAFÉ LICENCES (FILE 90101) 
  (Appendix II) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 23 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that the following applications for the grant of a Pavement 
Café Licence had been received as detailed in the appendix. 
 

The applications had been publicly displayed on the relevant premises for 28 days 

as required in the legislation. No objections had been received. 

 

DFI Roads and the Planning Service had been consulted and were necessary the 

PSNI. No objections had been raised to those applications. 

 

Under the agreed conditions of licence the pavement cafes would be required to: 

 

•  only use the agreed area to be outlined in the licence, 

•  provide only the approved furniture, 

• completely remove any furniture from the pavement at the end of each day’s 
trading 

• keep the area used for the café to be kept clean of litter and liquid spills 
 

RECOMMENDED that the Council grants the above licences.  
 

The Director informed members that a slight amendment had been made to opening 
times at Cafollas Classic, Conway Square, Newtownards from 7 am to 8 am to 
facilitate street cleaning in that area.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Edmund, that the recommendation be adopted.  
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8. CAMPAIGN TO HIGHLIGHT MARINE LITTER (FILE 74003) 
  (Appendix III)  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 13 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that Members would be aware of recently highlighted issues 
around the significant quantities of bathroom products that wash up on beaches as a 
result of being flushed down toilets and passing through the sewerage network.  
That was something that had not only long been identified by our own staff as a 
problem, but also through local volunteers and Elected Members who were routinely 
engaged in beach/coastal cleaning activities.  The Council was recently approached 
on the subject by the Ards and North Down Beach Cleaners Group (recent winners 
of a Live Here Love Here Community Award 2018). 
 

NI Water had run a number of campaigns to highlight the problem and the 

contribution it made to blockages within the sewerage network and marine litter 

problems. In an effort to further highlight the subject, the Council had erected 

posters in all its public toilets and with the assistance of the Environmental Health 

Department, those would also be distributed to all local businesses who provided 

toilets for their staff/customers. 

 

The initiative aimed to influence not only the users of its own public toilet facilities 

and those who used toilets in local places of business and employment, but also by 

extension the wider resident population of the Borough.  It was aimed at maximising 

the Council’s role in changing behaviours in positive ways that benefited and 

protected our environment, not least our own local coastal environment.  

 

RECOMMENDED that the contents of this report be noted. 

 

Councillor Cathcart reported that anyone who had been involved in beach cleans 

would be aware that the levels of litter found were often quite frightening.  The 

message had still not been absorbed by some members of the public that non-

biodegradable items such cotton buds and wipes etc should not be flushed down 

toilets.   

 

Alderman Fletcher stressed the seriousness of the issue.  While it was clearly wrong 

for unsuitable items to be flushed down toilets he questioned why those items were 

not filtered out by the sewage system and were able to be discharged into the sea 

and end up on beaches.  He asked why sewage treatment works allowed that to 

happen and was there a problem that there were not adequate filters in place.  

Otherwise, it meant that foul sewage from some homes was connected directly to 

storm drains and to the sea, which was a staggering conclusion and should not be 

occurring.  That situation led to a dirty coastline and a dirty Borough, and was doing 

nothing positive for the local area.   

 

The Chair praised the work which was carried out by the Council and they were 

highlighting what was appearing on local beaches.   
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Councillor Smart suggested that given the serious nature of the problem would it be 

a good idea to write to NI Water inviting it to address a future Environment 

Committee and members were in agreement that that would be welcomed.   

  

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Edmund, seconded 
by Councillor Woods, that the recommendation be adopted and that NI Water 
be invited to a future meeting of the Environment Committee.  
 

9. RELOCATION OF PASTIE SUPPER MAN SCULPTURE (FILE 
65141) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that at the Environment Committee in February this year, 
members agreed that the “Pastie Supper Man” sculpture should be relocated to a 
more prominent position at Bangor Seafront. 
 

It was agreed “that Council proceed with the recommendation however the 

relocation of the ‘pastie supper man’ to be discussed at the Bangor Town Centre 

Steering Group before being brought back to the Environment Committee.”  

 

At a meeting held on 23rd April, Bangor Town Steering group were presented with a 

number of options for potential locations and all agreed that the sculpture should be 

situated on the wall in between the McKee Clock Arena and the Marina as shown on 

the image below.   

 

RECOMMENDED that the Council agrees the relocation of the sculpture to the 

location noted above (subject to planning permission if applicable). 
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Councillor Cathcart thanked the Head of Assets and Property Services for attending 
the meeting of the Bangor Town Steering Group and the discussion at that meeting 
had been very helpful.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Dunlop, seconded 
by Councillor Cathcart, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

10. LAUNCH OF LIVE HERE LOVE HERE SMALL GRANTS 
SCHEME (FILE 92017) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated  2018 from the Director of Environment  
detailing that Members would be aware that the Council had once again agreed to 
supplement the funding of the Live Here Love Here Small Grants Scheme 
significantly, from the Recycling Community Investment Fund.  A total grand fund of 
£60k would be available to groups in the Borough, representing a tangible means of 
‘pay back’ to our local residents as a means of reward for their sterling efforts to date 
in respect of household waste recycling. 
 

The Live Here Love Here Small Grants Scheme took a fresh approach to improving 

our local environment and building a sense of pride in our local communities.  It 

provided support to volunteer projects that: 

 

• Use innovative ways to reduce littering and dog fouling where they live. 

• Improve the way their local environment is looked after, whether urban, rural 
or coastal. 

• Contribute to the development of civic pride within a community, with a focus 
on environmental improvement. 
 

Grants were available from £500 to £5,000 and were open to volunteer and 

community groups, all school and third level education organisations, youth groups 

and sports clubs undertaking civic pride projects throughout Northern Ireland.   

 

A launch event for this year’s Scheme was held at the Hamilton Road Community 

Hub on 27th March, 2018.  That was a huge success, with more than 50 attendees, 

representing a wide spread of groups and organisations including schools, residents’ 

associations, community groups and volunteers. The event provided an opportunity 

to showcase past and ongoing successful projects that had been supported through 

the Live Here Love Here Small Grants Scheme and allowed attendees to receive 

information and advice about submitting a successful application.  Applications 

closed on 28th May, 2018 and could be submitted online using the following link: 

 

 https://liveherelovehere.etinu.net/cgi-bin/lhlh?action=viewtoapp 

 

Officers were keen to see the initiative develop and grow, as we sought to promote 

interest and commitment amongst our local communities in getting directly involved 

and taking direct control over the quality of their own local environments.  The grant 

scheme was an ‘enabling’ device, helping to overcome financial barriers that would 

otherwise constrain community action.  In our Borough, the direct link between the 

https://liveherelovehere.etinu.net/cgi-bin/lhlh?action=viewtoapp
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financial support and the efforts made to save money through ever improving 

recycling participation, promoted a ‘joined up’ approach in terms of how we achieved 

different desirable outcomes and created a ‘win-win’ scenario.    

 

RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 

 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Woods, seconded 
by Councillor Smart, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

11. RESOURCE EFFICIENCY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
CONFERENCE 2018 (FILE 40001) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 13 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that the Resource Efficiency and Waste Management 
Conference was the single most significant annual event pertaining to the Council’s 
statutory municipal waste management and borough cleansing functions.  
  

The event, scheduled this year to take place at the NEC in Birmingham from 11-13 

September, featured a wide range of seminars and lectures on current and emerging 

thinking in the subject areas, as well as providing an opportunity to review a wide 

range of relevant products and services.  Officers had found attendance in the past 

to be worthwhile and directly beneficial to the development and improvement of our 

services.  

  

Delegate access to the conference and exhibition was free and the only costs 

associated with attendance would be flights and accommodation.  

   

RECOMMENDED that approval be granted for two officers and the Chairman of 

Committee (or his nominee) to attend the 2018 Resource Efficiency and Waste 

Management Conference.  

 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Cathcart, seconded 
by Councillor Smart, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

12. NOTICE OF MOTION – UPGRADE WORKS TO ROLLO 
GILLESPIE STATUE, COMBER (FILE 65372) 

  (Appendix IV)  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 17 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that in December 2017, Council agreed a Notice of Motion 
presented by Councillor Cummings, stating: 
 

“That this Council seeks a report looking at the costs associated with upgrading the 
existing floodlights which illuminate the Statue of Sir Rollo Gillespie in the Square, 
Comber, and considers their replacement with energy efficient LED lights with colour 
changing options, and furthermore seeks consent from Historic Monuments Branch, 
Department of Communities to undertake maintenance and cleaning of said statue.” 
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Officers had since liaised with Historic Environment Division which had stated that 

approval was not required as the cleaning would be considered as routine 

maintenance work. 

 

Officers also consulted the Contractor responsible for the feature lighting within the 

public realm schemes in Bangor and Holywood.  The contractor had produced the 

computer models shown in the report, giving members an idea of how the statue 

may look when lit-up in various colours. 

 

Initial costs for the work were £2,500 for cleaning and approximately £29,000 for the 

lighting and associated civil works. 

 

No earmarked budget for the work was included within the 2018/19 financial year.  In 

the event of a decision to proceed, officers would endeavour to find 

efficiencies/savings elsewhere to compensate.  However, Members would be aware 

that there was considerable ongoing (and mounting) pressure on the maintenance 

budgets within the Assets and Property Services Department, and that additional 

work was likely to contribute to an unavoidable overspend.  Should Members elect to 

proceed with the work, they may wish to consider whether it was a project that could 

be deferred to next year in order to allow for financial provision in next year’s 

estimates. 

 

RECOMMENDED that members consider the information provided in this report and 

decide whether/when to proceed with the above noted works. 

 

Councillor Cummings suggested that work proceed to clean the statue and that a 

decision on LED lighting be deferred until expenditure became available in future 

budgets.  Alderman Fletcher was in agreement with that suggestion. 

 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Cummings, 
seconded by Alderman Fletcher, that officers proceed with cleaning of the 
statue, and that an LED lighting scheme be provided for in future draft 
estimates.  
 

13. ESTABLISHING HARBOUR ORDERS IN BALLYHALBERT, 
BALLYWALTER AND COOK STREET, PORTAFERRY (FILE 
65371/3) 

  (Appendix V) 

   
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 25 April 2018 from the Director of 
Environment detailing that Members would be aware of our ongoing work 
programme to transform and improve the management arrangements at our 
Harbours. 
 

With the Harbour Master now in post, seabed leases in place and license charges in 

operation, the next step was to establish Harbour Orders at those locations.   
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Harbour Orders would help us to use the full powers available under the Harbours 

Act (Northern Ireland) 1970. Those powers would be particularly beneficial when 

dealing with sunken or abandoned vessels in a robust manner. 

 

Once the areas were agreed by Council, an official request would be lodged with the 

Department for Infrastructure. The Department would then go to public consultation 

(12 weeks) regarding the proposed Orders. 

 

RECOMMENDED that a request to create Harbour Orders for the above areas 

(noted on attached maps), is lodged with the Department for Infrastructure. 

 

Councillor Edmund thanked the Head of Assets and Property Services for his work 

in reaching this point and thought that it would further assist the Council to protect its 

property and would also protect harbour users.   

 

The Director explained the timeframe involved and the difficulty since he understood 

this was a matter that would normally go through the Northern Ireland Assembly for 

confirming the relevant Orders.   

 

AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Edmund, seconded 
by Councillor Cathcart, that the recommendation be adopted.   
 

14. CONSULTATION DOCUMENT  
 
14.1 Marine Plan for Northern Ireland Public Consultation 

(Appendix VI)   
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- letter dated 18 April 2018 from the Department of 
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs detailing the Consultation on the 
Proposed Marine Plan for Northern Ireland.   
 
Alderman Fletcher stressed that this was a matter that Council should be expressly 
interested in.  Ards and North Down had a long coastline and the Council should 
provide a sensible response to the Consultation.  The Council also needed to give 
consideration to the fishing industry locally.  Councillor Edmund seconded that 
opinion adding that flooding and erosion of land were also being felt on the peninsula 
and a passive approach was therefore not an option.   
 
It was suggested that a draft response could be brought to full Council before the 
end of the month, to meet the consultation deadline.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Edmund, seconded 
by Councillor Woods, that officers look to draft a response in time for 
consideration at the May Council meeting.   
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EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Ferguson, seconded by Councillor 
Smart, that the public/press be excluded during the discussion of the 
undernoted items of confidential business. 
 

15. NOTICE OF MOTION – WASHING OF PUBLIC REALM AREAS 
(FILE 74001) 

 
***COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 

 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 

person (including the Council holding that information). 

 

16. TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL MANAGEMENT FOR 
CLEANSING OF HIGH SPEED ROADS (FILE 74001) 

 
***COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 
 

Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 

person (including the Council holding that information). 

 

READMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Ferguson, seconded by Councillor 
Cathcart, that the public/press be readmitted. 

 
CLOSING REMARKS  
 
In closing Alderman Henry said it would be remiss of the committee not to thank the 
Chair who had been efficient but very good humoured in his role.  Councillor 
Edmund agreed that the committee had had a great year and he looked forward to 
having his colleague back beside him on the benches.  The Director also added his 
thanks to the Chair.  Councillor Martin thanked everyone for their kind comments 
and closed the meeting.   
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING 
 
The meeting terminated at 8.14 pm. 



ITEM 7.3. 

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
A meeting of the Regeneration and Development Committee was held in the Council 
Chamber, 2 Church Street, Newtownards on Thursday 3 May 2018 at 7.00 pm.  
 
PRESENT: 
 
In the Chair:  Councillor Cummings  
 
Aldermen:  Irvine 
   McDowell 
      
Councillors:  Adair  Menagh 
   Allen  Smart 
   Dunlop T Smith    
   Gilmour Walker 
   Ferguson Woods 
   
 
In Attendance: Head of Regeneration (B Dorrian), Head of Economic Development 
(C McGill), Temporary Head of Tourism (S Mahaffy) and Democratic Services Officer 
(P Foster).  
 

1. APOLOGIES 
 
Apologies were received from Alderman Smith and Councillors Armstrong-Cotter, 
Cooper, Wilson and the Director of Regeneration, Development and Planning (Susie 
McCullough). 
 
NOTED. 
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
The Chairman, Councillor Cummings, asked for any Declarations of Interest. 
 
There were no declarations made. 
 
NOTED. 
 

3. DEPUTATIONS 

 

3.1. HED/SCRABO PLANS (Appendix I) 
                  
The Chairman welcomed Mr Iain Greenway, Director of Historic Environment 
Division (HED) and Deirdre Ward to the meeting and invited them to make their 
presentation.  
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Thanking members for the invitation to attend the meeting, Mr Greenway indicated 
that he wished to share their plans for some of the key state monuments in the 
Borough. He proceeded to guide members through a PowerPoint presentation which 
provided an overview of what the drivers were behind HED’s work, its links with the 
Council’s Community Plan and the priorities in respect of State Care Monuments. 
 
What drove HED’s work? Mr Greenway advised that the answer was, at least in 
theory, two-fold: 
 
1. Statute – particularly planning law and legislation around monuments 
2. The Programme for Government (PfG) 
 
He stated that he had picked out some specific outcomes from the draft PfG which 
engaged particularly strongly with the historic environment. HED and the heritage 
sector had created a programme of actions against nine of the indicators listed. 
 
It was also noted there was a strong connection to several of the community plan 
outcomes in Ards & North Down, and HED was keen to continue to engage with all 
11 councils to explore how best it and the heritage sector could best support the 
intent of community planning. 
 
Mr Greenway noted the sector was now engaging closely in a structured way; a 
recent product of that was this document, which explained how the historic 
environment could support a wide range of activity in Northern Ireland. HED planned 
to publish that shortly, and HED was in discussion with Derek McCallan at NILGA to 
discuss how best to share that through the councillor networks. 
 
HED had also developed (and recently updated) an aim that reflected what it was 
trying to achieve which was that the past was a key element of what made us 
special. It therefore had very significant value for the present and the future and the 
teams in HED division, were working with many others, to help to realise that value 
and adapt it to build for the future. 
 
A programme of work was also in hand in the division with a programme board which 
included a Council representative (Karen Phillips from DCSDC as John Kelpie had 
the heritage lead for SOLACE) to realise the value of the state care monuments. 
HED recognised that investment was required to achieve this, investment which had 
been in reasonable limited supply in the recent past. Joining up with others, not least 
Councils, would be vital if it was to achieve this. Therefore, there would be a 
programme reference group, a broader group for engagement as well as the formal 
programme board. This would include the development of a model to prioritise 
potential interventions across the 190 monuments throughout Northern Ireland, 
recognising that it could not do everything and could not stretch itself too thinly. 
 
It was noted HED had listed some of its specific objectives which included raising 
income for reinvestment and indeed had made no secret of that element. 
 
Scrabo Tower had closed a number of years ago because of water ingress however 
it had opened for a handful of days in 2016 and subsequently the National Trust and 
HED partnered and opened the site over the summer months of 2017 at weekends. 
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There had been 4,472 visitors and charging had been introduced at £3.00 per entry 
and there had been little resistance to charging.   Mr Greenway advised that this 
year this would start earlier in May, that day in fact and charging would remain the 
same and National Trust would staff it. It was noted the plan was to open it for 77 
days with new interpretative material in situ in June and the National Trust was also 
looking into providing a coffee cart.  
 
HED was working in partnership with the Council to secure a rural tourism grant from 
DAERA for Ballycopeland Windmill.  The first step had been to build a first stage 
application in which it was successful.  HED had purchased two further small parcels 
of land to allow further development to be planned and it would be signing a 
development agreement with the Council in order to progress to the second stage.  
The second stage would be to apply in October 2018 to DAERA for the main grant 
which would be up to £550,000 with input from HED and Council.  This visitor 
experience would include technology such as AR and VR to enhance the visitor 
experience.  The work to the windmill had already gained a great deal of interest and 
was continuing. 
 
At this stage Mr Greenway drew members attention to a number of other buildings in 
the Borough including a community space. 
 
Further down the Ards Peninsula, at Kirkistown Castle, HED had bought the house 
adjacent to it. It was aware that some of the structures spilled into the house grounds 
and had suspicions of older building inside the house which had now been 
confirmed. HED was therefore at the early stages of developing a programme of 
works to realise the site value, and also to have the site open more (in conjunction 
with the community association). It had also improved landscaping and the driveway 
as immediate tasks. 
 
Mr Greenway acknowledged The Old Priory, Newtownards was a site of importance 
to a number of local elected representatives. He added that HED had on occasions 
tried to open it but unfortunately it had suffered from inappropriate use. In previous 
times, a neighbour had held a key for it however those days had changed and while 
discussions had taken place with S Clarke and Son, they remained reticent. 
Members were informed that interest had been noted in the hosting of concerts at 
the site with the Council taking the lead at such events.  
 
Movilla Abbey was a site with history of different vintages, that were literally 
overlapping and included a protection for medieval stones crossing onto the grave of 
a much more recent historic figure. At this stage Mr Greenway confirmed that he had 
committed to the Mayor that HED would reduce this as soon as possible and Council 
parks staff had offered a site in the cemetery to move the stones to. HED awaited 
access to specialist advice before it could proceed, and members were informed that 
a meeting had been held earlier that day between HED and Council staff to discuss 
some of the detailed logistics. 
 
Other sites and activity in the Borough included: 
 

- Greyabbey – important for the village and much more broadly visited by 
large numbers of bus tours. HED had recently made small improvements to 
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the site such as paths and it had developed a partnership with the local 
community group which was getting the site opened and tended to. 

- Greypoint – a longstanding partnership agreement was in place at this site 
which was a busy one in terms of content and it was acknowledged that was 
something which needed to be addressed. HED was therefore with Council 
and others contributing to a LEADER project to collect information and 
improve interpretation, with links to Dunree Fort in Co Donegal. 

- Portaferry Castle – HED recognised the need to access the upper levels for 
maintenance. There would not be much additional cost to provide visitor 
access to the upper levels and engagement had been undertaken with the 
local community, the VIC and the Aquarium. 

- Holywood Motte – Situated at the other end of the Borough and efforts 
ongoing with the assistance of Gordon Dunne to provide some possible 
keyholders. However, they had been reticent and therefore the matter 
remained ongoing. 

 
Mr Greenway stated that he could also mention Nendrum which was a very 
significant site historically and a wonderful place, but one which was tricky to get 
large numbers of people to and from (by road at least). He added that many 
monuments were in quite remote places, and required infrastructure investment to 
realise their potential hence the need for prioritisation. 
 
Mr Greenway referred members to his final slide which depicted the following quote 
from Edmund Burke – Reflections on the Revolution in France: 
 
“Because it is only in looking back in pride that we can look forward with confidence!” 
 
He stated that for him, that was at the heart of the work of HED, building on the past 
to help create the future. By way of summing up he stated that he hoped he had 
managed to give members a sense of the range of ways in which HED was going 
about this. 
 
The Chairman thanked Mr Greenway for his presentation and at this stage invited 
members to raise any queries they had.  The following comments were made: - 
 

➢ Thanking Mr Greenway for his presentation, Councillor Adair, raised a 
number of concerns in respect of Kircubbin Harbour and sought clarification 
on whether or not it had been designated as a Historic Monument. In 
response Mr Greenway confirmed that it was in private ownership and while 
the Department had provided assistance to investigate and carry out a 
funding report, it was ultimately up to the owners to pursue any bid for 
further funding.  

➢ Councillor Menagh noted that Scrabo Tower had opened to the public 
earlier that day and suggested that visitors were asked to make a donation 
rather than being charged. He also referred to the ‘Giant’s Chair’ situated 
close to the first hole of the adjacent Golf Club and asked that it was 
investigated further by HED. Similarly, he asked that HED gave further 
consideration to Blair Mayne’s grave at Movilla Abbey. At this stage Mr 
Greenway confirmed that plans were already underway for Easter Egg 
rolling at Scrabo Tower in 2019. 
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➢ Councillor Smart commented that it was great to have such a wide range of 
historic monuments situated throughout the Borough and acknowledged the 
great opportunities the local, built heritage could provide to attract tourists. 
He agreed there was a role for the Council to play as part of that promotion 
and continuing he referred to his ongoing support for Scrabo Tower to be lit 
up. 

➢ At this stage Councillor Gilmour acknowledged the growing popularity of 
lighting up buildings and landmarks and expressed her support also for 
consideration to be given to lighting up Scrabo Tower.    

➢ Noting those comments Mr Greenway agreed there was a growing interest 
in this area however there was part of him which felt that in some cases less 
was more. Continuing he informed members that trials had taken place the 
previous year to light up Scrabo Tower but nothing had quite worked at that 
time and further investigations would need to be undertaken.  

➢ Following a request from Councillor T Smith for an update on The Moat, 
Donaghadee, Mr Greenway confirmed that as far as he was aware planning 
permission was currently being sought. Councillor T Smith had also referred 
to Mew Island and noted that buildings there had been kept up to standard. 
In response Mr Greenway confirmed that two local Councillors had been 
written to by HED in respect of this matter.  

➢ Thanking Mr Greenway for his presentation, Alderman McDowell stated that 
Scrabo Tower was a precious monument in the Borough and while 
welcoming the increased opening hours he asked if consideration could be 
given to providing signage detailing those opening hours at the car park.  

➢ Ms Ward confirmed that HED had discussions with NIEA and it had been 
agreed that signage in respect of opening hours could be erected at the 
bottom car park. She added that opening hours were also publicised 
through various websites and via social media. She added that HED had 
also approached PRONI and National Museums Northern Ireland to 
ascertain the availability of further exhibits which may enhance the visitor 
experience to Scrabo Tower.  

➢ Alderman McDowell welcomed the proposed introduction of a coffee cart at 
Scrabo Tower adding that he was sure such refreshments would be greatly 
appreciated by visitors. He added that if there was anything further elected 
members could do to assist he was sure they would be happy to do so.   

 
The Chairman thanked Mr Greenway and Ms Ward for attending and making 
their interesting and informative presentation. 

 
(Mr Greenway and Ms Ward left the meeting at this stage - 7.29pm) 
 
(Councillor Adair left the meeting at this stage – 7.30pm) 
 

3.2. PROPOSALS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
DONAGHADEE’S COMMONS AND ADJACENT AREAS 
(Appendix II) 

 
The Chairman welcomed Kenneth Walsh, Chairman of Donaghadee Heritage 
Preservation Company Ltd, accompanied by Joan Smith, Vice Chairman, Noel 
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Johnston, Treasurer and Kit Chivers, Company Secretary to the meeting and invited 
them to make their presentation.  
 
Thanking members for the invitation to attend the meeting, Mr Walsh proceeded to 
guide members through a PowerPoint presentation which detailed the proposed 
programme of works for the Sir Samuel Kelly lifeboat including a heritage centre and 
the case for a partnership arrangement going forward. Members were also informed 
that the lifeboat was now 70 years old and therefore this could be the last opportunity 
to preserve it for future generations.  
 
The Chairman thanked Mr Walsh for his presentation and at this stage invited 
members to raise any queries they had.  The following comments were made: - 
 

➢ Thanking Mr Walsh for his presentation, Councillor T Smith acknowledged 
that a partnership was already in place and he confirmed that he along with 
Councillor Brooks would bring forward a Notice of Motion to Council to 
promote that further. He added that he would look forward to a report 
coming back in due course and congratulated them on successfully raising 
up to £14,000 to date for the project.  

➢ Concurring with those comments Councillor Walker acknowledged that it 
had not always been plain sailing and was delighted now to learn of the 
progress which had been made. He stated that it was an extremely 
worthwhile project for the Borough and added that he looked forward to 
continuing to work with them going forward in the future.  

 
The Chairman thanked Mr Walsh and his colleagues for attending and making their 
interesting and informative presentation. 
 
(Mr Walsh and his colleagues left the meeting at this stage 7.45pm) 

 
ABSENCE OF DIRECTOR OF REGENERATION, DEVELOPMENT 
AND PLANNING 
 
At this stage the Chairman informed members that the Director’s husband had 
recently undergone heart surgery and stated he was sure the Committee would wish 
to send its best wishes to her and her husband. Therefore, the Head of Regeneration 
was leading the meeting in her absence. 
 
NOTED. 
 

4. EUROPEAN CULTURAL HERITAGE FUND – EXPRESSION OF 

INTEREST (FILE REF:TO/TM4) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 16 April 2018 from the Director of 

Regeneration, Development and Planning stating that as reported to Committee on 8 

February 2018, the Heritage Lottery Fund (administrator) and Tourism NI (funder) 

opened a time limited call for applications to a fund seeking “innovative” projects to 

highlight historical and cultural assets in this the 2018 year of European Culture and 
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Heritage.  The first stage was an “Expression of Interest” to be followed with a full 

application for projects passing this stage.  

 

The fund was £400,000 nationwide with an expected 8-10 projects being funded at 

approximately £40,000 - £50,000. The projects had to be delivered on a partner 

based application and followed a variety of criteria. 

 

AND Officers from Tourism, Events, Arts and Museums met to discuss possible 

expressions and three were put forward. Two augmented reality (AR) projects and 

one living history animated based project.  

 

One of the AR projects – ‘Animating and interpreting the cultural heritage story and 

trail of St Columbanus’ – was successful in being invited to submit a full application. 

Partnering with local sites, National Agencies, Newry, Mourne and Down and 

Fermanagh and Omagh District Councils, the application was submitted on the 12 

February 2018. 

 

On the 26 March, Officers were notified that the application was not successful.  The 

response from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) specified that they had experienced 

a high level of demand for the fund and had to take decisions on many more 

applications than their budget could accommodate. Although the application scored 

well it just missed out on funding on this occasion. 

 

However, HLF were extremely interested in the project and had requested a meeting 

to discuss the availability of other HLF funds, which could potentially assist 

developing elements of the application.  This meeting was to take place with Tourism 

Officers within the next month.  A further update report to Committee would follow 

accordingly. 

 
RECOMMENDED that this report is noted. 

 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Dunlop, seconded 
by Councillor Woods, that recommendation be adopted.   
 

5. TOURISM EVENTS GRANTS PROGRAMME 2017/18 – 

EVALUATION REPORT (FILE REF:TO/EG39) (Appendix III) 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 9 April 208 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning stating that as approved by Council in 
December 2016, the Tourism Events Grants had been  awarded to 15 events during 
the period 1 April 2017 – 31 March 2018.  
 
The applications had been assessed on the following four stage process: 
 
Stage one – completed application and accompanying documentation – pass 
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Stage two -  the event meets the eligible tourism event criteria  
 
Enhance the appeal of the borough, enhance the visitor experience, encourage 
attendance from visitors within and beyond the borough, increase economic benefit 
to the borough and the event application can provide a minimum of 50% match 
funding – pass 
 
Stage three – applications were scored on Place criteria - event elements, 
uniqueness and event sustainability.   
Stage four – applications scored on Prosperity criteria – spectators/participants, 
bednights and marketing plan - application awarded a final percentage score. 
 
The Appendix 1 table showed the targets set by the organisations at the time of 
application and the actual targets achieved, as submitted in the post evaluation 
documentation. 
 
Overall the 15 events resulted in 66 event days. The table showed an increase of 
30% on spectator/participant numbers and an increase of 31% on the bednights 
target for the 17/18 grants year.  The Events Officer would continue to work with 
organisations on developing the events potential to increase bednights and public 
engagement with the events / festivals by improving their marketing, programming 
and audience development plans. 
 
A total budget of £91,728 was available to grant fund those events.  The actual 
amount drawn down by applicants for this period was £88,750.80.  Reductions were 
made due to applicants not fulfilling marketing objectives as set out in their initial 
applications and reductions ranging between 5% and 10% were applied to 5 
applicants.   
 
The average spend per spectator and spend per bednight values, were based on 
Tourism NI averages, used in event economic assessment calculations. Based on 
this national data, the indicative return on investment attributed to the Tourism 
Events Grants programme 2017-2018 was as reported in the table below. It was not 
possible to assess what the average party size or make up was at each grant aided 
event, though it was likely that parties would have included children (who would have 
been included in the spectator total). It was more pragmatic to assume that at least 
50% of event attendees spent an average £18 per head. 
 
Therefore, it was estimated that events supported by the Tourism Grants fund 
potentially brought an economic return to the borough of a minimum of  
£1.9 million.    The Events Manager and Events Officer would continue to work with 
event organisers during 2018/19 to improve methods of data collection and 
estimation of economic return.   
 

Tourism Event Grants Economic Return 17/18 

Spend per spectator at event of 
£18 (50% of spectators) 

£1,078,650 

Accommodation value at £55 per 
bednight  £911,790 
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Total £1,990,440  

  

Return on investment for each 
Council £1 £22.43  

Cost to Council per visitor   £0.73 

 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report is noted. 
 
Alderman Irvine proposed, seconded by Councillor Smart, that the recommendation 
be adopted. 
 
Alderman Irvine made reference to the lengthy application process and asked if that 
could be looked at with a view to making it more user friendly, particularly as many of 
the Groups operated on a voluntary basis and therefore had no dedicated staff to 
complete those forms. Continuing he also referred to the cross over between 
tourism/arts/community/culture and urged that to be investigated further to increase 
bed nights throughout the Borough. 
 
The Temporary Head of Tourism confirmed that it was planned to obtain feedback 
and input those results centrally.  
 
Thanking officers for the report, Councillor Walker noted the many successful events 
which had taken place. Continuing he referred to the Evaluation Form included in the 
appendix and noted there appeared to be a number of discrepancies in respect of 
the number of bednights. In light of that he asked if officers were content with the 
robustness of the measures currently in place.  
 
Acknowledging those points which had been made by Councillor Walker, the 
Temporary Head of Tourism indicated that she would take those on board and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the post event forms.  
 
Councillor Woods asked if it would be possible to obtain a timeline of the tourism 
grants which had been awarded and she also noted the issues in respect of budgets.  
 
In response the Temporary Head of Tourism stated that there was only one open call 
for grants in any financial year and the Council had been one of the first to do so. 
Continuing she added that in January a clearer idea could be presented on the grant 
funding which had been applied for and used as part of the rate setting process.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by 
Councillor Smart, that the recommendation be adopted.   
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6. ARDS AND BANGOR VISITOR INFORMATION CENTRE 

ANNUAL REPORT 2017/18 (FILE REF: TO/VIC2) (Appendix IV) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 12 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning stating that this report provided an 
overview of the Visitor Information Centres in Ards and Bangor for the financial year 
2017/2018.  Data specific to each site was provided in Appendix 1. The Committee 
received end of year reports for the seasonal VICs, at Groomsport and Portaferry, in 
December 2017. 
 
Introduction 
 
The Tourism unit managed two permanent Visitor Information Centres (VICs) in the 
Borough.   
 
Ards VIC was open on a daily basis, Monday – Saturday, all year. Bangor Visitor 
Information Centre opened daily Monday – Saturday (September – end April) and on 
Sunday 1pm – 5pm from May to August.   
 
The Northern Ireland Visitor Information Centre network recognised that the 
customer base and services offered by Visitor Information Centres were in a process 
of change nationally, as visitors increasingly migrate to digital sources of information.  
Although visitor numbers to VICs across the NI network had fallen over the past five 
years, Tourism NI’s Visitor Information Plan (2017) found that VICs were still used by 
39% visitors at some stage of their trip, highlighting their value along the visitor 
journey. 
 
The TNI Plan also recognised that although customers now accessed visitor 
information in different ways, the requirement for traditional print materials 
(especially among older visitors) and face to face engagement remain important.   
 
Ards and Bangor Visitors and Enquiries 
 
While the total number of enquiries processed by the VICs was 6% below target, the 
absolute number rose by 7% on the previous year – a creditable achievement in the 
context of declining VIC usage. This total included self-service or “non enquiry” 
visitors, who browsed the literature displays to obtain information. 
 
Overall, 90% of VIC customers visited the VICs in person. Excluding the self-service 
ones, a total of 53,093 customers were serviced via various platforms - direct 
engagement at the counter, telephone, post, fax and email. 46,987 customers were 
serviced face to face and 6,196 by all other means. Face to face enquiries had 
increased in comparison to last year by 42%, the biggest increase across enquiry 
types.  
 
In terms of visitor nationality, the VICs reflected the national trend, where most 
visitors were domestic.  Together Ards and Bangor VICs serviced 85% domestic and 
15% out of state customers. 
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APRIL 17 - 
MARCH 18 

 
APRIL 16 - 
MARCH 17 

 
VARIANCE 
YEAR ON 
YEAR 

 
TOTAL 
YEAR 
TARGET 

 
TARGET 
ACHIEVED 

ENQUIRY TYPE         

VISITORS TO THE CENTRES 56,409 51,470 +10%   

VISITORS  
FACE TO FACE ENQUIRIES 

46,987 33,160 +42%   

VISITORS  
NON ENQUIRIES/BROWSERS 

9,401 18,310 -49%*   

ENQUIRIES Post/Fax/Email 487 464 +5%   

ENQUIRIES Phone 5,619 6,392 -12%   

TOTAL 62,494 58,326 +7% 66,300 -6% 

*NB the 49% reduction positively reflects that more customers are engaging directly with staff. 

 

ENQUIRIES NATIONALITY 
APRIL 17 –  
MARCH 18 % OF TOTAL 

NORTHERN IRELAND 47,975 85.4% 

GB & ROI 3,573 6.4% 

REST OF WORLD 4,654 8.3% 

BROWSERS 
NATIONALITY UNKNOWN 

3 0% 

TOTAL 56,205 100% 

 
 

Web and digital visitor servicing 
 
As mentioned previously, online and digital platforms continue to grow in delivering 
visitor servicing to the customer.  At present the VIC staff assisted in managing the 
content of the visitardsandnorthdown.com website, and were taking on increasing work 
in this area, as well as the production of the consumer ezine and weekly events email, 
‘What’s On’.  They also provided content to Corporate Communications for Facebook 
posts regarding tourism activity on AND’s corporate page. In addition, Ards VIC staff 
post daily on the Visit Strangford Lough Facebook page.  
 
The website, ezine and social media are key components in fulfilling visitor information 
needed in a digitally-dominated information environment and the VICs’ role would 
increasingly involve expanding their use and reach. The VIC staff were also the primary 
contributors to the update listings within Tourism NI’s website, discoverni.com, and the 
popular whatsonni.com website.  This ensured Ards and North Down was represented 
fully on thse key digital platforms. 
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Website: 
 
During the year the visitardsandnorthdown.com website received 150,355 unique 
visitors (almost 40% up on 2016/17) and 483,534 page views. The first table below 
demonstrated the increasing use of the website, awareness of which had continued 
to grow since its launch in 2015/16. 
 
Summary: Page View Comparisons  

Page Page Views 
17/18 

Page Views 16/17 Unique Page 
Views 
17/18 

Unique Page 
Views 
16/17 

Events 29,533          14,474 17,041 8,966 

Things to do 7,404 4,836 4,293 3,181 

Resources 
&11\1 
downloadable 
documents 

1,842 825 1,281 683 

 
Summary: Page Visits by Section 

Page Page Views Unique Page Views* 

Events 29,533 17,041 

Things to do 7,404 4,293 

Where to Stay 3,589 1,600 

VIC Contact Us Page 1,731 1,211 

Experiences 1,724 1,135 

Resources 667 490 

Resources – Downloadable Guides 1,842 1,281 

*Unique page views eliminate multiple views of the same page within a single session. If a user views 
the same page more than once in a session, this will only count as a single unique page view. 

 
Social Media: 
 
Ards Visitor Information Advisors (VIAs) used Facebook to actively promote 
Destination Strangford Lough, one of 10 key destinations currently promoted by 
Tourism NI on discoverni.com.  The DSL page now had over 2600 followers, a 30% 
increase on last year. Throughout 2017/18, 699 customers ‘liked’ the page – the 
number of Likes continues to grow, with daily postings relevant to the region 
scheduled by the VIC team.  

 

Ezine activity: 
 
A quarterly event ezine was distributed to over 3,380 consumers and 414 trade 
members during the year, a 5% increase in reach over the previous year. The 
weekly “What’s On” email went to over 1,300 customers comprising the local tourism 
trade, other local businesses and members of the public registered to receive AND 
visitor information.  
 
Income  
 
Although information provision was the core function of the VICs, both also provided 
a retail offering comprising mainly souvenirs, books and relatively low value gifts. 
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Fees for infrequent accommodation bookings and commission on tickets adds to 
total income generated, which is up by 23% against target and 11% on last year.   
 
Both VICs supported their shop sales via special promotions, for example, 
Christmas/Mother’s Day/ Valentine’s Day, and regularly re-merchandise stock to 
attract new/refreshed footfall. The VICs also actively advertise the ticket agent 
service for local events and operate as a sales agent for external events; as a result 
ticket sales commission was up 49% on target.   
 
With the requirement for accommodation booking plummeting as customers book 
online, VIC’s no longer promote themselves as an official accommodation booking 
service, taking commission, but do provide booking assistance to the customer on 
request.   
 

SALES & COMMISSIONS 
£’s 
 

 
APRIL 17 - 
MARCH 18 

 
APRIL 16 - 
MARCH 17 

VARIANCE 
YEAR ON 
YEAR 

TOTAL 
YEAR 
TARGET 

TARGET 
ACHIEVED 

RETAIL SALES £33,858 £30,146.16 +12% £27,900 +21% 

BOOKING FEES £52 £58 -10% N/A  

TICKET SALES 
COMMISSION 

£2,835 £3,011.05 -6% £1,900 +49% 

TOTAL INCOME (inc vat) £36,745 £33,215.21 +11% £29,800 +23% 

 

Visitor Information Provision beyond Ards and Bangor VICs  
 
The VIC service disseminates visitor information throughout the Borough to diverse 
information points, totalling approximately 80,000 pieces during the year.  Approximately 
50 sites between Belfast City Airport and Portaferry stock literature distributed by VIAs, 
including local restaurants, bars, attractions and Translink bus and rail stations. This 
was in addition to the information for the Local Information Office (Pier 36), and the 
Cockle Row and Portaferry seasonal Visitor Information Centres. The 80,000 pieces 
included the literature provided for events, both Council-run and grant-aided, and 
information packs provided for incoming group visits.   
 
Outreach Activity 
 
During the year VIC staff serviced the mobile Visitor Information Unit at major 
Council events including Easter and May Day, Sea Bangor, the Comber Earlies 
Food Festival, Craft in the Square and the Portavogie Seafood Festival, to mention 
but a few.  
 
Platforms outside the Borough included: 
 

• Holiday World Dublin 

• Garden Show Ireland 

• Balmoral Show 

• Visit Belfast information desk 

• BBC Good Food Show 
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In total the VIC Team took the visitor servicing provision to 18 different 
events/locations, attracting over 15,000 enquiries.  There were plans to expand this 
outreach activity to a minimum of 20 in 2018/19. 
 
Exhibitions 
 
Ards VIC hosted a number of exhibitions in ‘The Space’ gallery area within the centre 
including:  
 
Sir Samuel Kelly, Donaghadee Heritage Preservation Group,  
Post Cards from the Past, Comber Historical Society,  
Portico Exhibition  
50th Anniversary, Portaferry Gala Committee  
Medieval Tower Houses, Department for Communities.  
 
Those exhibitions continued to prove very popular, adding to the visitor experience in 
the centre and as a tool to promote footfall. 
 
Group Tours 
 
Working with the Tourism Development Officers and in partnership with Tourism NI, 
the VIAs promoted the Borough to group tour operators at the Tourism NI “Great 
Days Out” fair and “Meet the Buyer” event. 
 
Mystery Shopper – Independent Customer Service Assessment 
 
Tourism NI conducted an annual audit of customer service provided by the VICs.  
This comprised a visit, phone call and email enquiry and had been extended into 
assessing touch points within the Borough. The latter were maintained by third party 
organisations (tourism businesses, attractions etc) on behalf of the Council, so are 
not continually under the Council’s control.  Some of the elements scored were: 
 

• Signage 

• First impressions 

• Customer service experience 

• Literature and retail 

• Information gathering 

• Overall experience 
 

Bangor scored 100% and Ards 80% as an overall rating in 2017. The NI Network 
best practice score was 85%.  Bangor VIC was to be commended on this 
achievement and the very high level of customer service.  Unfortunately, an 
externally maintained touch point visited during the Ards assessment pulled the 
overall score for Ards VIC down relative to previous years. In relation to the VIC itself 
however the Mystery Shopper report was very positive. 
 
Summary 
 
Although there continued to be a very challenging environment throughout the VIC 
network, the Council’s visitor information service had engaged with over 300,000 
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customers, across all its activities, throughout the year.  The service offered by both 
VICs was recognised independently as being of a high standard. 
 
To ensure the Council was providing appropriate services for visitors, local 
customers and the tourism trade, a comprehensive review of the Visitor Information 
Centres had been undertaken over the past year, in line with the work undertaken as 
part of the Integrated Tourism, Regeneration and Development Strategy. The 
findings of this review would be used to ensure the VIC service continues to adapt to 
and remain relevant within its operating environment. The key outcomes by the 
review include greater emphasis on the development of online visitor servicing and 
marketing and on bringing the information to the visitor, rather than the visitor into 
the VICs.  Changes to VIC opening patterns may be needed to facilitate those 
developments and, if so, a report seeking approval would be brought to Council in 
due course. 
 
RECOMMENDED that Council notes this report. 
 
Alderman Irvine proposed, seconded by Councillor Walker that the recommendation 
be adopted. 
 
Councillor Walker acknowledged that the use of VIC’s had changed and that had 
become a challenge and therefore in light of that he asked what plans were in place 
for the future use of VICs. He suggested that further developments needed to be 
made to further the engagement process with visitors to VICs. He also noted that the 
vast majority of visitors to the VIC were from Northern Ireland and he asked for a 
breakdown of that. 
 
The Temporary Head of Tourism agreed that the use of VICs had undoubtedly 
changed with fewer visitors to such centres. However, while that was the case there 
were those customers who wished to retain that one to one experience. She added 
that statistics from Tourism NI reflected that 39% of Northern Ireland visitors did visit 
VICs. Continuing the Temporary Head of Tourism advised members that there were 
plans to carry out more outreach work in respect of taking the information out to the 
general public and noted there were 20 outreach activities planned for the 
forthcoming season. In respect of social media, plans were also currently being 
considered to use digital marketing more efficiently with perhaps a dedicated 
member of staff put in place to progress this forward.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by 
Councillor Walker, that recommendation be adopted.   
 

7. LOCAL FULL FIBRE NETWORK PROGRAMME (FILE REF: 

ED54) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 13 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration stating that the Local Full Fibre Network programme was a national 
scheme run by the Department for Digital Culture Media and Sports (DCMS) and it 
was a national scheme. The aim of the Local Full Fibre Network Programme was to 
stimulate the telecoms market to invest in more fibre connectivity for homes, 
businesses and 5G masts 
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The programme would take into consideration both High Density Areas and Low 
Density Areas. 
 
High Density Areas should benefit as follows: 

• Growth of small business operations  

• Start-up businesses 

• Home working  

• Further inward investment  
 
Low Density Areas should benefit as follows: 

• Unlock substantial commercial investment in fibre connectivity 
 

£1 billion UK wide had been allocated to the programme to stimulate faster roll out 
of  

• A Full Fibre Network (£200 M) 

• A Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme (£67M) 

• 5G mobile connectivity (£160M) 
 
The Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme 
 
This scheme which was worth £67 million covered the whole of the UK. 
 
It was open to businesses and residents as long as the residents’ share did not 
exceed 1/6 of the overall project.  
 
The minimum connection speed must be 100Mbps (gigabit capable) at the time of 
installation. 
 
The value of the vouchers ranged from £500 for residents to £3,000 for businesses.  
 
Contrary to the previous scheme, businesses could not approach the Council to 
register their interest and apply for the scheme. It was based on “pre-registered 
packs” only, which meant that the suppliers had to register with DCMS and propose 
products for sale. Those products had to be validated by DCMS before they were 
proposed by the suppliers directly to their customers.  The suppliers claim directly 
from DCMS for every project that they had delivered. The onus was on the 
suppliers to contact businesses and residents to propose their services. The role of 
the Council had changed as it was now more a promoter of the scheme rather than 
an enabler. 
 
DCMS was proposing that the compliance checking was provided by a third party, 
however, they had not been in a position to appoint to date. They were currently 
asking Councils to consider if they could carry out that role however, that remained 
to be discussed. 
 
Technically, the scheme was open but the Council was currently waiting for 
suppliers’ registration and clarification in relation to compliance checking. 
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DCMS would organise a series of briefing sessions with Council in May 2018. The 
dates were still to be communicated. 
 
WAVE 3 
 
WAVE 3 was part of the overall LFFN and offered the opportunity to Councils to 
apply for part of a £15 M package to allow local authorities to improve connectivity 
through the following delivery methods: 
 

• Public Sector Anchor Tenancy (PSAT) 
Procurement of fibre connectivity for multiple locations 
 

• Public Sector Building Upgrade (PSBU) 
Funding connectivity using full fibre to specific public-sector locations 
 

• Public Sector Asset Reuse (PSAR) 
Re-use or development of public sector infrastructure asset 
 

Belfast City Council was successful in its WAVE 1 application and Armagh 
Banbridge Craigavon was offered funding for their Wave 2 application. 
 
The application was complex and required months of preparation to build up a 
business case, financial case, but most importantly a technical case, which had to 
be completed by experts in the digital infrastructure field. This implied budget, 
resourcing, project management and good governance as State Aid issues and 
Due Diligence need to be taken into account by the applicants. 
 
In the case of Belfast City Council, technical assistance of £27,000 was required to 
construct the application which led to an offer in excess of £11 million. 
 
As far as Armagh Banbridge Craigavon was concerned, technical assistance of 
£10,000 was required resulting in an offer of £2.5 million. 
 
Currently, Mid and East Antrim had a tender worth £25,000 for technical assistance 
to develop a bid under Wave 3.  
 
It should be highlighted that the internal application process would require three to 
four months of officer’s time and involve cross departmental working to reach a 
satisfactory conclusion.  
 
It was anticipated that the remaining Councils in Northern Ireland may apply under 
WAVE 3 which opened in July 2018.  
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the feasibility of the development of a bid 
under WAVE 3, with costs (£25,000) being met from existing budgets. 
 
Councillor Smart proposed, seconded by Councillor Gilmour that the recommendation 
be adopted. 
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Councillor Smart acknowledged the efforts which had been undertaken by officers in 
respect of that matter.  
 
The Head of Economic Development commented that Wave 3 would see the upgrade 
of public buildings and it was hoped they would act as a catalyst to attract providers.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Gilmour, that recommendation be adopted.   
  

8. UPDATE ON LOW POWER WIDE AREA NETWORK 

(LPWAN/LORA) TO SUPPORT COLLABORATE INTERNET OF 

THINGS (IOT) PILOT PROJECTS (FILE REF: ED46) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 16 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning stating that Members will be aware that in 
January 2018, Council agreed that Ards and North Down Borough Council would 
participate in the LPWAN/LoRA pilot project.  A consortium called Things Connected 
NI, led by Ulster University, Invest NI, Tourism NI and 9 local Councils across 
Northern Ireland was successful in bidding to be one of the funded networks to 
deploy the technology across Northern Ireland to accelerate the demand and 
innovation of industrial Internet of Things (IoT). 
 
Project Update 
 
Following on from the previous report, the technology hardware was presently being 
rolled out across Northern Ireland, and the Ards and North Down area was due to 
receive five gateways/base stations similar to the other participating Council areas. 
Those would be set up across the borough but will be dependent on broadband 
infrastructure already in existence, population and business density which may limit 
potential location points and also would be dependent on projects identified and 
agreed.  The technology was free to use and available to Internet of Things 
entrepreneurs and developers to prototype, test and scale-up Internet of Things 
ideas.  It was hoped that the provision of the network would encourage the 
deployment of sensors, applications and services and enable businesses to develop 
exciting and innovative Internet of Things products and services. 
 
To help meet the above aims, the £130K Challenge Programme would be officially 
launched on 9 May 2018 at Belfast City Hall.  Aimed at SME’s (small to medium 
enterprises), successful SME’s would be able to apply for funding to develop new 
products and services to trial on the network, with technical support being available 
from the University of Ulster and the Things Connected forum.   
 
A number of challenge areas had been identified as having the potential to 
accelerate development and growth of SME’s. Those challenge areas were noted 
below: 
 

• Agriculture 

• Creative Technologies 

• Management of Playable open spaces 
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• Manufacturing 

• Healthy Smart buildings 

• Tourism 

• Logistics and Transportation 
 
Members would be aware that one of the key themes from the Integrated Strategy 
for Tourism, Regeneration and Economic Development was Connect Places and 
People through the creation of a blue and greenway network; continuous coastal 
route; a sustainable transport strategy and advocacy and digital and collaborative 
networks. 
 
It was hoped that possible issues could be identified and resolved using this new 
technology which may assist in the delivery of key outcomes of the Strategy while 
also providing new opportunities for our businesses to supported to generate 
economic growth in new and innovative ways. 
 
Council would be kept advised, through further reports, on how the project 
developed during the first pilot phase. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted, and that Officers report back following 
the first phase of the project. 
 
Councillor Smart proposed, seconded by Councillor Ferguson, that the 
recommendation be adopted. 
 
Councillor Walker sought clarity on whether or not companies had been identified to 
become specifically involved with the project. 
 
In response the Head of Economic Development advised that the Council had been 
given the lead role in respect of transport and logistics. Continuing she stated that 
challenges such as parking in town centres and traffic congestion had been identified 
as challenges going forward and therefore efforts were being made to keep things as 
non-descript as possible. She added that any help would be greatly appreciated in 
order to encourage businesses to become involved.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Ferguson, that recommendation be adopted.   
 

9. ARDS AND NORTH DOWN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT 2017-18 (FILE REF: ED55) 
(Appendix V) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 17 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning advising on the Economic Development 
Annual Activity Report 201-18.  
 
RECOMMENDED that Council notes the report. 
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Alderman McDowell proposed, seconded by Councillor Smart, that the 
recommendation be adopted. 
 
Alderman McDowell acknowledged the comprehensive report tabled before them 
and agreed that those areas in need of further improvement were looked at in 
greater detail.  
 
Concurring with those comments, the Head of Economic Development stated that 
they had been very reactive to all requests the previous year and now the Strategy 
had been published officers would be able to work to its objectives. She added that 
the improvement of processes and retention of jobs would be a priority going forward 
as would improvements to the Business Start Up Programme and surveying of 
businesses.  
 
Congratulating officers, Councillor Smart acknowledged the many testimonials 
included in the report and noted that the Strategy itself was very much alive. 
 
Councillor Walker acknowledged the detail contained within the report and sought 
clarification on the associated costs versus outcomes. 
 
In response the Head of Economic Development advised that the Programme had a 
beginning, middle and end and had involved a workshop. She confirmed that plans 
were underway to change the feedback questions and establish a better mechanism 
to carry out that process. She added that officers were also keen to encourage 
people to engage for longer.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman McDowell, seconded 
by Councillor Smart, that the recommendation be adopted.   
 

10. JOBS FAIR 2018 (FILE RE: ED41) (Appendix VI) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report dated 12 April 2018 from the Director of 
Regeneration, Development and Planning stating that as part of the ongoing work to 
address employability and employment opportunities in the borough the Economic 
Development section worked in collaboration with the Department for Communities 
to run the Borough’s forth Jobs Fair which was held in the Marine Court Hotel, 
Bangor on Tuesday 10 April 2018. 
 
Over 300 people attended the Fair, which was open to the public from 10am to 4pm.  
This one-day event was opened by the Mayor and Stephen McGlew, Head of 
Employer Services Branch, Department for Communities.   
 
Those looking for jobs or a change in careers had the opportunity to avail of the 
following services: 
 
• advice on improving prospects of finding employment 
• practical advice to assist individuals into work 
• opportunities to engage with employers 
• CV advice 
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Up to 40 employers participated in the event by offering over 700 jobs in a variety of 
sectors such as retail/sales, manufacturing/production, health & social care, 
hospitality and catering, finance, the Armed Forces, customer service, 
administration, IT and management.   
 
The Exhibitors were companies such as BT Flex, Beannchor Group, Charles Hurst, 

Crossroads Care NI, Eventsec, Portaferry Hotel and Positive Futures. A full list was 

attached in Appendix 1. 

In addition, attendees were able to avail of one-on-one support and advice on job 
search, help to build CVs and employability guidance from local support agencies 
including the Careers Service, Job Centres, South Eastern Regional, Libraries NI 
and Local Enterprise Agencies promoting the Go-For-It Programme. 
 
A bus service was provided to areas that had limited access to public transport to the 
venue.  Three bus routes were provided: 
 

• 2 routes from Portaferry travelling either side of the Peninsula, and  

• 1 route from Ballygowan to Bangor  
 
The infographics report in Appendix 2 provided a breakdown of the attendees’ 
genders, their reason for attending, their educational background and their level of 
satisfaction with the event, which proved to be 93%. 
 
The Department for Communities which supported the Economic Development 
section in the organisation, delivery and follow-up of this event was currently working 
on gathering more detailed statistics on the profile of the attendees, which would be 
used to develop further job support initiatives and partnerships.  The Economic 
Development section would follow up with employers to establish if they got 
vacancies filled as a result of their attendance and participation in the Jobs Fair. This 
would be carried out over the next six months.  
 
Like last year’s event the Jobs Fair was delivered within budget and the assistance 
provided in kind by the Department for Communities was invaluable, as was the 
participation of all partners. It demonstrated that by collaborating, initiatives such as 
this one become stronger and could have a wider reach and impact and demonstrate 
support and commitment to the people of the Borough. 
 
Feedback from a number of the support agencies and one of the employers were 
articulated below:  
 
“It was great to see a steady stream of visitors who possessed the exact skills 
and attitude we were looking for. It is certainly an event we will continue to be 
part of in the future as an exhibitor.” Primacy Meats 
 
“The Department was delighted to work in partnership with the Council at the 
recent Job Fair in Bangor.  It was great to welcome so many attendees through 
the doors, showcasing to them the huge variety of jobs on offer, helping to 
make connections and access advice, and potentially be successful in 
securing a job.””   Department for Communities 
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“We collected several contact details of those interested in our roles” BT  
 
RECOMMENDED that Council notes the report and supports the continuation of this 
initiative.  
 
Alderman Irvine proposed, seconded by Councillor Woods, that the recommendation 
be adopted. 
 
Congratulating all involved, Alderman Irvine asked if it would be possible to obtain 
feedback to establish which participants, if any, had been successful securing either 
an interview or a job. 
 
The Head of Economic Development confirmed that plans were underway to carry 
that out. 
 
Councillor Woods commented that it had been a fantastic event adding that she had 
been particularly impressed by the quality of businesses in attendance. Continuing 
she noted that some participants from last year’s event had secured employment 
and asked if there were plans to hold the event again in 2019. 
 
The Head of Economic Development confirmed that it was hoped to run the event 
again in 2019. 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by 
Councillor Woods, that recommendation be adopted.   

 
11. BELFAST REGION CITY DEAL 
 
The Chairman informed members that this item would now be considered ‘In 
Committee’.  
 
NOTED. 

 

12. MINUTES OF BANGOR TOWN STEERING GROUP MEETING 

HELD ON 23 APRIL 2018 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Minutes of meeting of Bangor Town Steering Group 
held on 23 April 2018. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the minutes be adopted. 
 
Alderman Irvine proposed, seconded by Councillor Dunlop that the recommendation 
be adopted. 
 
Councillor Walker sought clarification on the future make up of Town Steering 
Groups.  
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The Head of Regeneration advised that it was planned to reconstitute all the Town 
Steering Groups to include elected representatives, community representatives, 
youth groups, faith groups and traders. He added that the Director of Community & 
Wellbeing and the Director of Environment had both indicated that they would wish in 
the future to use the Town Steering Groups as vehicles to flag up any issues from 
each of their own directorates. The Head of Regeneration added that it was hoped to 
put the proposals to members in September 2018 with a view to commencement of 
the new arrangements in the Autumn of 2018.  
 
In response to a query from Councillor T Smith, the Head of Regeneration advised 
that part of the reconstitution process would include the representatives from each of 
the District Electoral Areas to ensure appropriate coverage for each of the towns.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by 
Councillor Dunlop, that recommendation be adopted.   
 

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor T Smith, that the public/press be excluded during the undernoted 
items of confidential business.  
 

13. NI BUSINESS START UP PROGRAMME (NIBSUP) (FILE REF: 

ED43) 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 

 

14. REGENERATION OF FORMER COMMUNITY CENTRE IN 

DONAGHADEE (FILE REF: RDP 57) (Appendix VII) 

 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
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15. QUEEN’S PARADE DEVELOPMENT – VERBAL UPDATE 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 

  

15.1. BELFAST REGION CITY DEAL UPDATE 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 

***NOT FOR PUBLICATION*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

RE-ADMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Ferguson, seconded 
by Alderman Irvine, that the public/press be re-admitted to the meeting.   

 

16. ANY OTHER NOTIFIED BUSINESS 
 
16.1. Councillor Walker - 'Clarification on any feasibility study for landing site 

of a Northern Ireland/Scotland bridge being published publicly.' 
 
Councillor Walker sought clarification on whether the letter had been written or sent 
at this stage. 
 
The Head of Regeneration advised members that the Call-In period for the April 
2018 Council meeting had expired earlier that day at 5.00pm. The Chief Executive 
had confirmed with him that the letter would be sent out next week and he was 
happy for the contents of that to be shared with elected members.  
 
Councillor Walker reported that he was aware the Scottish First Minister, Nicola 
Sturgeon had been invited to Antrim and Newtownabbey Borough Council to discuss 
the proposals.  
 
NOTED. 
 
Final Committee Meeting Prior to Annual Meeting 
 
Councillor Woods noted this would be the last Committee meeting prior to the 
Annual Meeting in June 2018 and she took the opportunity to thank the Chairman for 
his assistance and guidance throughout the year. 
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Thanking Councillor Woods for her kind words, the Chairman stated that it had been 
a very productive year and he noted that the Economic Development Forum would 
meet in a few weeks’ time. 
 
Concurring with those comments Councillor Smart also congratulated the Chairman 
on such a successful year. 
 
Rising also, Councillor Gilmour indicated she wished to put on record the thanks of 
the Group to the Chairman for his hard work throughout the year. 
 
Councillor Ferguson also took the opportunity to comment on a very enjoyable year 
as a member of the Committee and she expressed her thanks to the Director, 
Officers and the Democratic Services team for all of their hard work. 
 
Alderman McDowell expressed his thanks also to the Chairman adding that the 
Committee in his view was one of the most important given its influence on jobs and 
growth throughout the Borough.  
 
Adding his thanks, Councillor Menagh commented that Councillor Cummings had 
been a very efficient Chairman. 
 
NOTED. 
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING  
 
The meeting terminated at 8.26pm.  

 
 
 



ITEM 7.4. 

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

A meeting of the Corporate Services Committee was held in the Council Chamber, 2 
Church Street, Newtownards on Tuesday, 8 May 2018 at 7.00pm.  
 
PRESENT:  
 
In the Chair:  Alderman Girvan 
 
Aldermen:  Graham  
    Gibson  
            Keery  
       
Councillors:  Brooks    Muir  
             Chambers   McIlveen  
              Gilmour             Smart  
              Kennedy              Smith  

         
Officers:  Chief Executive (S Reid), Director of Organisational Development and 

Administration (W Monson), Head of Performance and Projects (A 
Scott) and Democratic Services Officer (J Glasgow) 

 

1. APOLOGIES  
 
An apology for inability to attend was received from Alderman Carson.  
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
Councillor Muir declared an interest in Item 6 – Response to Notice of Motion 
submitted by Councillor McIlveen 12.12.17.  
 

RE-ORDERING OF AGENDA ITEMS  
 
The Chairman advised that in the absence of a Director of Finance and Performance 
the Chief Executive was in attendance to respond to any questions Members may 
have in respect of the minutes of the Strategic Policy and Finance Group (Item 10). 
Furthermore, the Head of Performance and Projects was in attendance to address 
any questions in respect of the Report of Corporate Project Portfolio Board Meeting 
held on 15 March 2018 (Item 11). The Chairman therefore requested that Items 10 
and 11 be considered first.  
 

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded 
by Councillor Smart, that the public/press be excluded during the discussion 
of undernoted items of confidential business.  
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10. MINUTES OF THE STRATEGIC POLICY AND FINANCE GROUP 
MEETING HELD ON 19 APRIL 2018 
(Appendix I) 

 
***IN CONFIDENCE** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

11. REPORT OF CORPORATE PROJECT PORTFOLIO BOARD 
MEETING HELD ON 15 MARCH 2018 (FILE PCU14) 
(Appendices II, III) 

 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

RE-ADMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by 
Councillor Muir, that the public/press be re-admitted to the meeting.  
 

3. CIVIC EVENTS – UPDATE  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisation 
Development and Administration detailing that following decisions of the Council to 
host the following events, the report had been compiled to inform or remind 
members of their dates:- 
 
Civic Reception – NI Commonwealth Games Team (Members living and/or 
training in the Borough) 
It was agreed at the Council Meeting on 25 April 2018 that a Civic Reception be held 
at Town Hall Arts Centre, Newtownards, on Tuesday, 15 May 2018, commencing at 
6.30pm with an Open Top Bus Tour. 
 
Annual Civic Awards Ceremony 
The third Civic Award Ceremony would be held in Town Hall, The Castle, Bangor on 
Thursday, 17 May 2018 at 7.30pm. 
 
Official Opening of Cloughey Sports Facility/Tennis Courts 
The facility would be officially opened with the Mayor unveiling a plaque to mark the 
occasion on Thursday, 23 May 2018 at 4.00pm 
 
Veterans’ Evening – Veterans’ Parade, Beating Retreat Ceremony and Family 
Entertainment 
The event would be held in Conway Square and South Street Car Park, 
Newtownards, on the evening of Friday, 15 June 2018.  The Parade marches off at 
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7.00pm.  Family entertainment commences at 6.00pm. A detailed report had already 
been agreed by the Committee and ratified by the Council. 
 
Civic Reception/Dinner – Bangor Football Club’s 100th Anniversary 
A Civic Dinner would be held to mark the centenary year of Bangor Football Club at 
The Castle, Bangor on Thursday, 27 September 2018 at 7.00pm 
 
Centenary of Representation of the People Act 
An evening event would be held to mark the centenary of the Representation of the 
People Act, incorporating a cross party panel debate, as agreed by the Council at its 
meeting on February 2018.  The event was programmed to take place in the Castle, 
Bangor, on Thursday, 25 October 2018.  The Centenary would also be marked as 
part of the programme for the 2018 “It Takes Allsorts” event held for employees and 
elected members. 
 
RAF 100 
Following some difficulties finding a date to mark RAF 100 which was suitable to the 
RAF, Thursday 11 and Thursday 18 October 2018 had been identified provisionally 
as dates for a civic event to mark this centenary year.  More details would be 
provided to the Committee in due course. 
 
“The Battle’s Over – A Nation’s Tribute” – Lighting of Beacons to 
Commemorate the Armistice 
Beacons would be lit at The Castle, Bangor; Scrabo Tower, Newtownards; and Burr 
Point, Ballyhalbert on Sunday 11 November 2018 at 7.00pm 
 
Royal Gun Salute  
A Gun Salute with engagement (precise details to be agreed) would be held on 
Wednesday, 14 November 2018 to mark the Prince of Wales’ birthday. 
 
Civic Reception - Ards Indoor Hockey Club 
No date had yet been agreed for the reception.  Discussions were ongoing with the 
Club. 
 
Invitations either had, or would be issued to members in due course, for those 
events mentioned above. 
 
Members may also wish to note the following:- 
 
Royal Gun Salute  
A “Firing Only” Royal Gun Salute was scheduled to take place on Saturday, 9 June 
2018 at 12 noon to mark the Queen’s Official birthday.  Members were free to 
spectate at the event and may wish to encourage constituents to do so.  (That fell on 
the same day as the Council’s Sea Bangor event). 
 
“It Takes Allsorts” 
While not a Civic Event, that annual event was aimed at raising diversity awareness 
amongst employees and also elected members.  Two sessions had been arranged 
(with the same programme) on Thursday, 18 October 2018 (afternoon) at 
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Londonderry Park pavilion and on Tuesday, 23 October 2018 (morning) at 
Donaghadee Community Centre. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the above be noted and the dates saved. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Gilmour, seconded by Councillor Kennedy, that the 
recommendation be adopted.  
 
Councillor Smart referred to the event for the NI Commonwealth Games Team and 
questioned if any posters had been created or banners erected advertising the 
event. In response the Director explained that the communications team had been 
working on PR surrounding the May Day Celebrations, now that had passed the 
communications team would be publicising the Commonwealth Event. That would 
include a number of public advertising methods including social media and posters.  
 
Councillor McIlveen referred to what was noted in the report as a Veterans Evening 
and he hoped that would be a Veterans Day rather than just an evening.  The 
Director stated that a meeting would be held with the Royal British Legion later in the 
week to further discuss the detail of the event.  
 
AGREED, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

4. GDPR PREPARATION UPDATE (FILE IM8) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisation 
Development and Administration advising that on 28th May 2018 the Data Protection 
Act 1998 would be repealed and replaced by the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) and a new accompanying Data Protection Act (which had not yet been 
agreed by Parliament).  
 
Progress had been made across the organisation in preparation for this legislative 
change, including the appointment of a Data Protection Officer (DPO) who was 
overseeing and guiding the work.  
 
The DPO had delivered a number of GDPR preparation workshops, which had been 
attended by representatives of each Council service. Those workshops covered 
those areas of work which would lay the foundation of compliance with the new 
legislation; the creation and review of Information Asset Registers, review and 
updating of Privacy Notices and compiling a central register of third party processing 
and sharing agreements.  
 
To supplement this work, and support those representatives in each service, the 
DPO will be meeting with each Head of Service, and their Service Unit Managers, to 
emphasise the importance of these work streams.  
 
In addition to that, the DPO was drafting a new Data Protection Policy (which would 
be brought to Committee in June 2018) and preparing an organisational training 
delivery plan.  
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The plan would include an information and awareness session for Elected Members 
so that they were aware of operational changes implemented in the policy and to 
assist, specifically focusing on their Council work, with their own preparations.  
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council notes this report.  

 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor McIlveen, seconded 
by Councillor Gilmour, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 

5. RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF MOTION SUBMITTED BY 
COUNCILLOR CHAMBERS 13.2.18 (FILE NOM 216)  

           (Appendix IV, V)  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisational 
Development and Administration attaching letters from Department for Infrastructure 
and PSNI. The report detailed that at the Corporate Services Committee of 13 
February 2018 the following Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Chambers was 
agreed: 
 
“That this Council calls on the Department for Infrastructure to remove the Orlock 
Road, Groomsport, from The Roads (Speed Limit) 913) Order (Northern Ireland) 
1997 in the interests of road safety and in so doing restores the original 30 mph limit 
on it 

 
It was further agreed, on the proposal of Alderman Keery, seconded by Councillor 
Barry, that the Council writes to the PSNI and asks it to come on board in light of the 
health and safety issues which had been raised.” 

 
The responses to this Notice of Motion had been received from the Department for 
Infrastructure and PSNI. 
 
The Department advised that the issue had arisen following erection of national 
speed limit repeater signs on Orlock Road and that they were aware of the local 
concerns.  Those signs had been erected on roads which were subject to the 
national speed limit, where a system of street lighting was present. 
 
Orlock Road, Groomsport was included under Item 75 of The Roads (Speed Limit) 
(No 13) Order (Northern Ireland) 1997.  In order to remove Orlock Road from that 
Order it would be necessary to reduce the existing speed limit, which was national 
speed limit and not 30mph as suggested. 
 
The Department further advised that an assessment of the route for a change in 
speed limit, carried out using the Department’s current criteria, has indicated that 
given the limited level of development and the rural nature of the road, a reduction of 
the existing national speed limit would not be in accordance with current policy.  
They emphasise that a speed limit designates the maximum permissible speed and 
that road users should always ensure they drive safely recognising the nature of the 
road and prevailing weather conditions etc. 
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The Department apologised that it was unable to accede to the request for the 
removal of Orlock Road, Groomsport from the Speed Limit Order or reduce the 
existing limit to 30mph but hope Members could appreciate the need to operate in 
line with the legislative requirements which had necessitated the erection of the de-
restriction signs. 
 
The PSNI advised that road speed limits were determined by the Department but 
reported that during the last three calendar years (between 1 January 2015 and 31 
December 2017) there had been no injury road traffic collisions on Orlock Road, 
Groomsport. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Gilmour, seconded by Councillor Kennedy, that the 
recommendation be adopted.  
 
Councillor Chambers expressed his disappointment regarding the response on 
behalf of the residents of Orlock.  He stated that a decision was taken in 1997 to de-
restrict the Orlock Road, none of the residents understood why that occurred and he 
believed there to be no logic to the matter.  
 
Proposed by Councillor Chambers, seconded by Councillor McIlveen, as an 
amendment, that the Council writes to the Department of Infrastructure (Roads) 
asking for an explanation of the logic behind their decision in 1997 to de-restrict the 
Orlock Road.  
 
Alderman Graham expressed concerns regarding the matter and recalled a similar 
issue with the Woburn Cottages. On a general note, he expressed concerns 
regarding the high handed approach from the Department of Infrastructure and he 
did not feel the Council’s concerns were taken into consideration.  
 
AGREED, that this Council writes to the Department of Infrastructure (Roads) 
asking for an explanation of the logic behind their decision in 1997 to de-
restrict the Orlock Road.  
 

6. RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF MOTION SUBMITTED BY 
COUNCILLOR MCILVEEN 12.12.17  

        (Appendix VI)  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisational 
Development and Administration attaching letter from Department for Infrastructure. 
The report detailed that at the Corporate Services Committee of 12 December 2017 
the following Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor McIlveen was agreed: 
 
“That this Council recognises the problems being caused to residents by drivers 
parking their cars in residential areas in the centre of Newtownards in order to avail 
of public transport and agrees to write to the Department of Infrastructure and 
Translink requesting that they explore possible sites for a “park and ride” which could 
ultimately become part of an extended Belfast Rapid Transport – Glider Network.  “ 
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The response had been received from the Department for Infrastructure advising that 
they were aware of the growing demand for Park and Ride facilities in Newtownards, 
especially in light of the reports of the disruption currently being caused by 
commuters parking in residential areas. 
 
Mr May further advised that the Department and Translink were working together to 
carry out a study that would appraise sites and develop an outline business case for 
Park and Ride provision within the Newtownards area.  A brief was currently being 
prepared so that consultants could be employed to carry out the study of the various 
sites together with an analysis of the local impacts on traffic and the future public 
transport requirements.  The views and support of Ards and North Down Borough 
Council would be sought once viable options had been identified. 
 
The Department was of the opinion that an extension of the Belfast Rapid Transit 
system to Newtownards would not be suitable as it was designed as a bespoke 
urban transportation system.  Rather an enhancement of Ulsterbus services serving 
a new Park and Ride site in Newtownards, which would be able to avail of the 
dedicated bus lanes between Dundonald and the City Centre, would be a more 
efficient and effective approach and that proposal would be incorporated within the 
Park and Ride facility development project. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the report be noted. 
 
(Having previously declared an interest in the item, Councillor Muir withdrew from the 
meeting – 7.18 pm) 
 
Proposed by Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Alderman Keery, that the 
recommendation be adopted.  
 
Councillor McIlveen was pleased with the work that had occurred and hoped that 
would improve congestion. He expressed his disappointment in respect of the glider 
network however noted that element had not been ruled out.  
 
AGREED, that the recommendation be adopted.  
 
(Councillor Muir re-entered the meeting)  
 

7. DEMENTIA FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES (DIS) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisational 
Development and Administration detailing the undernoted:-  

In March 2018, the Council agreed the following motion:- 
 
“That this Council acknowledges and expresses its gratitude for the work that is 
carried out on a daily basis by carers and healthcare workers across the Borough for 
those suffering from dementia; notes that in the 2017 data released by NISRA that 
Ards and North Down Borough Council had the highest number of people in 
Northern Ireland affected by dementia per 1000 registered patients; believes that this 
Council has an important role to play in improving the lives of people affected by 
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dementia and their carers and that it can play a positive role in championing people 
affected by dementia; and hereby resolves:-  
- to ensure the needs of people affected by dementia and their carers are  

considered in all aspects of the Council’s work,  
- to appoint a Dementia Champion, and  
- to work with partners locally and the Alzheimer’s Society, many of who are 

already working to make towns throughout our Borough dementia-friendly, 
towards becoming a dementia friendly Borough.”   

 
The Council prided itself on ensuring there were continual service improvements 
across its range of services and facilities to both ensure its statutory obligations were 
met and to actively promote good practice and excellence.  That included 
consideration of the needs of those with dementia and their carers.  The Council had 
undertaken to deliver a number of initiatives which included: 
 

• A range of employees had received Dementia Awareness Training through 
the Dementia Friendly initiative and their learning had been mainstreamed 
into service provision; the Council’s frontline employees also received 
Dementia Awareness training in 2017 which provided an awareness of the 
needs of our customers and potential customers.  Overall that encompassed 
over 500 hundred employees 

 

• Working with all Community Planning partners to deliver an Age Friendly 
Borough that will identify and address the needs of residents and visitors as 
well as those employed within the Borough. The ‘wrap around’ approach was 
favoured as it identified the breadth of needs of all service users and their 
carers; 

 

• Quiet areas were available at all larger events and employees were aware of 
the need to identify where time out or a quiet area was appropriate for a 
customer at any of our facilities or services; 

 

• The Compliance Officer (Equality and Safeguarding) had met and developed 
close working relationships with Dementia NI, Radius Housing, Alzheimers 
Society and a number of smaller local representative groups to assist in 
identifying where service improvements are required;  

 

• The Carers Development Officer from the South Eastern Health and Social 
Care Trust works and the Compliance Officer (Equality and Safeguarding) 
have arranged a number of events across the Borough for carers. From 2015 
an annual event during Carers week (June) had been supported through 
funding from the Equality Budget and attendance by one Mental Health 
Champion and one Diversity Champion. The event this year would be held in 
Londonderry Park Pavilion on 12 June 2018; 
 

• The Alzheimers Society was invited to attend and present at the Council’s 
Disability Forum in March 2017; 
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• Signage continued to be improved in larger facilities to assist those with 
dementia.  It included directional arrows to assist users to enter and exit 
buildings; 
 

• The DisabledGo website information in relation to the Borough provides clear 
detailed information, including photographs, for individuals planning to visit 
facilities and services across the Borough. That had received compliments 
from users with dementia. 
 

• Information about registering for a JAM card was widely available in Council 
facilities.  The card was used to support those with dementia as well as other 
needs. That had created awareness amongst employees; 
 

• The Council supports individuals with dementia through the Buddycard 
Scheme in its Arts and Leisure facilities, where the carer received free 
admission to support their family member/friend; 
 

• Waste Services works with families with members with dementia to help them 
recycle and segregate waste in their home; 
 

• Holywood had a dementia friendly café and had received Dementia Friendly 
status through an initiative with Radius Housing; 
 

• Ballymenoch Park had hosted a Dementia Friendly display to raise 
awareness; 
 

• In November 2015 both of the ‘It Takes Allsorts’ Diversity events highlighted 
the challenges of those with Dementia and also the role of a carer; 
 

• Signage for accessible toilets had been introduced across the Borough to 
identify that “All disabilities were not visible” thus enabling those facilities to be 
used by individuals and their families where queuing may be difficult.  The 
signage raises awareness of the hidden needs of both carers and their 
dependents; 
 

• A sensory garden was incorporated into the plans for the replacement leisure 
complex in Newtownards, which was due to open in December 2018; 
 

• The Ards and North Down Borough Council Disability Forum and Consultative 
Panel on Equality and Good Relations (Section 75) was attended by carers of 
those with Dementia. 
 

That was not an exhaustive list but demonstrates Ards and North Down Borough 
Council’s commitment to becoming an Dementia Friendly Borough.   
 
RECOMMENDED that this report is noted and a Dementia Champion is appointed at 
the Annual Meeting of Ards and North Down Borough Council on Wednesday 6 June 
2018. 
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Councillor McIlveen felt the report missed the point of his notice of motion and rather 
detailed the work that the Council already undertook.  He wished to see a co-
ordinated approach between the Council and the various dementia support 
organisations to work towards achieving the status. With regards to a Dementia 
Champion he felt that should be an Officer rather than a Member.  Councillor 
McIlveen asked that the matter be re-visited.   
 
The Director took onboard the comments however noted the resource and budget 
implications having an Officer as a Dementia Friendly Champion.  The Director was 
happy to withdraw the report and bring a further report to a future meeting of the 
Committee.  
 
AGREED, that the report be withdrawn. 
  

8. AWARD OF CHARTER FOR ELECTED MEMBER 
DEVELOPMENT (FILE DIR/ADM4) 

 (Appendices VII, VIII, IX) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED:- Report from the Director of Organisational 
Development and Administration attaching Congratulations Letter, Verification 
Report and Minutes of Elected Member Development Steering Group 16 March 
2018. The report detailed that following both an online and panel assessment 
process in March 2018, the Council was awarded the Charter for Elected Member 
Development on 20 April 2018.  As Members would be aware, in the year leading up 
to the assessment, the Elected Member Development Steering Group produced a 
varied development programme with over 30 events.  Every effort was made to 
ensure the programme was tailored to the development needs identified by 
Members.  The following was an extract from the Verification Report; 
 
‘The programme is flexible and offers councillors the opportunity for interaction, 
discussion and learning from each other. Councillors noted the high quality of the 
training provision and professional facilitators who are responsive to the mixed 
needs of the groups. There was a clear engagement loop with councillors being 
asked about their preferred learning styles and these being taken into account in the 
design and delivery of the programme.’ 
 
With the aim of continuously improving, work would now commence on Charter Plus, 
the next level of accreditation for Elected Member Development. 

The next meeting of the Elected Member Development Steering Group was 
scheduled for 22 May 2018 when a draft Programme of Development Opportunities 
for 2018/2019 would be considered, the content being derived from the recent 
Training Needs Analysis process.  There were already two opportunities to attend 
both Standing Orders and Chairing Skills events as listed below. Calendar and text 
invitations would be forwarded a month in advance. 
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Event   Duration  Date   Time 
 
Standing Orders 1 hour    11 June 2018  10 am 
 
Standing Orders 1 hour   11 June 2018   6 pm 
 
Chairing Skills 2 hours  18 June 2018 10 am 
 
Chairing Skills 2 hours  21 June 2018   6 pm 
 
RECOMMENDED that; 
 

• Members note the achievement of the Charter for Elected Member 
Development; 
 

• Members select and attend suitable dates in June for both Standing Orders 
and Chairing Skills development opportunities. 
 

The Chairman congratulated the Officers who were involved in driving the Charter 
forward.  
 
The Director reminded Members that the Charter would be presented to the Council 
at the May Council meeting.  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Keery, seconded by 
Alderman Gibson, that the recommendations be adopted.  
 

9. NOTICES OF MOTION 
 
9.1 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smith and Councillor McIlveen  
 
That this Council opposes all forms of modern slavery and human trafficking and 
requests officers to develop a Council policy on tackling modern slavery and human 
trafficking which should consider including following: 

• an anti-slavery clause in all future contracts which would permit the Council to 
terminate contracts as a sanction and require contractors to adopt a 
whistleblowing policy on suspected modern slavery  

• provision of training on modern slavery to the Council’s procurement team  
• report any suspected cases of modern slavery to the relevant authorities  
• reviewing existing contracts to consider potential modern slavery issues. 

 
Proposed by Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor McIlveen, that the notice of 
motion be adopted.  
 
Councillor Smith spoke to his motion advising that the Home Office estimated there 
were around 13,000 people trapped in slavery across the UK. When talking about 
modern slavery some of the things talked about were people, men, women and 
children who were coerced into the likes of domestic servitude, sexual exploitation, 
forced labour and criminal acts. Many of those involved had been trafficked from 
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abroad but the third largest group affected were in fact those who already lived in the 
UK. Last year the National Crime Agency stated that Modern Slavery was a 
significant problem in Northern Ireland with 34 victims being rescued from a life of 
servitude and exploitation.  
 
Therefore, Councillor Smith felt it was right that the Council made clear its total and 
complete opposition to the barbaric acts. He also felt that the Council should take 
whatever steps it could to ensure that those that worked with the Council through the 
procurement process, that they also were doing all they could to ensure those they 
had working for them, either directly or through a sub-contractor, were not being 
exploited. Councillor Smith felt that when it came to the Council’s contracts with 
other businesses and organisations it was right that those were interrogated 
thoroughly so the Council was 100% satisfied that there were no concerns around 
modern slavery issues. He also felt that the Council should expect those who bid for 
contracts with the Council to show the same diligence in relation to the matter as the 
Council did. Anyone who did business with Ards and North Down Borough Council 
should know that, not only would the Council not tolerate people being forced to work 
in order to provide services but that at all times they would notify the relevant 
authorities of any suspected cases of slavery. 
 
Councillor Smith stated that he looked forward to a report coming back on the 
matter. He felt that it was right that the Council had a formal policy on the issue so no 
one could be in any doubt of the Council’s determination to ensure that people would 
not be exploited in the delivery of Council services. 
 
Councillor McIlveen echoed those words and also raised the issues of trafficking 
humans for the purposes of organs. He stated that Council historically played the 
role in stamping out slavery and that should continue.  The issue was one of 
democracy and freewill.  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be adopted.  
 
9.2 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Boyle 
 
That this Council calls on the Department for Communities to overhaul current liquor 
licensing legislation and modernise the current laws so that our hospitality sector can 
survive, thrive, and in turn boost our local tourism industry and overall economy. 
 
The Chairman advised that Councillor Boyle was unable to attend the meeting.  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be deferred to the June meeting of the 
Corporate Services Committee.  
 
9.3 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor McIlveen and Councillor 

Armstrong-Cotter 
 
That this Council recognises that the merger of Ards Borough Council and North 
Down Borough Council through the Review of Public Administration was done as a 
means to deliver services more efficiently and to ultimately deliver savings to rate 
payers in the new Borough; and requests the Chief Executive to establish an 
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efficiency unit within the Finance and Performance directorate to work across all the 
Council’s departments and provide recommendations as to how better value for 
money can be delivered for the benefit of the ratepayer.  Reports on the progress 
and recommendations of this unit will be made to the Corporate Committee. 
 
Proposed by Councillor McIlveen, seconded by Councillor Kennedy, that the notice 
of motion be adopted.  
 
Councillor McIlveen stated that to control the rate, the Council needed to look 
proactively at its operations and see where savings could be made.  He suggested 
looking at basic savings such as food waste and a car-pooling scheme. RPA was 
meant be about saving money and driving efficiencies and those benefits had not 
been seen.  
 
Councillor Kennedy stated that the heart of re-organisation was the issue of 
efficiency savings and that had not been achieved.  He stated that the Council 
needed to get best value for money and deliver the best possible services.   
 
Councillor Smart rose in support of the motion noting there was an opportunity for 
Members to become involved on the revenue side to deliver savings. Councillor 
Smart looked forward to the matter progressing.  
 
Councillor McIlveen felt the efficiency work should be ongoing and he had 
confidence in the Officers to address the matter. He would like to see items explored 
that had been not addressed before, for Officers to explore efficiencies proactively, 
to take a focussed approach and explore best practice elsewhere. As an example 
the Council spent £373k per year on mileage and that seemed to increase year on 
year.  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be adopted.  

9.4 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor T Smith and Councillor J 
Gilmour 

 
This Council notes that between October and December 2017 one third of all people 
in Northern Ireland who were refereed with suspected cancer did not begin their first 
definitive treatment within 62 days as laid out under Ministerial Targets. In the South 
Eastern Trust this rises to a shocking 50% of patients. 
 
Therefore, in the absence of a functioning assembly, this Council writes to the 
Permanent Secretary and Chief Executive of the Department of Health to ask them 
to outline what steps they will be taking to ensure that those who are diagnosed with, 
or are suspected of having cancer can receive the treatment they need, when they 
need it. 
 
This an urgent matter and one of life and death for many people, we as a Council 
urge the Department to act quickly to address this vital issue. 
 
Proposed by Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor Gilmour, that the notice of 
motion be adopted.  
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Councillor Smith expressed his extreme disappointment by the latest figures that 
were published by the Department of Health which showed that, across Northern 
Ireland one third of patients who were urgently referred by their GP had to wait 
longer than two months before starting their cancer treatment. It should be noted that 
Department’s own targets stated “at least 95% of patients urgently referred with a 
suspected cancer should begin their first definitive treatment within 62 days. “ 
 
Sadly, those figures got much worse in respect of the South Eastern Trust where 
during the last quarter of 2017, only 50% of patients actually met that target. From 
that Councillor Smith felt it was clear that the Trust was falling some way short and 
failing those within the community who were in such desperate need. 
 
(Councillor Muir withdrew from the meeting – 7.39 pm) 
 
Cancer Research UK had estimated that for those born after 1960 one in two people 
would be diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime and data provided by Queens 
University’s Cancer Registry showed that in Ards and North Down, there were 
approximately 1,300 people diagnosed with cancer every year. That was 1,300 
people whose lives would never be the same again after that diagnosis.  
 
Councillor Smith felt that the Councillors owed it to each and every one of them to 
ensure that the services they required and needed, in terms of treatment and support 
were available to them without delay. Northern Ireland was the only part of the 
United Kingdom without an updated Cancer Strategy. The last one was done a 
decade ago. 
 
A lot had happened over the last 10 years, not only in terms of the number of 
cancers being diagnosed but also in terms of the treatment of cancer. There was 
also an ageing population within the Borough which had grown over that time and 
there needed to be a new strategy that looked at all the issues and ensured it was 
properly funded and sustainable cancer services that were fit for the future. The 
current situation at Stormont could not be allowed to delay the vital piece of work – 
the figures from the Department clearly showed that the current system was failing 
people day and daily.  
 
In terms of treating cancer, Councillor Smith stated that early diagnosis and 
treatment was vital – depending on the cancer, a delay of weeks or even days could 
mean the difference between someone living or dying. For example, when bowel 
cancer was diagnosed at stage one around 95% of patients survived the disease for 
at least five years compared to less than 10% among those diagnosed at stage four. 
 
(Councillor Muir re-entered the meeting – 7.41 pm) 
 
Councillor Smith believed that the Council, particularly in the current political 
situation, had a duty to speak on the matters. He stated that the issue was literally 
one of life and death and therefore there was no right to delay or defer taking the 
necessary decisions that were needed to improve the delivery of cancer services in 
Northern Ireland. 
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For those within the community, who received a cancer diagnosis, regardless of the 
cancer and its stage of development, it was a time of worry and distress for the 
person involved and their family.  That heavy burden should not be added to with 
concerns over the treatment they would receive. As public representatives, he felt 
Councillors had to do all they could to give those patients confidence that the health 
service was going to do all it could, as soon as it could to give them the best 
treatment possible. But sadly, as the figures from the Department showed, that was 
not happening at the moment and it was a situation that should not be allowed to 
continue.  Departments could no longer wait on Ministers coming back into post 
before taking the very important decisions that affected so many within the 
community. Councillor Smith hoped that by raising the Council’s voice, as a 
democratically elected body it could help move the matter forward. 
 
Councillor Gilmour added her support to the motion stating that almost everyone had 
either friends or family or had been personally affected by cancer. She stated that 
herself and a number of her party colleagues had recently attended a table quiz 
organised by Marie Curie and from around that room that had illustrated the impact 
cancer had on people’s lives. The sooner it could be diagnosed and treated the 
better the success rate for survival. It was a very stressful situation for anyone in the 
position who were awaiting treatment and could be a matter of life and death. Also, it 
was stressful for the doctors and nurses working in that pressurised environment 
with so many patients needing to be seen. Councillor Gilmour stated that she found 
the figures from the South Eastern Trust to be absolutely shocking.  
 
Alderman Graham stated that the whole of the Health Service was unsustainable in 
its current form and felt that an urgent reform of the service was required  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be adopted.  
 
9.5 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Irvine  
 
That this Council writes to Mr Peter May the permanent secretary of the Department 
for Infrastructure expressing concern about the poor condition of the roads network 
throughout the borough.  We call upon additional resources to be directed by the 
department to our Council area to deal with the problem.   
 
(Councillor Smart withdrew from the meeting – 7.45 pm) 
 
Proposed by Alderman Irvine, seconded by Alderman Keery, that the notice of 
motion be adopted.  
 
Alderman Irvine advised that there had been a lot of concern expressed by 
ratepayers/residents about the state of the roads network in the Borough. Many 
areas across the Borough both urban and rural had been blighted by potholes that 
had been exasperated by the cold snap.  Not all the potholes were being filled and if 
they were under a couple of inches they were not being touched. Alderman Irvine 
stated that one of the worst potholes he had seen was on the Asbury Road, Bangor 
with a very deep pothole on a busy road. He made mention of Bloomfield, Whitehill, 
Ballyvester Grove and Castle Park as roads with bad potholes.   
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(Councillor Smart re-entered the meeting – 7.46 pm) 
 
Constituents were in contact on a daily basis about potholes, the safety of road users 
was being put at risk with people paying hard earned money towards road tax and 
they expected to see the roads in a much better condition.  It was vital for the 
economy that there was a quality road network, with a CBI survey having been 
undertaken in 2015 which found that 94% of businesses viewed the quality of 
infrastructure as a decisive factor when planning future investment.  Alderman Irvine 
stated that it was frustrating to see potholes patched only to see a short time later 
that they needed to be repaired again. Almost £500,000 had been paid out in 
compensation and between 1st January 2016 – 30th November 2017 there had been 
a total of 1,935 vehicle damage claims.  Though not confined to the Ards and North 
Down Borough, figures released highlighted that in 2017 more than 78,000 surface 
defects were recorded on nearly 16,400 stretches of road across Northern Ireland.  
The Southern Division was responsible for 8,000 km of public road which was a 
massive undertaking. Alderman Irvine was pleased to see confirmation had been 
received from DfI that £75M had been allocated in the budget for road service 
funding in 2018-19 which was almost £35M more than the previous year. Although 
he noted that an independent study in 2010 recommended an annual structural 
maintenance funding of £112M to keep the road network at a safe and quality 
standard.   
 
Alderman Irvine praised the work of the local roads section office and stated that 
both Stanley Lamb and Fred Murdock had done a sterling job with the resources 
made available to them and were always very responsive when contacted on roads 
issues. It was important that the Borough got a fair share of money that became 
available and the Council area was treated fairly with regards to the distribution of 
funds. There was street lighting, gully cleaning, spraying of weeds, cutting grass 
verges which were all vital in having a strong roads network.   
 
(Councillor Smith withdrew from the meeting – 7.50 pm)  
 
Alderman Keery concurred with the remarks of Alderman Irvine, in particular 
regarding the Ashbury area where he had seen a very deep pothole.  There were a 
number of roads covered in potholes and he referred to the road to Aurora where it 
could be seen that the road was breaking up.  On the Castle Park Road the potholes 
were circulated with yellow squares indicating that they were going to be patched up 
however he highlighted the need for a complete resurfacing rather than just a patch 
up.  
 
Councillor Chambers rose in support of the motion, the roads were in a shocking 
state and he was also contacted daily by constituents regarding the pot holes. In 
particular, he referred to the Asbury and Silverbirch areas in Bangor which he felt 
were a hotspot for potholes. Councillor Chambers stated that the roads were 
constantly being dug up by Virgin, Phoenix Gas and for the installation and removal 
of speed bumps which he believed was weakening the roads infrastructure.  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be adopted.  
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9.6 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Irvine  
 
That this Council expresses deep concern regarding the decision of the National 
Assembly in South Africa to adopt a motion proposing land expropriation from white 
farmers without compensation; and call on this Council to write to the both the South 
African Government to express deep concerns, and to also write to our own Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office to make representations to the South African 
Government on this unjustified decision that could potentially harm community 
relations within the country, damage tourism, and trade within South Africa.  
 
Proposed by Alderman Irvine, seconded by Councillor McIlveen, that the notice of 
motion be adopted.  
 
Alderman Irvine felt in the absence of the Executive it was important that the Council 
spoke out on the issues of concern.  Whilst he appreciated the matter was ultimately 
one for the South African government there was a concern amongst South Africans 
living in Northern Ireland at what was taking place. A constituent who had family in 
South Africa had contacted Alderman Irvine and was deeply worried about the 
decision of the National Assembly to pass a motion for land expropriation without 
compensation.  
 
Though acknowledging land reform needed to take place and taking on board the 
frustration of the pace of reform, it would be a deeply decisive measure that would 
increase racial tensions in the country and endanger food security. The white 
population made up 9% of the population and if the laws were to come into force 
there was fear for safety of the general white population and in particular farmers. 
From April 2016 to March 2017, 478 attacks on farms had taken place and there 
were 66 farm murders. In the past year there had been 581 attacks on South African 
farms with some 47 murders, there was fear that such attacks could increase if the 
law was to be passed.   
 
Alderman Irvine explained that when something similar happened in Zimbabwe 
many farms were left in ruins and a drop in production triggered an economic 
collapse which still haunted the country. The open and competitive South African 
Agri food system and by its implication the excellent national food security, the 
country experienced, was fundamentally based on secure property rights to leverage 
financing for investment and production. Financial institutions were substantially 
invested in the agricultural sector and there would be a danger that they would no 
longer be able to make production loans available for farmers. South Africa fed itself 
and was the continents largest maize producer and was the world’s largest exporter 
of citrus fruits. Agriculture accounted for less than 3% of national output but 
employed around 850,000 people accounting for 5% of the workforce, threats to 
production would impact food production impacting upon lower income households.  
The farm loan book was around 160 billion rand, around 9.4 billion pounds and if 
farms could not repay loans that would have ripple effects across the economy.  
Alderman Irvine urged the government to engage with the commercial agriculture 
industry to find amicable and fair solutions to the land question.  
 
Councillor McIlveen commended Alderman Irvine for the research he had 
undertaken into the matter.  He felt there were key lessons to be learnt from the 
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Zimbabwe disaster. There were families living within the Borough that were deeply 
concerned regarding the matter and on behalf of them he felt the Council needed to 
send a message expressing its concern.  
 
Councillor Kennedy added his support to the motion and felt that it was incumbent on 
the Council to raise such issues.   
 
(Councillor Smith re-entered the meeting – 7.58 pm) 
 
Continuing, Councillor Kennedy stated that there were people living within the 
Borough that had been forced to leave South Africa.  The situation could not be 
ignored and the Council should express its deep concerns.   
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion be adopted.  

9.7 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Muir, Councillor Douglas and 
Alderman McDowell 

 
That this Council agrees to write to the Department for Infrastructure requesting roll 
out of Residents Parking Schemes for relevant areas within Holywood, Bangor and 
Newtownards Town Centres. 
 
Councillor Muir wished to revise the wording of his motion and it was proposed by 
Councillor Muir, seconded by Councillor McIlveen, that this Council agrees to write to 
the Department for Infrastructure requesting they make a deputation to Council 
concerning Residents’ Parking Schemes, lessons learnt to date and future plans for 
roll out.  
 
Councillor Muir explained that he had brought forward the motion as a result of on-
going correspondence from constituents in relation to the issue. For those people 
who lived on-street, some experienced problems getting parked and that was a 
frustration. Councillor Muir advised on 12 March 2018 the Department of 
Infrastructure launched a consultation on a Residents’ Parking Scheme in Rossville 
Street in Londonderry involving 600 residential properties and also launched an 
actual scheme on 17 April 2018 in Holylands, Belfast involving 117 parking spaces 
for residents.  
 
Councillor Muir recognised that the issue was not a simple one to address however 
advised that through a survey undertaken in 2012 in Holywood and Bangor Town 
Centres revealed that 97% were in favour of Residents’ Parking Schemes but 53% 
requested no charge and 74% requested discounts for those in receipt of benefits 
including Pensioners. Councillor Muir hoped the Department for Infrastructure would 
accept the Council’s invitation to make a deputation as he felt that would be 
informative and help debate concerning the issue. 
 
Councillor McIlveen welcomed the amendment and noted that with the scheme 
came rigid guidelines. Two thirds of the area also needed to be in support of the 
scheme however he felt it would be useful for the Department to outline the details of 
a scheme.  He felt a strategic approach needed to be taken with such matters 
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considered in conjunction with the Council’s Parking Strategy taking account of all 
parking matters including park and ride facilities and off/on street parking.   
 
Alderman Graham stated that the matter was not straightforward, people made 
choices on where they wished to live and whether they wished to invest in a property 
with a driveway. Another issue was that many people parked outside people’s 
houses when visiting the shops, in Bangor West many people parked in that area to 
commute on the train. There were sensitives regarding the matter and there needed 
to be a solution to address the matter that encompassed all the issues.  
 
AGREED, that the Notice of Motion, as amended be adopted.  
 

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Graham, seconded 
by Councillor Gilmour, that the public/press be excluded during the discussion 
of the undernoted items of confidential business.  
 

12. UPDATE ON NOTICE OF MOTION TO PURCHASE LAND IN 
CONLIG FROM NI WATER FOR A WAR MEMORIAL (FILE 
LP202)  

 (Appendix X) 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

13. RENEWAL OF LICENCE AGREEMENT NORTH DOWN MODEL 
RAILWAY SOCIETY, PREMISES AT CENTRAL AVENUE, 
BANGOR (FILE LP214) 
(Appendix XI) 

 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

15. REQUEST FROM ULSTER BANK TO EXTEND ITS LICENCE 
AGREEMENT FOR MOBILE BANKING UNIT, MARKET HOUSE 
SQUARE, PORTAFERRY (FLP170)  

 (Appendix XIII) 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
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16. REGIONAL REVIEW OF COUNCIL CHIEF EXECUTIVES' PAY 
AND CONDITIONS  

 (Appendices XIV, XV) 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

17. PAY NEGOTIATIONS 2018/19 AND 2019/20 - AGREEMENT  
 (Appendices XVI, XVII) 
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

18. DRAFT NEGOTIATING AND CONSULTATION FORUM FOR 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

  (Appendix XIX)  
 
***IN CONFIDENCE*** 
 
Schedule 6 – Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular 
person (including the Council holding that information). 
 

RE-ADMITTANCE OF PUBLIC/PRESS  
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Alderman Keery, seconded by 
Councillor Gilmour, that the public/press be re-admitted to the meeting.  

 
19. ANY OTHER NOTIFIED BUSINESS 
 
(i) Condolences  
 
The Chairman advised that the mother of the Head of Administration had passed 
away and the funeral had been held earlier that day.  She asked that condolences be 
sent to the Officer on behalf of the Committee.   
 
NOTED.  
 
(ii) Last meeting as Chairman  
 
As that was the last meeting of the Committee for Alderman Girvan as Chairman she 
took the opportunity to thank the Director, Officers and the Members.  
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Councillor McIlveen thanked Alderman Girvan for chairing the meetings of the 
Committee effectively and efficiently.  
 
Councillor Smart echoed those remarks and thanked Alderman Girvan for her 
service to the Committee over the past year.  
 
NOTED.  
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING  
 
The meeting terminated at 8.18 pm.  
 
Circulated for Information  
 
(i) Workshops – EA draft Equality Action Plan 2018-22 & Disability Action Plan 

2018-22 (Correspondence attached)  
 
 
 
 
(ii) Land & Property Services – Revaluation of Non Domestic Properties 

(Correspondence attached) 
 
(iii) EA Joint Consultative Forum Meeting (Correspondence attached) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  ITEM 7.5 
 

 

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
A meeting of the Community and Wellbeing Committee was held in the Council 
Chamber, 2 Church Street, Newtownards on Wednesday, 9 May at 7.00pm. 
 
PRESENT: 
 
In the Chair: Councillor Brooks  
 
Aldermen: Irvine 
 Smith  
      
Councillors: Boyle McAlpine     
 Chambers  Menagh   
 Edmund  Muir  
 Kennedy  Smart   
 Martin  Thompson   
   Woods  
    
Officers:  Director of Community and Wellbeing (G Bannister), Head of 

Community and Culture (J Nixey), Head of Leisure and 
Amenities (I O’Neill), Community Development Manager (S 
Addy), Externally Funded Programmes Manager (N Dorrian) and 
Democratic Services Officer (H Loebnau). 

 
Others:   Councillor Robinson 
      

1. APOLOGIES 
 
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Councillors Cooper, Douglas and 
Dunne. 
 
NOTED. 
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
The Chairman asked for any declarations of interest and;  
Councillor McAlpine declared an interest in Item 3 – Deputation - Department for 
Education   
Councillor Muir declared an interest in Item 12 – Ards and North Down Sports Forum   
Councillor Woods declared an interest in Item 9 – Appointment of PCSP Chair for 
2018 / 2019. 
 
NOTED. 
 
(Councillor McAlpine left the meeting at 7.04 pm).  
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3. DEPUTATION 
 
3.1 Department for Education 
 (Appendix I) 
 
The Chairman (Councillor Brooks) welcomed Barry Green, Development Officer, 
Education Authority, and Beth Holland, Chair of the Board of Governors, Bangor 
Central Integrated Primary School to the meeting and invited them to make their 
presentation. 
 
Mr Green thanked members for the opportunity to address the meeting.  He 
explained that the Education Authority was in the process of making a business case 
for the redevelopment of the existing school and that as one of the options it was 
seeking a decision from Council Members on the inclusion of a portion of Ward Park 
Playing Fields as an option to be taken forward.  The new school building would 
cater for the current enrolment number of 618 children.   
 
As part of the strategic objectives of the project the Education Authority wished to 
encourage, facilitate and support Shared Education, deliver investment in an 
educationally sustainable school and ensure the delivery of a high-quality education 
facility which was modern, fit for purpose and met all statutory requirements.   
 
Mr Green showed an aerial overview of the centre of Bangor and the sites being 
considered.   
 
Option 1 – Existing Site  
 

• Predominantly developed brownfield site   

• Main access from Castle Park Road  

• Outside the Townscape Character Area  

• Existing site was 1.7Ha – the DE recommended an area of 2.12 Ha 

• New build on existing site would have a shortfall in external play areas   

• Potential for significant disruption to school for duration of construction  
 
Option 2 – Balloo Road Site  
 

• Predominantly undeveloped greenfield site  

• Site owned by Education Authority  

• Main access from Balloo Road  

• Currently zoned for housing  

• Existing site area – 3.74 Ha – DE recommended area – 2.12 Ha  

• Site 1.4 km from existing town centre location  

• No disruption to school during construction   
 
The Stakeholder Benefits Workshop had raised several concerns with regard to the 
shortlisted options under consideration, summarised below: 
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Existing Castle Park Site 
 

• Existing site size being 0.42 Hectares less than the 2.12 recommended in the 
Department’s guidance 

• Health and Safety issues and potential disruption to school during 
construction phase on existing site  
 

Balloo Road Site  
 

• School ethos built around principles of integration and inclusion, moving away 
from central Bangor would remove school from point of need  

• Relocation away from educational village of which they formed an integral part 

• Separate the school from Bangor Central Nursery (Key feeder school – 85% 
of intake)  

• Transport issues for pupils that resided in Harbour Ward area 
 
The School Stakeholder representatives on the Project Steering Group requested 
that the Council be contacted to consider the possibility for Ward Park Playing Fields 
to be included in the Business Case as an option for a new build Bangor Central 
Integrated Primary School.   
  
Stakeholder tabled benefits of Ward Park and Bangor Town Centre location:-  
 

• Invaluable educational opportunities such as Castle Park, Walled Garden, 
shoreline, Ward Park  

• Continued strong links within ‘educational village’ from pre-school to tertiary 
level   

• Built-up strong links with local businesses and churches in the immediate 
community   

• Avail of adjacent indoor and outdoor facilities in Bangor Academy and Aurora 
Aquatic Centre  

• NICIE supported Bangor Central IPS remaining in town centre location to 
address the need for integrated education.  

 
In conclusion the Education Authority aimed to deliver a best value for money 
investment project for Bangor Central Integrated Primary School and so Members 
were asked to consider the inclusion of a portion of Ward Park Playing Fields as an 
option to be taken forward in the Business Case.  Should the Ward Park option be 
identified as the best value for money solution that the land would be available for 
educational development (subject to statutory approvals).  Clarity on the decision 
would assist with the management of stakeholder expectations, improve programme 
certainty and improve the project’s chance to access Fresh Start Funding which was 
time limited.    
 
Beth Holland, Chair of the Board of Governors at Bangor Central Integrated Primary 
School, reported that she was very proud of her 29 years’ association with the school 
which had been firstly as a parent only and for the last 20 years she had been a 
governor.   
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She clarified her position that as a governor she was representing the whole school 
community but she also worked for the Department of Education and was 
responsible for the delivery of minor work schemes to non-controlled schools.  As 
Bangor Central was a controlled school and the Education Authority dealt with minor 
works for such schools there was no conflict of interest.  There was further 
separation in that this was a new build project which came under the responsibility of 
colleagues Gareth Edge and Jim Morgan from the Department’s Fresh Start Team.  
She went on to say that she did however have some background knowledge of the 
procedures and processes involved in a new build and the consideration of all 
possible sites was very important as that informed the business case.  She was 
attending the meeting to ask the Committee if the Ward Park site was a possibility for 
the inclusion in the business case as an option to be taken forward along with other 
shortlisted site options.   
 
The Board of Governors at Bangor Central Integrated Primary School was 
committed to having a school in the heart of Bangor, continuing its legacy of serving 
the local community for the last 60 years.  It was the school’s vision to continue to 
work with all its partners in Bangor in the provision of a community school that aimed 
to meet the holistic needs of pupils.  Her colleagues from the Education Authority 
had already described the new school as a development which would achieve wide 
ranging recognition and provide an impetus to further investment and regeneration 
within the local community. 
 
She considered that if the new primary school was to be located in Ward Park that 
would still be achievable.  Wherever the school was situated it would be ‘integrated’ 
but it was important to the community that the school was also ‘central.’ 
 
The Ward Park option would significantly enhance outdoor learning opportunities 
and encourage pupils and their families to use the amenities in and around Ward 
Park, which would be right on the doorstep.  A significant number of Central pupils 
either cycled, scooted or walked to school and it was their view that those numbers 
may even increase with the new location in Ward Park.  The location in Ward Park 
would enable pupils to have a school site with all classrooms on one level and it 
would have all its entitlement in terms of hard and soft play areas.   
 
She explained that Bangor Central Integrated Primary School was celebrating 20 
years of the school transforming to integrated status.  Being an integrated school it 
welcomed and supported children from many different nationalities and faiths.  In the 
Harbour Ward, 11% of residents did not have English as their first language, which 
contrasted with the proportion in North Down as a whole, where only 1% of residents 
did not have English as their first language.  The school ethos had been built around 
the principles of integration and inclusion and it was within those that residents were 
specifically welcomed.   
 
All of its stakeholders were passionate about Bangor Central continuing to serve the 
local community in the centre of Bangor.  She recognised that local Councillors 
shared that passion and called for support to be given to the local community to 
ensure that a state of the art educational facility remained in the centre of Bangor.   
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In conclusion she said that either the school’s current site or the larger Ward Park 
site would allow the school to remain in a central position but the added advantages 
of having the amenities of Ward Park right on its doorstep would be particularly 
beneficial to future generations of children.   
 
Alderman Irvine expressed his thanks for the presentation and remarked that he was 
delighted that the school had been chosen for a new build.  He queried who was 
represented in the stakeholder group and he was advised that the group was made 
up of representatives of the school, local community and other educational 
establishments.  Referring to Ward Park he thought it was a much-loved part of 
Bangor and did not feel that it was a suitable site for the rebuilding project.   
 
Mr Green said that the Balloo Road site was close to Bangor Grammar School and 
no detailed analysis of that site or any of the other sites had been made.  It was 
anticipated that if the rebuilding project took place on the existing site it would take 
approximately 2 or 3 years to complete.   
 
Councillor Chambers thought that it would be great to see Bangor Central grow and 
develop but he was mindful of the Council’s duty to protect green space.  He was 
aware that the Council had been granted a title of the land at Ward Park in 1924 and 
there were restrictive covenants on it to be maintained as a public park.  He believed 
those should be honoured and in light of that perhaps the site at Balloo would be a 
better option, however, he was open to receiving further information.   
 
Councillor Woods supported the school remaining within the town centre.  She 
wondered about the stakeholder group and if it had consulted with the Ward Park 
Rresidents Group. She also queried a land swap that she understood had taken 
place previously to allow the school to grow on its current site.  It was noted that 
Ward Park was an option that had come up relatively recently and no consultation 
had taken place.  The school had asked the Education Authority to raise the option 
with the Council in the first instance.   
 
Councillor Muir appreciated the presentation and congratulated the school on 
reaching its 20th Anniversary of Integrated status and added that he was a governor 
of Priority Integrated College.  He referred to the school currently being 
oversubscribed and that was a testament to its success.  He believed that the 
members had not had time to review the detail of the proposals and much more 
information would be required.  He was passionate that the school should have a 
new build soon and he also appreciated that most of the residents of Bangor loved 
Ward Park and it was a fantastic green space.  He also referred to the sale of the 
former leisure centre car park and if that was to facilitate expansion as he had 
understood it to be the case at the time. On querying other sites, Mr Green 
confirmed that a relatively short time ago land at Bloomfield Road playing fields was 
considered for the new build.  Bloomfield Road was later removed as a suitable site 
due to access difficulties.   
 
In response to a query on the process, the Director informed members that after the 
Deputation that evening a report on the issues involved could be brought to the 
Committee at a later date to allow an informed decision to be considered.   
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Councillor Martin congratulated the school on its success and queried when the 
Ward Park option had been brought to the table since he had been surprised to hear 
of it.  Members were informed that a senior executive from the Education Authority 
had met with the Council a number of weeks ago and it was put forward then as the 
third option. 
 
He agreed with Councillor Muir that much more information would need to be 
brought to allow members to make an informed decision.   
 
Councillor Edmund asked if the total area of the Park was known and wondered 
what proportion of land the new school would hope to acquire.  That information was 
not known at the time.   
 
Alderman Smith congratulated the school which had been integrated for 20 years 
and it had been successful in many areas.  She stated that the proposals appeared 
to present three options.  The Ward Park option appeared to be problematic and 
there appeared to be confusion as to where the Balloo site actually was.  There also 
appeared to be some difficulty in recalling the past history of the current town centre 
site.  She believed Central should mean just that and that the school should stay in 
the centre of Bangor.  She believed that the presentation was somewhat premature 
but more detail was needed on each site and a business case should be made since 
information was currently lacking.  She wished the school well for the future and 
hoped that the new build was sorted out quickly.   
 
Councillor Smart congratulated the school and wondered why the Education 
Authority had not purchased the leisure centre site when it had become available.  
Mr Green said that the Education Authority had been restructured at that time and he 
did not have that information but would endeavour to retrieve it.   
 
At this point the deputation was thanked and they left the chamber.    
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the Proposal of Councillor Martin, seconded by 
Councillor Chambers, that the information be noted and that the Director 
brings back a report to the Community and Wellbeing Committee to include all 
necessary information that would allow the Committee to fully consider the 
request for the land in question. 
 
(Councillor McAlpine entered the meeting at 7.25 pm)  
 

4. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GAME PLAN 2018/2019 – 
INCLUDING PRESENTION BY THE TEMPORARY COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – FILE CDV 1  

 (Appendix I) 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing attaching Community Development Game Plan.  The 
report stated that an evaluation of the Community Development Implementation Plan 
2016/17 had been carried out. The evaluation had highlighted the need for a full 
review of the Implementation Plan. This report outlined the new approach in the 
delivery of Community Development that had arisen from the review. 
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In 2015 a notice of motion had been agreed whereby officers were tasked with 
developing a community charter for the Borough.  This had been largely delivered 
through the production of the Councils Community Plan (The Big Plan).  In addition, 
the proposed Community ‘Game Plan’ enhanced the Council’s commitment to 
community development in partnership with their communities, thus completing the 
essential elements of a community charter. 
 
Introduction:  

The Council’s vision was; ‘Ards and North Down will be a place to be proud of, which 

is more prosperous, vibrant, healthy, and sustainable and where people enjoy an 

excellent quality of life.’  

So how could the Community Development Team contribute to this? ‘Humans are 

fundamentally a social species, formed through and for social interaction’. The 

Community Development Team believed the key to making healthy and happy 

people was to have communities that thrived with lots of opportunities for people of 

all ages to interact.  

Success in life came from a collective of good choices. Often people in deprived 

areas had not had the opportunities to experience what choices existed other than 

the ‘norm.’ That was why it was essential to create a new ‘norm’ where people had 

more choices based on what they had experienced and learnt.  

As E. Hoffer stated, ‘‘when people are free to do as they please, they usually imitate 

each other.’ So if a person lived in a community where there were numerous social 

and health issues where the ‘norm’ was just to ‘get-by’ day to day because that was 

just what everyone else was doing and compared that to a community where people 

were connected to each other and involved in local activities for all ages and abilities, 

where they formed new friendships and learn together. Surely it was only common 

sense to know which community would have healthier and more sustainable 

outcomes. 

Community Development was essential in creating an environment within a 

community where confidence grew and capacity built, to ensure local needs were 

identified and addressed by that community, in genuine partnership with other 

stakeholders from the public, charity and even the private sector. The Community 

Development Team’s vision was, “To have every community in our borough bustling 

with community led activities and initiatives for all.”  

The Game Plan: 

The new proposed ‘Game Plan’ outlined how Community Development would 
endeavour to meet its vision through 6 agreed outcomes. However, it was important 
to continue to build trust between the Community Development Team and 
Communities, so it had been agreed that their values and our promise were 
highlighted to communities: 
 

Our Values Our Promise 
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Regardless of internal and external factors it was essential that the Community 
Development Team displayed the values and fulfilled their promise whilst working 
towards the following 6 outcomes: 
 
The Outcomes: 

1. Partnership Solutions – through the development of collaborative process their 

communities were able to work with them, and each other, to identify solutions 

that addressed local need. 

The Community Development Team would get to know each community, what was 
working well and the areas where they needed help. The team would also work 
closely with other statutory bodies, charities and businesses to see what potential 
resources were available to tackle locally identified needs. Once that was known the 
team would play a co-ordination role to ensure a community led plan was developed 
and delivered to address the needs identified. 
 
2. Start-up / Sustainability Support – Local groups were sustainable and able to 

meet their own needs due to an empowering start-up and support process. 

In an ideal world with endless resources there would be no need for Community 
Groups and charities, however, in times of austerity the work they did was essential 
and invaluable. The Community Development Team had to harness the good will of 
those groups and support them to ensure they were efficient and sustainable. Where 
a group had recognised a gap that needed to be addressed within their community, 
or an existing group required additional support, they would provide assistance to 
ensure they were best equipped in becoming successful in reaching their goal and 
serving their community.  
 
3. Volunteering – Communities were happy and healthy due to the opportunities 

available for people to maximise their skills and talents. 

It was proven that volunteering was extremely healthy, and their communities and 
charities were hugely reliant on people giving up their time to share their skills, 
talents and experiences. However, volunteering was not straight forward. The 

Honesty They would always operate with integrity through their honest 

and transparent action. 

Championing 

Empowerment 

The would work with and support local communities to build 

their capacity to address their specific needs. 

Openness They would publish their yearly ‘Game Plan’ and demonstrate 

their performance against agreed targets. 

Fairness  They would address imbalances and bring about positive 

change founded on social justice, equality and inclusion. 

Efficiency 

  

They would work with other statutory and non-statutory 

organisations together with the community to ensure common 

goals were targeted and co-ordinated effectively. 
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Community Development Team would help communities with all aspects of 
volunteering from recruitment to volunteer policies.  
 
4. Training – Their communities were skilled, engaged and empowered through 

training and development opportunities. 

As previously mentioned volunteers were vital and were at the core of successful 
Community Development. Providing and sign posting training opportunities was not 
just a worthy incentive for volunteers but essential to ensure the organisations goals 
were met and exceeded in a safe and efficient way.  
 
5. Clubs and Community Summer Schemes – Needs were addressed through 

the delivery of quality programmes with relevant partners in shared spaces. 

Every community was at different stages of its own journey of development. If there 
was an obvious need identified within a community and that a community was 
unable to address it directly themselves, the Community Development Team would 
temporarily address that need, whilst working with the community to take over. We 
have a range of clubs from Mums and Tots to Over 55’s and Summer schemes 
which they could embed if deemed necessary. For those community groups which 
ran clubs independently the team would strive to be a reliable partner for ongoing 
support.   
 
6. Grants – Their communities had capacity to avail of Council funds to address 

locally identify needs. 

The Department for Communities provided the Council with two pots of grant money 
which the Council match funded, ‘Community Festival Funds’ and ‘Community 
Development.’ Those grants were very popular and were essential for communities, 
to identify and address their own needs. The Department for Communities (DfC) had 
set criteria that had to be met for groups to be successful. The Community 
Development Team and the Council’s partners would help groups to meet the criteria 
in order for them to have a better chance of being awarded a grant. 
 
The aims for each outcome, how they would measure them, and the intended targets 

were detailed in the ‘Game Plan.’ 

It was also noted that the ‘Game Plan’ was designed in an easy read format that 
would appeal to the Communities whilst being consistent with the ‘Big Plan’ and 
Corporate Communications guidance. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council agrees the attached ‘Game Plan.’ 
 
The Community Development Manager outlined the Community Development Plan 
which was Thriving Communities = Thriving People.  Its vision was “To have every 
community in our Borough bustling with community led activities and initiatives for 
all.” 
 
A poster had been produced and it was distributed to members.  He explained that in 
legacy North Down community services were provision based.  That was in contrast 
to Ards which was more grants based.  A new way forward would be based on the 
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best from both of the legacy councils.  It was hoped that the profile of the Community 
Development section could be raised since it was felt that it had lost its identity in 
recent times. 
 
Community Development values were; Honesty, Championing Empowerment, 
Openness, Fairness and Efficiency.     
 
The outcomes of Community Development were;  
 

• Partnership Solutions 

• Start-up/Sustainable Support 

• Volunteering 

• Training and Development 

• Clubs and Community Summer Schemes  

• Grants 
 
Members were invited to ask questions and comment on the Plan.   
 
Alderman Smith congratulated the section and thought that the enthusiasm being 
shown was encouraging.  She considered that it should be laid out more clearly that 
grants were limited in places.  The Community Development Manager appreciated 
the comment and explained that it had not been the intention to put too much detail 
on the poster to make it more eye-catching.   
 
Councillor Woods thanked the Community Development Manager and the team and 
echoed the importance of community development.  She wondered if Members were 
aware of the results of the evaluation. The Community Development Manager 
advised that this had been reported to the Committee earlier in the year and 
discussed at that time. It had been confirmed that both the review and the Game 
Plan had been developed with the whole team and the community networks were 
also involved. 
 
The Community Charter was discussed and recognition that the Big Plan had been a 
huge piece of work and the resources were not available for that.   
 
Councillor Menagh recognised the importance of volunteers and noted that the same 
people had been working in the community for the last 20 years, in some cases they 
were getting old and there was a need to have new people step in.   He believed that 
in many cases volunteers were more important that funding.   
 
Councillor Edmund and other members were in agreement that the work to date was 
very good and Councillor Thompson asked who would be overseeing the details 
going forward.  The Community Development Manager said that the work would be 
led by the Community Development Manager and distributed within the section.  
Forty-two priority areas had been identified and there were expectations for the 
public sector, charity sector and private sector to be involved.   
 
AGREED TO RECOMMNEND, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by 
Councillor Kennedy, that the recommendation be adopted. 
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5. GOOD RELATIONS STRATEGY 2019/2022 – INCLUDING 

PRESENTATION BY BLU ZEBRA – FILE GREL402 
(Appendix II & III) 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 27 March 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing attaching the Good Relations Audit and Strategy 2019-
2022 and year one Action Plan. 
 
The report detailed that the Executive Office (TEO) and the Council collectively 
funded the Council’s Good Relation Programme (75%/25%).  The Executive Office 
funding was reliant on the approval of a three-year Good Relations Audit and 
Strategy and annual action plans based on the needs and recommendations of the 
Audit. 
 
Blu Zebra had been appointed to carry out the Council’s Strategy and Audit for 2019-
2022.  The Audit had included comprehensive community consultation which had 
been carried out from December 2017 to February 2018. The resulting year one 
Action Plan followed TEO’s priority themes of; Our Children and Young People, Our 
Shared Community, Our Safe Community and Our Cultural Expressions. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the attached Good Relations Audit and 
Strategy (2019-2022) and year one Action Plan. 
 
Therese Hogg from Blu Zebra presented a report to the Committee entitled Ards and 
North Down Good Relations Strategy and Action Plan.  She noted that overall the 
results were positive and good engagement had taken place.   
 
The themes, included children and young people, our shared community, our safe 
community and our cultural expression.  Consultation was undertaken from 
December 2017 through to February 2018 and in total 171 people took part in the 
public consultation and a further 200 responded to the online survey.  The main 
findings of the report were outlined in the appendix.   
 
The top ways in which good relations could be improved according to the e-survey 
were as follows: 
 

• Education programmes about cultural differences for schools and youth 
groups 64.29%  

• Building relationships through cross community work 58.93%  

• Support to deal with potential contentious issues like flags 54.76%  

• Education/Myth busting projects 52.98%  

• Bonfire management 45.24%  

• Support in dealing with silent/hidden sectarianism 44.64%  

• Support in how to develop shared / more welcoming spaces 40.48%  

• Leadership training for a shared society for elected members and groups 
33.33%  

 
The conclusions drawn were to: 
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• Continue to promote an integrated approach to Good Relations  

• Good Relations should take a strategic approach to testing new ideas and to 
develop some co-designed projects with relevant stakeholders using a 
community planning methodology over the next three years   

• Acknowledge that some people were still not ready to engage in cross 
community work  

• Recognise paramilitary influences which existed  

• Recognise sectarianism and racism – still a minor issue  

• Recognise Cultural Diversity  

• Territorial markings – flags were still an issue for many – they stayed up for 
too long and could be intimidating for many 

• Recognise the large geography of the area which presented its challenges to 
cross community engagement, the smaller catholic community, even smaller 
BME community, class issues and some disadvantaged areas  

• Recognise an opportunity to have a greater focus on those communities who 
already promoted good relations through their everyday lives  

• Recognise Good Relations was everyone’s business  

• Dedicated rural and urban community infrastructure to support organisations 
across the Borough and lots of active groups. 

 
Councillor McAlpine stated she struggled with what seemed to be contradictions 
around territory marking especially around tourism sites.  Mrs Hogg confirmed that 
the Peace IV programme was also trying to address that with an area based 
approach of engagement.   
 
Councillor Martin referred to views suggested in the consultations responses to 
sectarianism, and thought that normally people were probably more vocal about that 
issue when their views were given anonymously.  Mrs Hogg stated that that was 
often the case, but she had found the opposite to be true in the research.  People 
had been very vocal in person but in the online survey said they viewed sectarianism 
generally as a minor problem in their area.  It was still agreed that no sectarianism 
should be tolerated but if people believed it to be low then there was a positive 
message in that.  Councillor Martin felt that PSNI statistics presented a picture of life 
in the Borough that sectarianism might not be as widespread as elsewhere in 
Northern Ireland.  He also stated that the survey had been heartening in its focus on 
youth and resilience building.  
 
Alderman Irvine was grateful for the report and was heartened and believed that 
shared education was crucial and so was cultural expression.  He referred to 
information sessions which the Orange Order was holding to inform the community 
of its ethos and that was part of a good relations initiative.  It was hoped that this 
would help to build community relations.  He touched on facilities in other Council 
areas which were named after those who had been involved in paramilitary activity 
and believed those actions knocked back community work severely.   
 
Councillor Adair thought that the report was positive that it appeared that community 
relations within the Borough were at an all time high.  He considered that Ards and 
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North Down was the greatest Borough in Northern Ireland and did not wish to make 
problems and not reflect the positives.   
 
Councillor Muir hadn’t been able to read the strategy and remarked that notice had 
not been given to members when it was placed later than other reports on the 
Minutepad system and asked for clarity on when it was submitted.  The Director 
confirmed that it had been submitted for upload the previous Friday morning.  He 
expressed his strong disagreement towards some of the comments made by other 
Members.  He thought that any form of sectarianism should be treated with the 
utmost seriousness and that even one instance was very significant.  Those who had 
commented in the strategy were remarking on the trend and the feelings of the public 
which had been reflected in the report.  The positives and negatives of the feedback 
were equally important.   
 
Councillor Menagh said that he had been at some of the consultation meetings and 
many young people had spoken their minds and they said they felt safe.  There had 
been good dialogue and he felt that society was making progress slowly.  He 
stressed that the community should move forward together.    
 
Councillor Boyle thanked members but suggested that Council should bear in mind 
that surveys would always get different responses.  He declared that these were the 
responses given and they should all be considered.  Members should be mature and 
show leadership and recognise the report for what it was as a whole.   
 
Councillor Kennedy disagreed with some of Councillor Boyle’s comments.  He 
appreciated and was grateful for the work on the report but he questioned the 
wisdom of making a report on the back of a small survey.  He was aware that local 
government was obliged to go through this process but urged Members not to forget 
that Ards and North Down was historically a peaceful area and warned that we 
should not create issues in order to solve them.  
 
Councillor Woods thought that to ignore the problems which existed was would be 
problematic and Council should come together to tackle the issues which could not 
be ignored.   
 
Councillor Edmund thought that there was too much negativity being spoken and felt 
a confident approach going forward was appropriate.  The good work to date needed 
to be recognised.  
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Thompson, seconded by Councillor 
Menagh, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 

6. PEACE IV MINUTES DATED 16 NOVEMBER 2017 
(Appendix IV) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Copy of the above minutes. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the minutes be noted. 
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AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by Councillor 
Edmund, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 

7. ARTS AND HERITAGE PANEL MINUTES DATED 5 FEBRUARY 
2018 
(Appendix V) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Copy of the above minutes. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the minutes be noted. 
 
Councillor Menagh referred to the increasing usage of ‘Ards Arts Centre’ when 
referring to the Town Hall, Newtownards and asked for the correct term to be used 
going forward.  The Mayor agreed with those words and reaffirmed that the building 
was first and foremost a Town Hall and should be referred to as such. 
  
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Martin, seconded by Alderman Irvine, 
that the recommendation be adopted. 
 

8. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS ASSESSMENT 
2018/2019 – FILE CDV 27 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing stating that the Community Development Grants 2018/19 
was supported by the Community Support Programme from the Department for 
Communities and the Council’s Community Development Section.  There was a total 
budget of £76,000 available for the grants. 
 
The Community Development Grants were split in two categories 1) running costs up 
to £2000 and 2) project costs up to £1000.  Those who were eligible could apply for 
either category or both. 
 
The grants had been open for five weeks to allow applicants sufficient time to gather 
the necessary documentation and information to support their applications. 
 
The objectives of the CD Fund were: to strengthen local communities, to increase 
community participation, to promote social inclusion through the stimulation and 
support of community groups; and to encourage and promote community activity. 
 
The expected outcomes for the CD Fund were: 
 

- An active and organised community 
- An influential community 
- An informed community  
- A sustainable community 

 
There had been 58 applications for the running costs and 32 applications for project 
costs with a total amount of £132,281.26 being requested. An assessment panel of 
the Community Development Manager, Community Development Officer, 
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Neighbourhood Environment Supervisor and PEACE IV Project Officer had 
assessed and scored the grants under the following criteria: 
 
Grant Criteria – Running Costs          Points 
Purpose and Aim         5 
Benefit to the community        5 
Sustainable Communities           5 
Value for money          5 
Total        20 
 
Grant Criteria – Project Costs        Points 
Purpose and Aim          5 
Location, Need and benefit        5 
Outcomes, impacts & benefits         5 
Tackling poverty & social inclusion        5 
Encourage and Promote health & wellbeing      5 
Equality    Scoring Criteria         5 
Value for money             5 
Total           35      
 
A 20% weighting had been applied to:  
  
i) applicants located in the top 10% of the most deprived wards in the Council 

area, (using the DfC Recommended Weighting) and  
 
ii) those that specifically targeted socially excluded groups.  
 
Out of the 58 applications for running costs 46 had been successful, 6 had not met 
the pass mark of 40% and 6 had been deemed ineligible (see table below). 
 
From the 32 applications for project costs 19 had been successful, 7 had not met the 
pass mark of 40% and 6 had been deemed ineligible (see table below). 
 
As in previous years the funding programme had been oversubscribed.  It was 
recommended that 80% of the approved grants be awarded to all successful 
applicants, with a total value of £79,356.21.  Whilst this was slightly over the 
ringfenced budget, the difference could be met from savings within the Community 
Development budget. 
 
As normal unsuccessful applicants could receive feedback from members of the 
assessment panel and could invoke the appeals process. The Community 
Development Team was also available to help and support unsuccessful applicants 
with sourcing and completing other funding applications. 
 
Table of Recommendations - Running Costs  
 

  Name of Group % score Eligible 
Amount  

 80% allocation 

1 1st Bangor Scout Group 55% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

2 55+ Club, Holywood 65% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 
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3 Ards Peninsula Villages Partnership 65% £1,500.00 £1,200.00 

4 Ballyhalbert Community Association 60% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

5 Ballywalter & District Historical Society 60% £570.00 £456.00 

6 Ballywalter Community Action Group 70% £580.00 £464.00 

7 Ballywalter Youth and Community Cooperative 50% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

8 Bees Nees Early Years Centre 50% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

9 Bloomfield Community Association 70% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

10 Breezemount Community Association 74% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

11 Clandeboye Village Community Association 60% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

12 Comber Regeneration Community Partnership 60% £1,990.00 £1,592.00 

13 Comber Youth for Christ - The Net Youth Project 65% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

14 Conlig Community Regeneration Group 70% £1,000.00 £800.00 

15 Donaghadee Community Development Association 65% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

16 Greyabbey Village Hall Management Cttee 80% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

17 Groomsport Village Association 65% £1,850.00 £1,480.00 

18 Head Peace CIC 63% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

19 Holywood Family Trust 50% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

20 Holywood Shared Town 75% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

21 Kilcooley Community Action Group 74% £1,740.00 £1,392.00 

22 Kilcooley Over 50's 58% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

23 Kilcooley Women’s Centre 94% £1,999.20 £1,599.36 

24 Killinchy & District Community Association 50% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

25 Lisbarnett & Lisbane Community Association Ltd 70% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

26 Millisle & District Community Association 55% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

27 Millisle Health & Wellbeing Group 55% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

28 Millisle Regeneration  45% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

29 Millisle Youth Forum 65% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

30 Neurodiversity UK 45% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

31 NI Retired Police Officers Association 55% £1,200.00 £960.00 

32 Polish Association in Co. Down 60% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

33 Portaferry and Strangford Trust 60% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

34 Portaferry Community Collective Ltd 74% £1,825.00 £1,460.00 

35 Portaferry Gala 70% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

36 Portavogie Action Group 68% £550.00 £440.00 

37 Portavogie Regeneration Forum 80% £1,330.50 £1,064.40 

38 RECON – Holywood 55% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

39 Redburn Loughview Community Forum 94% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

40 Redburn Parent and Toddler 80% £1,249.28 £999.42 

41 Redburn Youth Group 75% £950.00 £760.00 

42 Soroptimist International of Bangor 40% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

43 The Tuesday Club 45% £1,386.88 £1,109.50 

44 uHub Therapy Centre CIC 65% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 

45 United Ulster History Forum 60% £800.00 £640.00 

46 Whitehill Community Association 75% £2,000.00 £1,600.00 
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    £80,520.86 £64,416.69 

 
  Applications that did not meet 

the 40% pass mark 
Reason  Score % 

47 1st Carrowdore BB Lack of information throughout the application 25% 

48 1st Holywood Scout Group Lack of information throughout the application 35% 

49 Friends of Portaferry Presbyterian 
Church (Portico) 

Lack of information and application contained a 
number of ineligible costs 

30% 

50 Groomsport Evergreens Lack of information throughout the application 25% 

51 The Playcentre at Manor Court Lack of information and application contained a 
number of ineligible costs 

30% 

52 Donaghadee Youth For Christ Lack of information and application contained a 
number of ineligible costs 

20% 

    

 Deemed ineligible Reasons   

53 Bangor Swifts Juniors FC Not scored - Sports Club 
‘Sports clubs/organisations (refer to Sports 
Development)’ 

0% 

54 Belfast Formidable Sea Cadets Not scored - Group from outside the Borough  
 

0% 

55 English Class @ The Link Not scored - Incorrect form used therefore 
inappropriate application made 

0% 

56 St Johns Ambulance Not scored - funding to pay a national policy and 
offset costs  
‘projects that are primarily for the purposes of 
fundraising, award ceremonies, or activities that 
are heavily branded with charity branding or 
deploy potential sources of income from the 
Community Development Fund to a charity’ 

0% 

57 Storehouse North Down Not scored - using CD funds to offset other 
costs - exclusion on DFC guidance 
‘projects that are primarily for the purposes of 
fundraising, award ceremonies, or activities that 
are heavily branded with charity branding or 
deploy potential sources of income from the 
Community Development Fund to a charity’ 

0% 

58 Wizards Special Olympics Club Not scored - Sports Club 
‘Sports clubs/organisations (refer to Sports 
Development)’ 

0% 

 
Project Costs 
 

  Name of Group Name of Project Brief 
Description of 
Project 

% Eligible 
Amount 

40% pass 
mark with 
80% award 

1 Ards Peninsula 
Villages Partnership 

Ards Peninsula 
Through Your Lens 

Photography 
project 

49% £1,000.00 £800.00 

2 Ballyhalbert 
Community 
Association 

materials, room hire Growing 
Communities 

60% £1,000  £800.00 

3 Bees Nees Early 
Years Centre 

Empowering 
Parents 

Parent 
workshops  

49% £716.40 £573.12 

4 Conlig Community 
Regeneration Group 

Seniors 
Regeneration Group 

Connect 
generations? 

49% £1,000  £800.00 
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5 Donaghadee 
Community 
Development 
Association 

Crommelin Wood - 
Planting trees 

Purchase of 
trees 

63% £1,000.00 £800.00 

6 Groomsport Village 
Association 

printing, gazebo 
hire, catering, 
activities, facilitator 

Connecting 
Communities 

63% £1,000.00 £800.00 

7 Head Peace CIC How does your 
garden grow? 

pilot programme; 
horticulture 
therapy 

56% £1,000.00 £800.00 

8 Holywood Family 
Trust 

Mediation in the 
community 

Increase 
attendee’s skills 
in mediation 

54% £1,000.00 £800.00 

9 Holywood Shared 
Town 

Big Tea Events (2) build upon 
success of other 
Big Tea 

71% £1,000.00 £800.00 

10 Kilcooley Community 
Action Group 

Kilcooley Cross 
community 

series of 
workshops 

50% £978.00 £782.40 

11 Kilcooley Women’s 
Centre 

Social supermarket 
Ards North Down  

Establishment of 
Social 
Supermarket 

77% 980 £784.00 

12 Lisbarnett & Lisbane 
Community 
Association Ltd 

Community 
engagement Project 

raise profile of 
LLCA in local 
community 

49% £1,000  £800.00 

13 Millisle & District 
Community 
Association 

gentle fitness fitness course 49% £1,000.00 £800.00 

14 Millisle Youth Forum Millisle Community 
Choir 

Community 
Choir - Village 
performance and 
Community 
Celebration  

63% £1,000.00 £800.00 

15 Polish Association in 
Co. Down 

Facilitation, Room 
Hire, Equipment 

Information 
session on Brexit 

57% £1,000.00 £800.00 

16 Portaferry 
Community 
Collective Ltd 

What’s on in 
Portaferry 

Brochure 64% £1,000.00 £800.00 

17 Portaferry Gala Community Radio 
Training 

Facilitator fees, 
Venue Hire 

57% £1,000.00 £800.00 

18 Redburn Loughview 
Community Forum 

Connecting 
Community 

creation of 
information 
webpage 

79% £1,000.00 £800.00 

19 Redburn Parent and 
Toddler 

Be active Be 
Healthy Body and 
mind 

1st Aid 
Paediatric 
Course 

77% £1,000.00 £800.00 

       

      £14,939.52 

 
 Applications that did not meet the 

40% pass mark 
Reasons Score 

20 1st Bangor Scout Group Lack of information throughout the application 22% 

21 Millisle Health & Wellbeing Group Lack of information throughout the application 37% 

22 Portaferry and Strangford Trust Lack of information throughout the application 37% 

23 1st Carrowdore BB Lack of information throughout the application 26% 

24 Ards Historical Society Lack of information throughout the application 29% 
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  Deemed 
ineligibl
e 

 Name of Project  Brief 
Description 

 Reason  Sco
re 

 Amount 
awarded 

25 Bangor 
Swifts 

Bangor Swifts 
Summer Skills School 

cross 
community 

Not scored - Sports Club  0% £0.00 

26 Belfast 
Sea 
Cadets 

Risk avoidance 
awareness 

Workshops, 
awareness, 
compasses 

Not scored - Based outside 
the Borough  

0% £0.00 

27 Friday 
Morning 
Men’s 
Group 

Health & Educational 
Exercise 

Visit 
Monastery  

Not scored - social bus trip 
‘Social events for groups – 
one off lunches/dinners or 
bus trips not part of a 
project’ 

0% £0.00 

28 Friends 
of 
Portaferr
y 
Presbyte
rian 
Church 
(Portico) 

Project manager for 
digital community 
archive training & 
development 

cross 
community 
amateur 
historical 
archiving 

Not scored - not a project 0% £0.00 

29 Groomsp
ort 
Evergree
ns 

Halloween 
Extravaganza 

Aimed at over 
50's fun filled 
afternoon 

Not scored - fun day 
‘festivals and/or fun-days’ 

0% £0.00 

30 Breezem
ount 
Commun
ity 
Associati
on 

Community Lead 
Summer Scheme 

Summer 
Scheme. 

Not scored - already being 
funded by ANDBC 

0% £0.00 

31 Kilcooley 
Over 
50's 

   Halloween 
Fun day 

Not scored – fun day 

‘festivals and/or fun-days’ 

0% £0.00 

32 1st 
Holywoo
d Scout 
Group 

Refurbishment of 
Heasley Hall 

fund raising. Not scored - fund raising 
‘projects that are primarily 
for the purposes of 
fundraising.’ 

  £0.00 

 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the table of recommendations above. 
 
Councillor Muir noted that the Storehouse had been deemed ineligible and was 
disappointed to note that and asked about the rationale for that. He also commented 
that the very need to have such a charity was an indictment to society.  In response 
to a query from Councillor Martin on feedback provided, Members were also 
informed that organisations were able to appeal any decision made by the 
Community Development Grants Assessment.  
 
Alderman Irvine welcomed the large amount of applications and the Head of 
Community and Culture reported that groups often had to carry out further 
fundraising activities to make up shortfalls for example in relation to running costs for 
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community houses.  She added that organisations were supported routinely on the 
application stage itself.   
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Adair, seconded by Alderman Smith, 
that the recommendation be adopted. 
 
(Councillor Woods left the meeting at 8.50 pm) 
 

9. APPOINTMENT OF PCSP CHAIR FOR 2018/2019 – FILE 
PCSP/ANDBC5 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 20 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing stating that at the Council meeting held on 27 May 2015, 
the Council had agreed that the PCSP Chair should be appointed in turn from each 
of the four largest parties on Council immediately after the last local government 
election.  Therefore the order of nominations had been agreed as DUP, UUP, 
Alliance and Green. 
 
The nominating officer for the Green Party had advised that the nominee for Chair 
for that year with effect from 1 June 2018 was Councillor Rachel Woods. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council notes the nomination of Councillor Woods as the 
Chair of the PCSP for one year with effect from 1 June 2018 or until the date of the 
next Local Government Election, whichever is sooner. 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Boyle, seconded by 
Councillor Menagh, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 
(Councillor Woods entered the meeting at 8.51 pm)  
 

10. CEMETERY CHARGES ADDITIONAL INSCRIPTIONS – FILE 
PCA 57 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 24 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing reminding Members that in the scale of charges a new 
charge had been proposed for administrating the service of additional inscriptions on 
headstones. 
 
The following report outlined the rationale around the setting of the charge for 
administrating the service of additional inscriptions on headstones.  
 
Currently there was no charge for this service and it was being provided at a cost to 
the Council. It had been proposed that in order to reflect the administration for this 
service a charge of £45 be applied.  
 
The administration function of additional inscription entailed: - 
 

• Review application upon receipt and ensure details were complete 

• Check grave details regarding ownership to ensure applicant was the owner 
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• Pass to Bereavement Services Officer to ensure inscription was appropriate and 
within the Rules for Burial Grounds criteria. An onsite assessment was carried 
out involving traveling and inspection time 

• Once approved, issue approval letters to Applicant, Monumental Sculptor, and 
Cemetery Staff 

• Transaction details entered onto Burial Software programme and Cemetery 
Ledgers 

• Cemetery staff inspected complete works to ensure inscription was as per 
application. 

 
Staff time for this service had been monitored and averaged 2.5 hours per 
application with a gross hourly staff cost of approximately £18.00. 
 
In the past 12-month period there had been in excess of 500 applications for 
additional inscriptions resulting in the need for significant officer time allocated to this 
service and therefore to date the Council had subsidised this service to the value of 
over £22,000 per year.  
 
The service was similar to that of the original headstone application with the 
exclusion of not having to review foundation and base dimensions and suitability. 
The cost of an original application was £68. 
 
In the absence of applying a charge for this service it was likely to have an impact on 
the service’s ability to achieve income targets for that financial year and therefore 
have an impact on future rate setting processes.  
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council adopts and approves full cost recovery and 
therefore the charge of £45 per application as outlined above. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Boyle, seconded by Councillor McAlpine that the 
recommendation be adopted.   
 
Alderman Irvine proposed an amendment to the recommendation:  
 
“that no charge be placed for administering the service of additional inscriptions on 
headstones and looks at commissioning a consultation on burials and cremation 
services to include memorial management.” 
 
Alderman Irvine thought that the charge proposed was excessive and noted that in 
the two legacy Councils there had never been a charge for that service.  He was 
aware that Belfast City Council had consulted widely before introducing its charge 
but noted that it was the only Council in Northern Ireland to have the charge.   
For many people the cost of a headstone itself was costly and he did not wish to see 
those who were grieving face extra charges. 
 
Councillor Adair opposed what he saw as a tax on the dead and believed that the 
cost should be met through the Rates process.  He went on to say that if Council 
were to implement it would demonstrate a loss of heart and compassion when 
people were facing difficult times.  Inscriptions were an essential service and no 
charge should be made.   
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Alderman Smith was also shocked to see that the Council was planning to introduce 
the charge.  Dealing with the death of a loved one was an emotional and very sad 
time in life and the charge could be an extra burden on people at a difficult time.   
 
The Head of Leisure and Amenities advised that for a long time officers had been 
required to tighten belts and put charges on some of the services being provided.  
He did sympathise but said that it was either the choice to place an inscription 
charge or add an extra £22k to the Rates Bill.  
 
That cost was considered by Alderman Smith to be a tear drop in Council’s 
spending.  She could think of items which came to the Council where money could 
be found and she failed to understand the need to charge.  She agreed with the 
public who often wondered what they were paying Rates for and was that not the 
normal service of a Council.  She finished by saying that death was emotional and 
upsetting and as a Council she felt that this ‘full recovery cost’ should not take place. 
 
On the amendment being put to the meeting, with 10 voting FOR, 4 voting 
AGAINST, 1 ABSTENTION and 3 ABSENT, the amendment was declared 
CARRIED. 
 
The vote resulted as follows: 
 
FOR (10)  AGAINST (4) ABSTAINING (1) ABSENT (3)  
Aldermen  Councillors   Councillor   Councillors 
Irvine   Boyle    Brooks   Cooper   
Smith   McAlpine      Douglas  
Councillors  Muir       Dunne  
Adair   Woods  
Chambers 
Edmund 
Kennedy  
Martin 
Menagh 
Smart  
Thompson    
 
The Director clarified that the substantive motion was “that no charge be placed for 
administering the service of additional inscriptions on headstones and looks at 
commissioning a consultation on burials and cremation services to include memorial 
management.” 
  
AGREED, on the proposal of Alderman Irvine, seconded by Councillor Adair, 
that the amended recommendation be adopted. 
 
The Meeting adjourned at 9.05 pm  
The Meeting recommenced at 9.17 pm.   
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11. REDBURN USERS FORUM – FILE LS/LA2 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 17 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing stating that in December 2016 Council Officers had been 
approached by Holywood Shared Town representatives and North Down Community 
Network Manager proposing as facilitator to request the introduction of a user group 
forum for Redburn Community Centre.  
 
The users had felt that the centre could be better utilised by the local community and 
wished to work with the Council to maximise the utilisation of the facility going 
forward.  They also wished to understand the Council’s approach to community 
centre provision including pricing policy, facility developments and operational 
procedures. Several meetings had taken place to discuss expectations from both the 
Council and Redburn users.  Terms of reference had been agreed, and all regular 
users of Redburn Community Centre had been invited to a meeting on 1 March 
2017. 
 
The meeting had been attended by 14 representatives from a variety of Redburn 
user groups as well as Council Officers and the Manager from the North Down 
Community Network. The meeting had been very successful with a real sense of 
willingness by all present to work collaboratively, within Council policies, to improve 
utilisation of the Centre. It had been agreed to run a pilot scheme for one year 
commencing on 1 April 2017. 
 
As the initial pilot year had now finished, whilst Centre utilisation had not significantly 
increased many of the Redburn user groups had noted increased numbers in 
attendance. 
 
A greater understanding as to how Council provision for Community Centres was 
managed had been achieved and collaborative working between Council Officers 
and Community Centre users had also been a huge success. 
 
It had been agreed between both Council Officers and Redburn Users Forum to 
continue with this initiative meeting on a quarterly basis. 
 
Due to the success of the pilot scheme, Officers will would be considering the 
possibility of establishing other like Forums in other communities served by Council 
Community Centres. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the continuation of the Redburn 
Community Centre Forum and authorises officers to explore other opportunities 
involving other centres. 
 
Councillor Woods and Menagh thanked officers for the report and Councillor Muir 
stated he thought a lot of flexibility had been shown in it.  He also sought assurance 
that all users and customers would be involved going forward.    
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Woods, seconded 
by Councillor Muir, that the recommendation be adopted. 
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(Councillor Muir left the meeting at 9.21 pm)  
 

12. ARDS AND NORTH DOWN SPORTS FORUM – FILE SD109 
(Appendix VI & VII) 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 23 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing attaching Sports Forum Applications for Noting and 
Approving April 2018 and Unsuccessful Sports Forum Grants April 2018. 
 
The report detailed that on 26 August 2015 the Council had delegated authority to 
the Ards and North Down Sports Forum Borough, in order to allow it to administer 
sports grants funding on behalf of the Council.  £25,000 had been allocated within 
the 2018/2019 revenue budget for that purpose. 
 
The Council had further authorised the Forum under delegated powers to award 
grants of up to £250. Grants above £250 still required Council approval. In addition, 
the Council had requested that regular updates were reported to Members. 
 
During April 2018, the Forum had received a total of 19 grant applications; 12 of 
which had been for Travel and Accommodation, 2 of which had been for Equipment, 
3 of which had been for Events and they also had 2 Gold Card Applications. 
 
A summary of the applications was detailed in the Sports Forum Applications for 
Noting and Approving April 2018. 
 
A total of 1 of the applications had failed to meet the specified criteria. The reasons 
for the unsuccessful applications were detailed on the Unsuccessful Sports Forum 
Grants April 2018.  
 
For information, the annual budget and spend to date on grant categories was as 
follows: 
 

April 2018 Annual Budget Funding Awarded  
April 2018 

Remaining 
Budget 

Travel and Accommodation* 12,000.00 1150.00 10850.00 

Coaching 2,500.00 0 2500.00 

Equipment * 5,000.00 1435.89 3564.11 

Events*  3,000.00 2062.00 938.00 

Seeding 500.00 0 500 

Anniversary 1,000.00 0 1000 

Discretionary  1,000.00 0 1000 

Gold Cards Issued during the period April 2018 was 2 

 
* The proposed remaining budget for Travel and Accommodation of £10850.00 was 
based on a proposed award of £1150.00 as listed the Appendix.  The proposed 
remaining budget for Equipment of £3564.11 was based on a proposed award of 
£1435.89 as listed in the Appendix.  The proposed remaining budget for Events of 
£938.00 was based on a proposed award of £2062.00 as listed in the Appendix.  
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RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the applications for financial assistance 
for sporting purposes valued at above £250, and that the applications approved by 
the forum (valued at below £250) be noted. 
 
AGREED TO RECOMMEND, on the proposal of Councillor Menagh, seconded 
by Councillor Thompson, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 
(Councillor Muir entered the meeting at 9.22 pm)  
 

13. PROPOSED MEMBERSHIP CHARGES FOR NEW ARDS 
LEISURE CENTRE 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: - Report dated 26 April 2018 from the Directory of 
Community and Wellbeing stating that at the April Council meeting, Members had 
asked for this report to be referred back to the Committee.  This had been to allow 
consideration to be given to include older users within the definition of concession.   
For Members’ information, the inclusion of over 60 year olds was already part of the 
definition of concession users at the existing centres and had been in the past 
equality screened out. It had always been the intention to carry this definition forward 
into the pricing structures for the new centre and had been an accidental omission in 
the original report.  This had been corrected and the updated report was now 
provided for Members’ approval.  
 
Updated Report 
 
The Council was currently progressing with the construction of the new leisure facility 
in Newtownards. That was currently on programme to be handed over to the Council 
in November 2018 and scheduled to open the following month. Members were 
reminded that they had previously approved the charges for leisure services for 
201819. 
 
The new centre would be offering as part of its facility mix an exclusive high end 
dedicated health suite and spa area. That area would form part of the top-level 
fitness membership package. The Council was also proposing the spa area had its 
own standalone membership. In terms of the Council’s position in the leisure market, 
the spa coupled with the 110-station fitness suite would be one of the new centre’s 
Unique Selling Points (USPs) and as such critical to their goal of significantly 
increasing membership and thereby income for the in-house leisure service. 
Table 1 below showed the proposed pricing structure and names for memberships 
for the new centre. This highlighted two new membership prices, one for a joint 
Fitness and Spa membership and one for a specific Spa membership. The joint 
Fitness and Spa membership price aligned with the top level Aurora membership 
price and therefore continued the harmonization principles as previously reported. 
The remaining membership prices were also in line with current pricing structures 
and, where appropriate, had been aligned with Aurora.  
 
Table 1  

Package Category 
Per 
Month 6 Month 

Annual 
(10 for 12) Activities Included 

Fitness & Adult £38 £228 £380 Gym, classes, swimming & Spa 
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Spa 

  Concession £29 £174 £290 Gym, classes, swimming & Spa 

  Junior £21.50 £129 £215 Gym, classes, swimming & Spa 

  Corporate £29 N/A N/A Gym, classes, swimming & Spa 

Fitness Adult £29.99 £180 £299 

Gym, classes, swimming, (Spa 
at Comber only) 

  Concession £23 £138 £230 

Gym, classes, swimming, (Spa 
at Comber only) 

  Junior £17 £102 £170 

Gym, classes, swimming, (Spa 
at Comber only) 

  Corporate £23 N/A N/A 

Gym, classes, swimming, (Spa 
at Comber only) 

Spa Adult £26 £156 £260 

Spa, swimming & water 
aerobics 

  Concession £20 £120 £200 

Spa, swimming & water 
aerobics 

  Junior £15 £90 £150 

Spa, swimming & water 
aerobics 

  Corporate £20 N/A N/A 

Spa, swimming & water 
aerobics 

Aqua Adult £21.50 £129 £215 Swimming & water aerobics 

  Concession £15 £90 £150 Swimming & water aerobics 

  Junior £10 £60 £100 Swimming & water aerobics 

  Corporate N/A  N/A  N/A   

 
Corporate was only available on monthly Direct Debit 
Junior referred to 11 to 15 year olds 
Concessions were available to: 
 

• Disabled people (classifications were DLA highest/middle rate) and PIP 
(enhanced/standard rate and income support) 

• Unemployed (JSA40 or ESA recipients) 

• Students (18+ years old still at school or full time third level education) 

• Youth 16 to 17 year olds 

• Over 60’s (Available to all those aged 60 and over, Proof of age had to be 
provided at the first time of application only) 

 
RECOMMENDED that the Council approves the proposed pricing and naming of 
memberships for the new Leisure Centre.  
 
Councillor Smart welcomed the clarification of the over 60s discount and the 
information about the categories for charging.  He also asked about any initiatives for 
encouraging memberships for the new centre.  The Head of Leisure and Amenities 
confirmed that this was already underway and that member numbers were already 
growing. In addition training was being offered to staff on social media maximization 
in advance of the new centre being opened to help this further, and further 
information on that would be brought back to the committee in due course.     
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Councillor Thompson welcomed the report showing the discount to the over 60s and 
wondered why that was not aligned to pension age of 65+ years.  The Head of 
Leisure and Amenities stated that 60 years was a recognized measure and was 
used widely in Northern Ireland and he imagined a change to the age would be 
resisted by the public and existing older members. 
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by Councillor 
Menagh, that the recommendation be adopted. 
 

14. NOTICES OF MOTION 
 
14.1 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Smart and Councillor Kennedy 
 
That this Council, accepts the importance of accessible green space to the mental 
and physical wellbeing of town dwellers; notes the fact that Newtownards Town has 
limited public park provision; agrees to the creation of such a park and associated 
car parking, adjoining the proposed new greenway, at the redundant former landfill 
site adjacent to the floodgates on the Portaferry Road, Newtownards and brings 
back a report to include details of design, cost and funding opportunities.   
 
Proposed by Councillor Smart and seconded by Councillor Kennedy that the Notice 
of Motion be adopted.     
 
Councillor Smart began by circulating some maps of the site in question which was a 
piece of land in Council ownership.  It had been the home of Ards Football Club at 
one stage but it appeared that the site was no longer viable.  He was keen that the 
site now be used for the people of Newtownards.  He had spoken to those in a 
wildlife organisation who had agreed that the site could be protected and used as an 
accessible space.  It could become a destination in its own right and he felt that now 
was the time to take it forward.  There were many beautiful vistas in Newtownards 
but the town lacked publicly accessible open space.  He referred to the city of 
London which had 33% of open green space and Newtownards, in contrast, had only 
2% open space.  He called for a report to outline the options for grant funding to 
redevelop but stressed that he did not wish to be prescriptive in what should be 
there.   
 
Councillor Kennedy explained that he had had a similar vision for the site but 
Councillor Smart had been more proactive in pursuing it.  He went on to say that 
when it came to parks most towns were well catered for, listing Holywood, 
Crawfordsburn and Bangor as examples of that.  Around the peninsula there was an 
accessible coastal path.  As a town Bangor had grown more organically in 
comparison to Newtownards where the population had exploded after the 1950s and 
public parks were not considered in the rush to build.  That had led to problems with 
the organising of events.   Advice from Groundwork NI had suggested that it could 
help with funding through converting redundant landfill to usable space.  The project 
would fit in to Council’s plans and policies and an integrated strategy.  Councillor 
Kennedy said that the Motion was well worthy of consideration.   
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Councillor Menagh could see where his fellow Newtownards Councillors were 
coming from but said that Londonderry Park was a leisure facility close by for all 
people.  He thought that money should primarily be invested in buying land to 
improve the Greenway link.  He added that Kiltonga also needed to be upgraded and 
there was also the leadmine area.  He was not against a report being undertaken but 
felt that the other issues also needed to be considered.   
 
Councillor Edmund rose to support the Motion and thought the area was a gateway 
to the Peninsula and would be a suitable area for a park development.      
 
Councillor Smart thanked members for their contribution which was positive and 
stressed that in raising the Motion he was not talking down Council’s superb facilities 
elsewhere in the Newtownards area.        
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Smart, seconded by Councillor 
Kennedy, that the Notice of Motion be adopted. 
 
14.2 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Robinson 
 
That this Council welcomes the Safe Place initiative and supports our local PCSP to 
put measures in place to make Ards and North Down Borough a Safe Place.  
 
Proposed by Councillor Robinson, seconded by Councillor Menagh that the Notice of 
Motion be adopted.   
 
Councillor Robinson began by informing members that Safe Place was an initiative 
which provided support in a range of settings for anyone requiring information on 
domestic violence.  It was estimated that 1 in 4 women and 1 in 9 men would 
experience domestic violence during their lifetime.   
 
In most businesses it was likely that customers, service users and staff would 
include victims of domestic violence on a daily basis.  As a Council the same thing 
applied to our customer service users and our staff.  She had attended an 
awareness raising event in March which had been arranged by the PCSP in 
conjunction with the organisation Onus.  
 
Members were aware of the work of our PCSP but for anyone not aware of Onus 
they were an organisation that existed to promote understanding of domestic 
violence.  The motto was “The ONUS is on all of us.” 
 
She had found the meeting an extremely informative event and it was clear to her 
that the Safe Place initiative was very much something that the Council should get 
behind and support.  Domestic Violence was still quite a taboo subject in many 
circumstances but by providing SAFE places in our Borough and our Council we 
could hopefully help break the taboo and help end the abuse.   
 
Anyone could be the victim of domestic violence – male or female, young or old, rich 
or poor and it could happen in any home.   
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She hoped that members would agree and stressed that leaders had a duty of care 
to all citizens and that the Safe Place initiative offered an opportunity to help support 
anyone who may be suffering from domestic violence and abuse.   
 
Designate Safe Places  
 

1. Support the Safe Place Campaign Pledge never to commit, condone or stay 
silent about domestic violence.   

2. Provide a Safe Place for victims of domestic violence to confidentially access 
information.  

3. Acknowledge domestic violence as a problem that impacted on all of us as a 
society and would be prepared to play our part in supporting victims and state 
clearly to perpetrators that we would not tolerate abuse in our community.   

 
She finished by suggesting that the Council should adopt Safe Places as a policy 
and support staff training to make the policy effective.   
 
Councillor Smart rose to support the Motion and thanked Councillor Robinson for 
bringing it forward and agreed that training would be hugely helpful.  He added that 
the local Women’s Aid offered a fantastic service to those who were suffering.  
Councillor Martin agreed praising the work of Women’s Aid and reminded members 
that the impact of domestic violence was never to be underestimated.     
 
Councillor McAlpine also supported what she thought was an important Motion.  
Anything Council could do was important.  Victims of abuse almost always lacked 
self-confidence as a result of the behaviour and should be given help.   
 
In closing Councillor Robinson said she appreciated the support of Members and 
looked forward to the Council being designated a Safe Place.     
 
AGREED, on the proposal of Councillor Robinson, seconded by Councillor 
Menagh, that the Notice of Motion be adopted. 
 
14.3 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Smith 
 
Last year in our area of Ards and North Down Borough Council there were nine 
burials of under 18 year olds in the period 01/04/17 to 31/03/18. Three burials were 
in the Movilla Cemetery, three were in Clandeboye Cemetery, one in Kirkistown 
Cemetery, one in Redburn Cemetery and one in Ballyvester Cemetery. This number 
included burials for stillborn children. 

 
The price was £65.00 for the burial of an under 18-year-old, but future charges would 
show an increase of 5% in line with Council policy resulting in an increase of £3.00 to 
£68.00.  Grieving parents could face hundreds of pounds to cover all costs involved 
in funeral and burial arrangements. 

  
Therefore, I proposed that Ards and North Down Borough Council set the marker by 
waiving the cost of opening a grave only for those under 18yrs as a gesture of 
goodwill at a difficult time in any parents’ lives.  
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This of course would be subject to Equality Screening. 
  

I would also ask that a report be brought back to look at similar schemes in England 
and Wales which could be introduced by the NI Assembly. This would in effect be 
that all costs regarding funeral and burial arrangements would be covered by 
government.  
 

Proposed by Alderman Smith, seconded by Councillor Chambers that the Notice of 
Motion be adopted.   
 
Alderman Smith felt that her Notice of Motion was clear but that it was very sad that 
such a request needed to be brought to the Council.  She stated that she could not 
imagine the feeling of loss and pain a parent would have at losing a child. 
 
She had been contacted by a fellow Ulster Unionist Councillor, Julie Flaherty, from 
the Armagh, Banbridge and Craigavon Council.  Julie had lost her own son two 
years previously and had brought her up to date on the information relating to the 
deaths of young people.  The Prime Minister, Theresa May, had asked that a 
Children’s Funeral Fund be set up in England to provide financial support for grieving 
parents of young children.  She sincerely hoped that we in Northern Ireland could 
become part of such a scheme.   
 
It was not intended that the Motion become political and it was recognised that it was 
much too important and sensitive an issue to become such.  Mr Leo O’Reilly,  
Permanent Secretary for the Department for Communities, had stated in his letter to 
Julie dated 3rd April that; 
 
“We (the Department for Communities) have noted that other jurisdictions have 
taken steps to relieve parents from the burden of dealing with the expenditure of a 
burial or cremation of a child.  We will ensure that the introduction of a similar 
scheme in Northern Ireland will be presented for consideration by incoming 
Ministers.” 
 
In the meantime Councils in Northern Ireland had the option of introducing 
discretionary arrangements to waive their burial or cremation fees for children. 
Alderman Smith felt that it was heartening to know that the Permanent Secretary 
now had the item on the agenda for when the next Minister took office. However the 
matter could not be side lined nor forgotten about.  
 
She called on her fellow Councillors to show a small gesture of kindness and set the 
marker by waiving the cost of opening a grave only for those under 18 years of age 
so that grieving parents did not have to pay this. 
 
In turn Members offered support to Alderman Smith’s Notice of Motion.  It was 
encouraging to know that any future Minister to the Northern Ireland Assembly would 
have the proposal presented to them.  The Mayor encouraged everyone to get 
behind the Motion.   
 
Alderman Smith thanked her Council colleagues for their support and was happy that 
the Motion could go through the committee.   
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AGREED, on the proposal of Alderman Smith, seconded by Councillor 
Chambers, that the Notice of Motion be adopted. 
 

15. ANY OTHER NOTIFIED BUSINESS 
 
15.1 Garden Show Ireland 
 
The Garden Show Ireland had taken place in the grounds of Antrim Castle Gardens, 
over the weekend of 4-6 May 2018.  In a joint initiative between the Council’s 
Tourism and Parks sections, a show garden was entered in to the Council Garden 
Best of NI ECO Garden D Category.  Designed and constructed by staff from Ards 
and North Down Borough Council’s Parks and Cemeteries Section, “Tern ’O’ The 
Tide” intended to take the visitor on a tour across the Borough.   
 
Comprising of one of the longest coastlines within a local council area, there was a 
strong coastal theme in the garden.  That was bordered by planting themes from the 
various areas within the Borough depicting the importance of promoting and 
conserving ecological value within urban, rural and coastal settings.   
 
The strong tourism theme was based on promoting the following events within the 
Borough this year:-  
 
Sea Bangor Festival 9-10 June  
Comber Earlies Festival 23 June  
Sea Food Festival 11 August  
 
The Best of NI ECO Garden Category entries included the following Council areas:- 
Ards and North Down  
Mid and East Antrim  
Antrim and Newtownabbey  
Belfast City Council  
 
Construction was completed by 5.00pm on 3 May 2018 with judging taking place 
thereafter, with the awards being announced in the afternoon of 4 May 2018.  
 
The Ards and North Down Borough Council garden was awarded the accolade of 
category winner, with Mid and East Antrim being considered Highly Commended.   
 
The initiative was aimed at showcasing the Borough as a tourism destination, and 
while that was achieved, a significant outcome from the garden construction had 
been the huge benefit in developing collaborative working and team building across 
the Parks and Cemeteries teams.   
 
The award was prestigious, celebrating biodiversity and the Council was delighted to 
win and as a Council we could look forward to future submissions.   
 
Councillor Boyle congratulated the Parks and Cemeteries team on the award and he 
added that it did not surprise him since they did an excellent job.   
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Councillor Menagh also congratulated officers and asked the committee if it would be 
appropriate to ask the Mayor to host a small reception for the winners in the Parlour. 
The Mayor agreed that he would be happy to host a suitable reception.   
 
Councillor Martin wished to put on record the thanks of the Community and 
Wellbeing Committee for the great work that they did on an ongoing basis and asked 
the Chair to pass that on.  The gardens and parks in the borough were outstanding 
and the committee was proud of the work they were doing.   
 
Councillor Edmund endorsed all that had been said and wondered if parts of the 
display could be used at the three upcoming festivals which were being put on by the 
Council.  However, it was noted that the display had now been dismantled but 
certain elements could be retained and that would be investigated.   
 
NOTED. 
 

CLOSING REMARKS 
 
Councillor Brooks informed members of the committee that this was his last meeting 
in the role of Chair.  He thanked Aldermen, Councillors, the Director and officers, and 
finally the Democratic Services Officers.  
 
The Mayor thanked Councillor Brooks for being an exemplary Chair who had acted 
fairly in his role.  He also thanked the Democratic Services Officers who undertook a 
difficult and time-consuming job which was appreciated.   
 
Councillor Martin praised the Chair who had acted with grace at all times and 
recognised that the Community and Wellbeing Committee was not an easy 
committee to Chair but he had done a first class job.   
 
Alderman Smith added her thanks saying that Councillor Brooks had diffused some 
difficult situations and she would miss his style in conducting the meetings.   
 
In response the Chair thanked members and asked Councillor Muir to pass on his 
thanks to the Vice Chair Councillor Douglas.   
 

TERMINATION OF MEETING 
 
The meeting terminated at 10.00 pm. 
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ITEM 9.1.  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Council 

Date of Meeting 30 May 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Environment 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

      

Date of Report 22 May 2018 

File Reference       

Legislation       

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  

      

Subject Consultation on proposed Marine Plan for Northern 
Ireland 

Attachments Appendix 1 - Draft Consultation Response 

 
The Department for Agriculture, Environment and rural Affairs is consulting on the 
proposed Marine Plan for Northern Ireland. The Marine Plan has been developed 
within the framework of the UK Marine Policy Statement.  When adopted, it will be 
used by public authorities in taking decisions which affect or might affect the marine 
area, including authorisation or enforcement decisions, and decisions that relate to 
the exercise of any function capable of affecting the marine area. 
 
The closing date for consultation responses is 1 June 2018, and at the May 
Environment Committee it was agreed to recommend that a Council response be 
drafted by officers for consideration at the meeting of Council on 30th May, 2018.  
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the enclosed draft response to the proposed Marine Plan for 
Northern Ireland be submitted to DAERA on behalf of Council. 
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ITEM 10.1.  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Council 

Date of Meeting 30 May 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Regeneration, Development and Planning 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Temporary Head of Tourism 

Date of Report 18 May 2018 

File Reference TO/TD26 

Legislation       

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  

      

Subject Invitation - 21st Colomban's Day, Friends of 
Columbanus, Brittany 

Attachments Appendix 1 Programme 

 
 
The Council has received an invitation to attend a programme of activity from 
the Mayor of Saint Coulomb and Friends of Columbanus, Brittany to celebrate 
the 21st Columban’s Day, Brittany on 29/30 June 2018.   
 
The invitation has been extended to those towns in Europe who have a 
connection with St Columbanus. 
 
The programme is as follows: 
 
29th June 2018 
 
8.30pm     Chorale concert at Church 
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30th June 2018 
 
10.00am           Boat journey including blessing, unveiling of a new monument 
12 noon            Lunch and welcome to visiting authorities by Mayor Levillain 
1.30 pm            Optional visit to nearby by village to country home 
2.30pm             Variety of afternoon activities 
3.30pm             Church service for visiting local authorities 
4.00pm             Celebration Eucharist 
7.00pm             Musical Concert with evening meal 
10pm                Celtic musical performance 
 

The Council successfully hosted the AGM of the Columban Way on 10 March 2018, 
in Bangor.  Representatives from various Friends of Columbanus attended from Italy, 
France, Switzerland, Austria, Germany and the Republic of Ireland.  A representative 
from Friends of Columbanus, Brittany was not in attendance, at the AGM, but was 
represented by the President of the Friends of Columbanus France based in Luxeuil, 
who represented all French groups. It is understood the above invitation was 
discussed at the AGM informally among attendees, but no formal invitation was 
extended to Council until this time.  It should be noted that an invitation has also 
been extended to the Secretary of the Friends of Columbanus, Bangor to travel at 
their own expense. 
 
This event is not an activity which has been planned with the Christian Heritage 
Working Group and relevant budget and therefore the Tourism unit has no budget 
aligned for attendance either for Members or Officers in 18/19.  The indicative cost  
for one person to attend the two day programme is £450 (includes flight from Belfast 
Int/Stansted/Dinard, taxi transfers to Saint Coulomb, day two meals plus 2 nights’ 
accommodation). There are no meetings scheduled within the programme, so no 
Officer attendance is required or recommended. The primary aim appears to be 
relationship development with broader local authority ‘Friends’ Groups in Europe.  To 
date, the Council’s work in this area has had no contact with this group directly, but if 
a representative from the Friends of Columbanus, Bangor does attend, that 
representative will be able to feed back to the Christian Heritage Group in due 
course. It is also noted that the Mayor will be in attendance at another engagement 
at this time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Council decline this invitation on this occasion, but 
welcomes the opportunity for the Friends of Columbanus, Brittany to extend any 
similar activities in due course via regular correspondence. 
 













Northern Ireland Local Government Association 
Bradford Court, Upper Galwally, Castlereagh, BT8 6RB 

Tel: 028 9079 8972 email: office@nilga.org web: www.nilga.org twitter: @NI_LGA 
 

Mr Stephen Reid 
Chief Executive 
Ards and North Down Borough Council 
Town Hall 
The Castle 
Bangor          4th May 2018 
BT20 4BT 

NILGA CONFERENCE - DIARY DATE 
 

 

THE LEARNING, NETWORKING AND RECOGNITION EVENT OF THE COUNCIL 
YEAR  

 

NILGA LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE, EXHIBITION & GALA AWARDS DINNER 

11TH OCTOBER 2018, ARMAGH CITY HOTEL 
 

 

Dear Stephen  
 

The 2018 NILGA Annual Conference, Exhibition and Gala Awards Dinner will be held on 
Thursday 11th October 2018 in the Armagh City Hotel.    
 
“Building Sustainable Communities, Delivering a Better Northern Ireland for Everyone” 
 
Identifies and proposes actions around the key roles councils play in shaping places, driving 
the economy as well as what’s to come in terms of challenges, powers and transformations 
needed, in the complex future we face.  

Councils and local economies are increasingly at the forefront of the enterprise, health, 
regeneration and investment landscape of Northern Ireland.   
 
Working in partnership with sponsors, SOLACE and councils we welcome the attendance of 
councillors and officers from your council at the main learning, networking and recognition 
event of the Council Calendar Year.  
 
To support this, we are offering an early bird discount offer...  
 

 

BOOK 2 PLACES AT THE NILGA CONFERENCE & GALA AWARDS DINNER  
BY 29TH JUNE 2018 & GET 2 PLACES FREE... 

 

ALL ADDITIONAL PLACES AT MEMBER COUNCIL 
CONFERENCE RATE OF ONLY £75 (+VAT) 

CONFERENCE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT AWARDS £125 (+VAT)  
 

 (please see attached booking form) 
 

 

Should you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact Mark Maher, Communication 
and Engagement Officer at the NILGA office.  We are looking forward to a great event!   
 
Yours sincerely,  

 
Derek McCallan, CEO, NILGA 
Enc. NILGA conference booking form, outline draft conference agenda.  

mailto:office@nilga.org
http://www.nilga.org/
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NILGA ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2018 
 

Building Sustainable Communities. 
 

Delivering a Better Northern Ireland for Everyone 

 
 

Northern Ireland Local Government Association 
Bradford Court, Upper Galwally, Castlereagh,BT8 6RB 

 

tel: 028 9079 8972    web: www.nilga.org    twitter: @NI_LGA @NILGA_EER  #teamlocgovni 
 

Hosted by Broadcaster - Mark Carruthers  
OPENING SESSION 
8.30 - 9.30 Registration  
9.30 - 9.35 Welcome  

Lord Mayor, Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon Borough Council  
9.35 - 9.55 Political Keynote Addresses: National / Regional Government  

Representatives from UK and Irish Government and Members of Legislative Assembly 
9.55 – 10.10 NILGA & SOLACE Response/Address to conference 

NILGA President 
10.10 - 10.20 From the Audience  Q&A Session 
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES – OUR HEALTHY PEOPLE (KAREN) 
10.20 – 10.35 Community resilience, mental health & wellbeing 

Lisa McIlherron, Inspire  
10.35 – 10.50 Addressing challenges and inequalities in health and social care – council civic 

leadership and service provision 
Liz Redmond, Dir. of Population Health, DoH (invited) 

10.50 – 11.05 Panel Discussion/Q& A session  
11. 05 – 11.35 Refreshment Break / Networking / Engagement with sponsors / exhibitors 
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES -  OUR ECONOMY & TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION (LISA/ KS)     
11.35 – 11.55 Carnegie – Wales Time for Towns work 

Jen Wallace and Lauren Pennycook  
11.55 – 12.15 Association of Town Centre Management 
12.15 - 12.30 Panel Discussion/ Q&A Session   
12.30 – 14.00 Lunch / Networking / Engagement with Sponsors / Exhibitors  
PILLAR 3 -  SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES - OUR ENVIRONMENT (KAREN)   
14.00 – 14.20 Mike Barry, Director Plan A, Marks and Spencer 
14.20 – 14.40 Leithers don’t litter? 

Rob Hopkins,Totnes Transition Town? (invited)                      
14.40 - 15.00 Panel Q&A Session 
15.00 – 15.30 Refreshment Break / Networking / Engagement with Sponsors / Exhibitors 
DEVOLUTION & SOLACE SESSIONS (DEREK)  
15.30 - 16.40 (1) A BETTER N IRELAND: RESPONSIBLE, RESOURCED LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Dr Peter Kenway, Co-founder, New Policy Institute  
Derek McCallan, Chief Executive, NILGA 
Interactive Session on Democracy, Devolution & Improving Public Service Delivery 
 
(2) SOLACE SENIOR OFFICERS’ SESSION 

16.40 – 17.00 Closing Keynote  
Neil McInroy, Progressive Economics – People and Place Matter 

17.00 NILGA Conference Delegates Prize Draws 
 Conference Close & Local Government Gala Awards Prelude 



The boss invites you 
to dine with him... 

Business Name 

 

Genuine Collaboration: Real Impact 
 

 

Date: Thursday 21st June 2018 
 
Time: 2.00—4.30pm 
 
Venue: Seagoe Hotel, Portadown, Armagh, 
 BT63 5JE 
 

 

Northern Ireland Local Government Association 
Bradford Court, Upper Galwally, Castlereagh,  

BT8 6RB 
 

tel: 028 9079 8972    web: www.nilga.org    twitter: 
@NI_LGA @NILGA_EER  #teamlocgovni 

NILGA Community Planning and 
Wellbeing Network Event  
Thursday 21st June 2018  
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ITEM 10.5.  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Council  

Date of Meeting 30 May 2018 

Responsible Director Chief Executive 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

      

Date of Report 24 May 2018 

File Reference CX62 

Legislation       

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒             No     ☐        Not Applicable  ☐ 

Subject Invitation - Cardiff Bay Vision - Waterfront Regeneration 
Conference, 31 May 2018 

Attachments Copy of Conference Programme 

 
An invitation has been received by the Chief Executive from Professor Terry Stevens 
for him to attend a one day conference to be held on 31 May 2018 in the Exchange 
Hotel, Cardiff Bay. 
 
The Conference is in association with the Volvo Ocean Race Festival being held in 
Cardiff and the theme is “The Vision for the Future of Cardiff Bay. Exploring 
opportunities and challenges for the development of Cardiff Bay in the context of 
Cardiff Council’s new vision for the City and its waterfront”. 
 
Members will recall that Professor Stevens presented to a Member workshop in 
2016 to then guide the thinking toward the waterfront development in Bangor.  He is 
leading the Conference and feels that the content would make a good contribution to 
the development of the Bangor Waterfront Masterplan, which is underway, and the 
emerging Queen’s Parade project. 
 
A copy of the Programme is attached for information and, whilst the focus is on the 
learning from Cardiff Bay, there is a relevant international perspective too. 
 
Professor Stevens has arranged for a specific site visit to three projects in Cardiff 
which he believes are relevant to regeneration in Bangor and the Borough.   
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There is no delegate fee for the Chief Executive to attend the Conference as it is by 
invitation, no accommodation is required and the day return flight to Cardiff is a cost 
of £59.00. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Council approves the attendance of the Chief Executive 
at the Cardiff Bay Vision – Waterfront Regeneration Conference on 31 May 2018 at 
a cost of return flight from Belfast to Cardiff. 
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ITEM 13  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Council 

Date of Meeting 30 May 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Organisational Development and 
Administration 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

      

Date of Report 23 May 2018 

File Reference       

Legislation S75 Northern Ireland Act 1998 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  

      

Subject Equality Impact Assessment:  Final Decision Report - 
Decision to name Council’s new-build leisure facility in 
Newtownards as ‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and 
Leisure Complex’  

Attachments Final Decision Report 

 
At the Council meeting on 29th November 2017 the Council decided that the name 
for the new build Leisure Centre in Newtownards should be ‘Ards Blair Mayne 
Wellbeing and Leisure Complex’. 
 
In line with the Council’s Section 75 Statutory duties and further to the screening of 
the decision an Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) was to be carried out.  A 12 
week consultation period ended on 4 May 2018 and a Final Decision Report has 
been prepared to assist the Council in reaching its final decision. 
 
The report attached includes a summary of the evidence presented from the 
consultation on the potential equality of opportunity and good relations impacts of the 
decision.  It also includes the findings of the process and preliminary 
recommendations resulting from the EQIA along with potential mitigating measures 
which the Council may choose to introduce to minimise any negative impacts. 
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As part of the EQIA Consultation process, along with the option that no mitigation 
was required (as the proposed name was acceptable), the three mitigating options 
were presented (see 5.2): 
 

1. An alternative name is selected for the Complex 
2. An alternative name is selected for the Complex, with a room or facility named 

after Blair Mayne 
3. An alternative name is selected for the Complex, and an area of the facility is 

used to create a display to recognise Blair Mayne and others from the 
Borough who have had significant sporting achievements, or made a 
significant contribution to sport and leisure within the Borough i.e. a 'Hall of 
Fame' 

 
It is critical that the Council considers all of the quantitative and qualitative 
information contained in the report. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Council: 
 
Firstly, approves and adopts the Final EQIA Report and then; 
 
Secondly, gives due consideration to the Report and all available options, including 
those involving mitigating measures, before reaching a final decision on a name for 
the Leisure Complex that is inclusive for all who work, live or visit the Borough. 



 

 

 

 

Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA)  

    

Decision to name Ards & North Down Borough 

Council’s new-build leisure facility in 

Newtownards as:  

 

‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and  

Leisure Complex’ 
 

Final Decision Report 

 

         

 

Final                                                       23nd May 2018 
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1. Introduction 
The first step of the Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) process provides background 

information on the EQIA process and the policy in question, including the process of policy 

development, how decisions were reached and the aims of the policy. 

As part of its continuing commitment to provide high quality leisure facilities throughout the 
Borough, Ards and North Down Borough Council agreed to build a new leisure facility in 
Newtownards to replace the existing Ards Leisure Centre at William Street. It is anticipated 
that the new facility will be open in December 2018. At a cost of more than £30m, the 
Complex showcases the Council’s commitment to improved health and wellbeing within the 
Borough.   

Stakeholder engagement on the naming of the facility commenced in March 2017 and 
involved working with potential users, sports partners, Elected Members and employees. 
This was to identify a name that communicated the ethos of the leisure and recreational 
provision across the Borough, and was complementary of the other major leisure facility in 
the Borough, being The Bangor Aurora Aquatic and Leisure Complex.   

Further to a series of stakeholder events at which various proposals were brought forward 
and discussed, it was agreed by the Community and Wellbeing Committee on 15 November 
2017 to recommend to the Council, ‘that Council’s new leisure facility in Newtownards be 
named ‘Ards Blair Mayne Leisure Complex.’   

However, at full Council in November 2017 it was agreed to amend the proposed name to 
Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex. In line with Section 75 statutory duties 
and further to the screening of this decision, a draft EQIA Consultation Report was prepared 
in January and February 2018, and was then published for consultation over a 12 week 
period ending 4 May 2018.  This Final EQIA Decision Report has been prepared to assist the 
Council in making a final decision on the name of the leisure facility and includes: 

• a summary of the evidence presented in the Consultation Report on the potential 
equality of opportunity and good relations impacts of the policy; 

• the findings of the consultation process; 

• a preliminary recommendations resulting from the EQIA, along with potential 
mitigating measures which the Council may choose to introduce to minimise any 
negative impacts. 

After the Council has made a decision, details of this will be included in this report which will 
then be published on the Council’s website.  
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1.1 The EQIA process 

The Council is committed to implementing the statutory duties under Section 75 of the 
Northern Ireland Act 1998, which require that, in carrying out its functions relating to 
Northern Ireland, a public authority must have due regard to the need to promote equality 
of opportunity: 

 

• between persons of different - 
o religious belief; 
o political opinion; 
o racial group; 
o age; 
o marital status; 
o sexual orientation; or 

• between men and women generally; 

• between persons with a disability and persons without; and 

• between persons with dependants and persons without. 
 
Without prejudice to that obligation, a public authority is also required, in carrying out its 
functions, to have regard to the desirability of promoting good relations between people of 
different religious belief, political opinion or racial group. 

Schedule 9 of the Act sets out the detailed procedure for implementing these duties 
including the carrying out of screening exercises and EQIAs.  When undertaking an EQIA, the 
Council closely follows the guidance published by the Equality Commission for Northern 
Ireland which recommends that there should be seven steps in the process : 

Step 1:  Definition of the aims of the policy 
Step 2:  Consideration of available data and research 
Step 3:  Assessment of potential and actual impacts 
Step 4: Consideration of alternative policies and mitigating measures  
Step 5: Formal consultation 
Step 6: Decision and publication of the results of the EQIA 
Step 7: Monitoring for negative impact. 
 

1.2 Definition of the aims of the policy 

The Council’s decision to name the facility falls under the ‘Ards and North Down Borough 
Council Policy on Requests to Name Council Facilities’, a policy that was formally adopted by 
the Council in November 2015. 

The Council’s current policy on the naming of Council facilities states:  

‘Ards and North Down Borough Council wishes to adopt a consistent approach to 
dealing with requests to name Council Facilities. “The Council is minded to ensure 
such decisions promote equality of opportunity and good relations”.’   

All names should normally comprise two parts. 
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The first part of the name must: 
 

• Not be considered offensive* to any group or individual within the Borough.   
 

*A name will be considered offensive if it can be interpreted to be abusive, antagonistic, 
discourteous, disrespectful, lurid or rude. 

 

• Not be the surname of any living person or a name which can be clearly attributed to 
any living person.  Council will however consider an application to name a facility 
after an individual who is deceased and has made an extraordinary contribution* in 
some way to the Borough and its residents or public life in general. 
 

*An extraordinary contribution must have benefitted a significant number of people 
and/or been made over a significant period of time, must be fundamentally philanthropic 
and must comply with the seven principles of conduct underpinning public life 
(selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership). 

The second part of the name should be appropriate to the physical resource.  For example, 
“Hall”, “Centre”, “Playing Fields” etc. 

 

At the Council meeting on Wednesday 29 November 2017 the reason cited for the decision 
to name the facility after Blair Mayne was his undoubted sporting prowess.  Blair Mayne 
was born in Newtownards and was a keen sports person who had in his past played rugby 
for Ireland and the British Lions, and represented his country at golf and boxing.   With his 
history of sporting achievement, it was suggested that this name would give Blair Mayne the 
due recognition he deserved, while also leaving a legacy for future generations.  

A statue of Blair Mayne was erected in Newtownards town centre in 1997, funded by public 
subscriptions. The surplus arising from public subscriptions has been set into a bursary 
award fund to benefit young people of 25 years or under within the Borough striving for 
excellence in the categories of academic achievement, sport or adventure training. Bursaries 
are awarded annually via a competitive process. Blair Mayne Road North and Blair Mayne 
Road South have also been named in Newtownards.    

Blair Mayne has a military history from World War II including being a member of the 
Special Air Service (SAS). He was honoured with the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) with 
Three Bars, the Légion d’Honneur and the Croix de Guerre for his wartime achievements. It 
is also noted that while Blair Mayne is locally recognised as having lived in Newtownards he 
is well known outside the area. 

This decision was therefore identified as requiring an EQIA as the name raised concerns that 
it could have a potential adverse impact for employees and potential users given Blair 
Mayne’s military history.  It was also identified that it could be considered by some as an 
inappropriate name for a leisure complex that aspires to be inclusive and to provide 
facilities for all members of the community, irrespective of identity. 

Other relevant Council policies and documents include: 

• Ards and North Down Borough Council - Corporate Plan 

• Ards and North Down Borough Equality Scheme 
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• Good Relations Strategy and Action Plan 

• Lands and Property Policy 

• Corporate Complaints policy and procedure 

• Dignity at Work Policy and Procedures 

• Requests to Name Council Facilities 

• Ards and North Down Borough Council Pricing Schedule 2016-2017 

• Blair Mayne Bursary and arrangements to administer the bursary 

• Name/brand for the replacement Ards Leisure Centre 

The EQIA process requires that, if it is decided that the policy has an adverse impact on one 
or more of the nine equality grounds, a series of alternatives should be put forward for 
consideration, and an assessment of the possible impact of these alternatives undertaken.  
In other words, the Council must consider measures that might mitigate any identified or 
perceived adverse impact and alternative ways of delivering the policy aims that have a less 
adverse impact on the relevant equality ground(s) or that better promote equality of 
opportunity and good relations.   

The Equality Commission Guidance on this section advises that the Council should give 
consideration to options/measures which might mitigate any adverse impact, and to 
alternative policies which might better achieve the promotion of equality of opportunity. 
The guidance states:  

The consideration of mitigating measures and alternative policies is at the heart of the 
EQIA process. Different options must be developed which reflect different ways of 
delivering the policy aims. The consideration of these measures is intertwined with the 
consideration of alternative policies. Mitigation can take the form of lessening the severity of 
the adverse impact. 

Ways of delivering policy aims that have a less adverse effect on the relevant equality 
category, or which better promote equality of opportunity for the relevant equality category, 
must in particular be considered.  

Consideration must be given to whether separate implementation strategies are necessary 
for the policy to be effective for the relevant group. 

  

While there may be a view that no mitigation is required (and this option was available in 
the public consultation), the following potential mitigating actions were offered for 
consideration:  

• Option 1: An alternative name is selected for the facility, with no further mitigating 
measures; 

• Option 2: An alternative name is selected for the facility, with a room named after 
Blair Mayne.  (This will necessitate a review of the Council’s current naming policy) 

• Option 3: An alternative name is selected for the facility, and an area of the facility is 
used to create a display to recognise Blair Mayne and others from the Borough who 
have had significant sporting achievements, or made a significant contribution to 
sport and leisure within the Borough  
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2. Assessment of Available Data and Research 
The second step of the equality impact assessment process considers whether available 
data and research can provide an insight into the potential impacts on people in the 
various Section 75 categories.  This chapter summarises the available information which 
was presented in the Draft EQIA Consultation Report. 

Data was initially brought together to screen the naming decision.  These data were both 
quantitative and qualitative and included population data based on the 2011 census and 
staff profile data, these being the most recent population statistics available across 
Northern Ireland (see Appendix 1 and 2).  

Various attitude surveys (including Equality Commission for Northern Ireland ‘Do You Mean 
Me’ surveys) were also scrutinised at that time in an attempt to gauge opinions and 
perceptions that would be of immediate relevance to this EQIA, but unfortunately none 
were identified. 

Press coverage and Facebook comments from local press and social media on the 
appropriateness, or otherwise, of the proposed name and some references to the history of 
the individual, both in relation to his sporting achievements and military career, are 
available from a range of sources.   

 

3. Consultation  

An important stage of the EQIA process is formal consultation with stakeholders and  

interested parties in order to obtain their views on the various options described in the 

EQIA report.  The Council is committed to consultation which is timely, open and inclusive, 

and conducted in accordance with the Equality Commission’s Guiding Principles.  The 

consultation period in respect of this EQIA lasted for 12 weeks (from February 12th 2018 to 

May 4th 2018) and attracted a substantial response.  This chapter outlines the consultation 

process and summarises the responses. 

Chapter 3 of the Council’s Equality Scheme commits the Council to a consultation period 
normally lasting for a minimum of twelve weeks, to allow adequate time for groups to 
consult amongst themselves as part of the process of forming a view.  

Mindful of this commitment, the present consultation period ran from Monday 12 February 
2018 until Friday 4 May 2018. 

For the purpose of this EQIA, the Council has committed to carrying out a transparent and 
meaningful consultation with a broad range of stakeholders in a range of formats and 
selected locations.  

 

3.1 Consultation methodology  

All consultees listed in the Council’s Equality Scheme were informed of the EQIA by email 
and the EQIA consultation document and accompanying questionnaire was made available 
on the Council’s website consultation page at www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/eqia.  The 

http://www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/eqia
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questionnaire included a covering explanation and request for completion as the Council 
aimed to gather as broad a range of comments as possible.  

A staff questionnaire was also made available to all employees of Ards and North Down 
Borough Council on line through the Councils ANDi intranet site and in hard copy at a range 
of Council facilities where employees are based.  The questionnaire included a covering 
explanation and request for completion, as the Council aimed to garner as broad a range of 
opinion as possible. The questionnaire was completed confidentially either on line or as a 
paper version with an addressed envelope, to be returned to the Compliance Officer 
(Equality and Safeguarding) marked EQIA Response. All paper responses were input onto 
the system before the closing date of 4th May 2018. 

The stakeholders’ questionnaire was issued to Bangor Aurora employees also with a 
covering explanation and request for completion. The questionnaire was completed 
confidentially by those who chose to take part in the consultation. 

Focused consultation was carried out with the Ards and North Down Borough Council’s 
External Consultative Panel on Equality and Good Relations (Section 75) at a challenge 
workshop arranged to deal exclusively with the EQIA.  

The Council’s Consultative Panel on Equality and Good Relation (Section 75) is made up of a 
maximum of 30 members that represent the range of Section 75 dimensions.  These 
individuals give their time voluntarily and each, with their unique multiple identities, give a 
breadth of living experiences. 

All individuals receive training on the role of a consultative panel member, the needs and 
aspirations of Section 75, the duties and responsibilities on public authorities and the need 
to ‘think outside their identities’. Working collectively and as individuals they make a 
significant contribution to the focused consultation process. 

Individuals are selected from representative organisations, locally and regionally, depending 
on the category and the engagement the Council has or has had with these organisations.   
Recruitment is through engagement with the groups and each has their individual selection 
criteria.  Some will select individuals from their representative group/organisation whilst 
some will select through a recruitment and selection process.  

Membership is not time limited as through challenge workshops and training members 
learn from one another and the experience and learning is considered of great value.  When 
individuals wish to leave, where a group no longer exists or wishes to be represented this is 
accepted and a replacement individual or organisation sourced.   As all individuals have 
hidden dimensions the main criteria identified is to aim to balance gender, age and 
perceived community background. 

The role of the Consultative Panel has significantly assisted in delivering the most positive 
outcomes from the Section 75 agenda for the Council through developing open and 
meaningful consultation on all issues around the Section 75 duties and responsibilities. 

Leisure employees were invited to attend events where they were able to present their 
views verbally, either in groups or as individuals. These were advertised widely at various 
locations and at various times to accommodate all employees. Two events were facilitated 
at the Ards Leisure Centre to ensure engagement with the current employees at the Council 
leisure facilities. 
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The stakeholders’ questionnaire, with a covering explanation and request for completion, 
was issued to Bangor Aurora employees1. The questionnaire was completed confidentially. 

Two public meetings were arranged in Ards Leisure Centre, Newtownards at different times 
and on different days of the week. These events were advertised widely using social media 
and local press publications.  

The EQIA was advertised within the Borough and across Northern Ireland using the 
publications of the Belfast Telegraph, Irish News, Co. Down Spectator and Newtownards 
Chronicle. The advertisement indicated the methods of engagement with the Council. It also 
offered meetings with individuals as required.  

The Council’s social media and website was used to inform readers of the EQIA and the 
consultation period and how they may participate. Stakeholders were informed as to how to 
participate in confidence should they choose to remain anonymous. 

In addition to meetings, there was a substantial response to the consultation process from 
all sections of the community.  Responses included: 

• 1,656 completed response forms, submitted anonymously by members of the public 
on line and by post2; 

• 95 completed staff questionnaires, submitted anonymously by post or email (three 
respondents work in the current Ards Leisure Centre); 

• One formal written submission from the Equality Commission 

• One email containing one comment only (comment included in comments analysis) 

Findings from the consultation are presented below by the following headings: 

3.2 Public Questionnaire Responses 
3.3 Staff Questionnaire Responses 
3.4 Written Responses 
3.5 External Consultative Panel 
3.6 Public Meetings 
3.7 Staff Meetings 
3.8 Analysis of Social Media 

 

3.2 Public Questionnaire Responses 

1,656 completed response forms were received. The response form included demographic 
questions about gender, religion and age, although it was made clear that this information 
was sought on a voluntary basis and not every respondent answered every question.  As 
respondents could self-select the categories with which they identified, the accuracy of the 
information cannot be verified. 

It is standard practice to allow response forms of this type to be submitted anonymously in 
order to maximise the response rate.  However, this approach does not allow for the testing 
of the reliability and/or validity of the data collected.  

                                                      
1 Bangor Aurora are not employed directly by the Council but were identified as a group with a particular 

interest in this EQIA. 
2 It should be noted that a number of blank forms were received and these have not been included in the total. 
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It was noted that the same computer ID was used on some responses, however it could be 
plausible that more than one person used the computer and the responses were not 
identical, hence all responses (n = 1656) have been included in the following analysis.   
 

Table 3.2.1: Response rate by gender, religion, ethnic origin and age 
 

 No. of responses 

Total responses 1,656 (100%) 

Gender:  

    Male 870 (53%) 

    Female 728 (44%) 

    No response 58 (4%) 

Religion:  

    Protestant 867 (52%) 

    Roman Catholic 224 (14%) 

    None 341 (21%) 

    Other 104 (6%) 

    No response 120 (7%) 

Racial group:  

    White 1,490 (90%) 

    Chinese 6 (0%) 

    Other  32 (2%) 

    No response 128 (8%) 

Age:  

    Under 30 249 (15%) 

    Aged 31-59 years 1,141 (69%) 

    Older (60+) 210 (13%) 

    No response 56 (3%) 

 

Table 3.2.1 shows a healthy level of response from across various sections of the 
community. Of those indicating their identity, a majority of respondents were male (53%), 
while 52% were self-declared as Protestant, 14% Roman Catholic and 27% either ‘None’ or 
‘Other’. This compares with 75% self-declared as Protestant, 13% Roman Catholic and 12% 
Other/None in the 2011 Census in the Borough. This suggests a slight over-representation of 
those declaring either Roman Catholic or Other/None in the present sample. 

Only 38 respondents (2%) indicated that they were from minority ethnic communities, a 
figure that is broadly in line with the 2011 census for the Borough (1.5%).  

The age profile of the sample reveals a majority over the age of 30 years, although those 
over 60 years comprised only 13%, in comparison with a figure of 20% for those aged over 
65 years for the Borough as a whole, according to the 2011 Census. This would suggest that 
the sample may be skewed towards younger age groups.  
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Results are presented below by question. 

 

Question 2: In general, do you agree with the Council’s proposal to call its replacement 
Leisure Complex ‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex’? 
Table 3.2.2 

Agreement with name  

Yes 1,143 (69%) 

No 459 (28%) 

Don’t know 27 (2%) 

No opinion 27 (2%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

 

In total, around two thirds of respondents (69%) agreed with the proposal. 76% of men 

were in agreement and 62% of women, but a more significant divide was evident when 

considering responses by community background. While a large majority of Protestants 

(78%) supported the proposal, this figure fell to 42% among Roman Catholic respondents, 

with a majority (55%) indicating that they did not agree. Older respondents, and especially 

those aged over 60 years (80%) showed the strongest support for the proposal, while those 

aged under 30 years were less supportive (65%). 

 

Question 3: What effect do you think the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex' will have on good relations within and between different communities in the 
Ards and North Down Borough? 
Table 3.2.3 

Impact on good relations  

Very Positive Impact 528 (32%) 

Positive Impact 243 (15%) 

No Impact 524 (32%) 

Negative Impact 230 (14%) 

Very Negative Impact 131 (8%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

 

47% of respondents thought the name would have a positive impact while 22% felt the 

impact would be negative, with nearly a third (32%) indicating that they thought the impact 

would be neutral. Further breakdowns suggested that men (53%) were more inclined to see 

a positive impact than women (41%), and by community background the differences were 

even more stark. Only 27% of those self-declared as Roman Catholic saw a positive impact 

compared with 54% of Protestants, and nearly a quarter (22%) of Roman Catholic 

respondents stated that the impact would be very negative. Differences by age and ethnicity 

were less noticeable. 
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Question 4: As part of its EQIA, the Council must consider some options which could 
minimise the potential adverse impact. Which of the following do you think could be most 
effective? 
Table 3.2.4 

Options3  

I do not consider that any mitigation is required as I do not 
believe there to be any potential adverse impact 

1,104 (67%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex 184 (11%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex, with a room or 
facility named after Blair Mayne 

129 (8%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex, and an area of 
the facility is used to create a display to recognise Blair Mayne 
and others from the Borough who have had significant sporting 
achievements, or made a significant contribution to sport and 
leisure within the Borough i.e. a 'Hall of Fame' 

200 (12%) 

Something else 39 (2%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

 

Two thirds of respondents (67%) did not feel that there was any need for mitigation, with 
31% arguing for an alternative name. Of the latter, opinion was divided between an 
alternative name alone (11%), or an alternative with some part of the Complex named after 
Blair Mayne (20%). Alternative names included variations on Blair Mayne (14), Ards or other 
landmark names (78), with 102 suggesting a new and neutral name. 

Gender differences were marked, with 75% of male respondents indicating that mitigation 
was not required in comparison with 58% of women. Among Roman Catholics, only 41% felt 
that mitigation was unnecessary in comparison with 74% of Protestants. 28% of Roman 
Catholics suggested an alternative name for the complex, with a further 27% advocating an 
alternative name with some other recognition of Blair Mayne in the complex. 

Furthermore, 58% of those aged under 30 years suggested there was no mitigation 
required, in comparison with 79% of those aged over 60 years, with opinion equally divided 
between alternatives. 

Question 5: Do you think that the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex' 
will affect your future use of the Complex?  
Table 3.2.5 

Impact on your future use of facilities  

Definitely use more 292 (18%) 

Possibly use more 217 (13%) 

No effect 928 (56%) 

Possibly use less 93 (6%) 

Definitely use less 126 (8%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

                                                      
3Respondents could also indicate if they preferred none of these options.  
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Although 31% indicated that the name may incline them to use the Complex more often, 
13% suggested that the name could act as a ‘chill factor’, and including 8% who stated 
‘definitely use less’. Differences by age, gender and ethnic origin were not significant 
although 16% of women respondents stated that they would be less inclined to use the 
Complex, compared with 11% of men. 
 
Question 6: Do you think that the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex' 
could have an impact on other users and potential users accessing the Complex?  
Table 3.2.6 

Impact on others’ future use of facilities  

Definitely use more 188 (11%) 

Possibly use more 192 (12%) 

No effect 883 (53%) 

Possibly use less 248 (15%) 

Definitely use less 145 (9%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

 

When asked the same question about potential use, but in relation to potential impact on 
others and not themselves, the percentage of those stating that others would be likely to 
use the Complex less frequently rises to 24%. Among Roman Catholics who were surveyed 
the figure rises to almost half (49%), compared to 16% among Protestant respondents. 28% 
of female respondents and 27% of those aged under 30 years also felt that use by others 
would fall because of the name. 

 

Table 3.2.7: Current usage of Ards Leisure Centre 

Do you currently use any of the facilities at the existing Ards 

Leisure Centre 

 

Most days 82 (5%) 

1-2 times per week 314 (19%) 

1-2 times per month 407 (25%) 

1-2 times per year 526 (32%) 

Never 327 (20%) 

TOTAL 1,656 (100%) 

 

327 respondents have never used any of the facilities at the existing Ards Leisure Centre, 
396 (24%) use the facilities more than twice a week. 
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Table 3.2.8: Current usage of Ards Leisure Centre by agreement with name 

Current use of leisure 

centre/agree with 

name 

Most 

days/ 

1-2 times 

per week 

1-2 times 

per 

month 

1-2 times 

per year 

Never All 

Yes 247 

(62%) 

316 

(78%) 

354 

(67%) 

226 

(69%) 

1,143 

(69%) 

No 141 

(36%) 

85 

(21%) 

149 

(28%) 

84 

(26%) 

459 

(28%) 

Don’t know/No opinion 8 

(2%) 

6 

(1%) 

23 

(4%) 

17 

(5%) 

54 

(3%) 

TOTAL 396 

(100%) 

407 

(100%) 

526 

(100%) 

327 

(100%) 

1,656 

(100%) 

 

Approximately a third of those who use facilities at the current Ards Leisure Centre do not 
agree with the proposed name (31%) compared to a quarter (26%) who never use the 
facilities. 

 

Table 3.2.9: Current usage of Ards Leisure Centre by impact on good relations 

Current use of leisure 

centre/effect on good 

relations 

Most 

days 

1-2 

times 

per 

week 

1-2 

times 

per 

month 

1-2 

times 

per year 

Never All 

Positive effect 43 

(52%) 

147 

(47%) 

215 

(53%) 

228 

(43%) 

138 

(42%) 

771 

(47%) 

No effect 20 

(24%) 

75 

(24%) 

122 

(30%) 

173 

(33%) 

134 

(41%) 

524 

(32%) 

Negative effect 19 

(23%) 

92 

(29%) 

70 

(17%) 

125 

(24%) 

55 

(17%) 

361 

(22%) 

TOTAL 82 

(100%) 

314 

(100%) 

407 

(100%) 

526 

(100%) 

327 

(100%) 

1,656 

(100%) 

 

While half of those who use the current leisure centre think the name will have a positive 
effect on good relations – one in four of these frequent users thought it would have a 
negative effect. Both these stronger feelings dropped when compared to those who don’t 
use the facilities. 
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Table 3.2.10: Current usage of Ards Leisure Centre by future usage 

Current use of 

leisure centre/ 

future usage 

Most 

days 

(current) 

1-2 

times 

per 

week 

(current) 

1-2 

times 

per 

month 

(current) 

1-2 

times 

per year 

(current) 

Never 

(current) 

All 

Definitely use more 

(future) 

20 

(24%) 

57 

(18%) 

88 

(22%) 

83 

(16%) 

44 

(13%) 

292 

(18%) 

Possibly use more 

(future) 

8 

(10%) 

27 

(9%) 

61 

(15%) 

80 

(15%) 

41 

(13%) 

217 

(13%) 

No change (future) 37 

(45%) 

172 

(55%) 

205 

(50%) 

294 

(56%) 

220 

(67%) 

928 

(56%) 

Possibly use less 

(future) 

5 

(6%) 

28 

(9%) 

23 

(6%) 

28 

(5%) 

9 

(3%) 

93 

(6%) 

Definitely use less 

(future) 

12 

(15%) 

30 

(10%) 

30 

(7%) 

41 

(8%) 

13 

(4%) 

126 

(8%) 

TOTAL 82 

(100%) 

314 

(100%) 

407 

(100%) 

526 

(100%) 

327 

(100%) 

1,656 

(100%) 

 

Of those who are currently using the facilities most days, 21% (17) will use the future 
facilities less based on the name. However, 26% (85) have indicated that they will use the 
facilities more.  

Additional Comments 

The questionnaire included a number of occasions when additional comments could be 
included, either general comments or in response to a particular question. These have been 
summarised in the table overleaf. As each questionnaire was analysed, significant 
words/themes were identified and similar words were grouped with these (for example 
“tribute to Blair Mayne’s sporting success” includes comments such as ‘rugby 
achievements’, ‘local sportsman’, ‘fine athlete’ among others – another example is “rename 
something vibrant, new and neutral” includes comments such as ‘a working name would 
cause less issues (eg Dairy Hall)’, ‘Keep this space with neutral identity’, ‘It’s too awkward’, 
‘This will be a new modern building, why not give it a name that suits a new modern 
generation of people.’). One respondent has not been double counted within the categories 
below (i.e. if they made the same comment for all 5 questions this comment has only been 
counted once).  
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Table 3.2.11: Public Additional Comments 

Comment Type Theme Examples Number 

Alternative 
Names 

Shared 
neutral 
names 

Rename something vibrant, new and neutral 
(e.g. Avator) 

103 

No need for any person’s name to be 
attached to building 

143 

Ards Leisure Centre  114 

Other Ards landmarks/geographical areas 
(e.g. Dairy Hall, Scrabo, Strangford, 
Castlebawn) 

76 

Are there no females or other sporting stars? 3 

Frivolous 
Names 

Alternative frivolous names were suggested 
including Mickey Mouse clubhouse 

4 

Alternative 
Names 

Within the policy (Harry Cavan), Outside the 
policy- (Martyn Irvine, Bethany Firth, 
Christine Blakely, Jimmy Menagh, Owen 
Dorrian) 

6 

Blair Mayne  

This is 
appropriate 
recognition 

Honouring a local hero 297 

Tribute to a war hero 313 

Tribute to Blair Mayne’s sporting success 233 

Great choice, well deserved, inspiration 557 

Alternative name suggested still based 
around Blair Mayne 

9 

Should not 
be used as 

His name and lifestyle does not suggest 
health and wellbeing 

90 

Not a role model 24 

Unknown sporting achievements 130 

He is already commemorated elsewhere in 
the council 

73 

Linked to war 71 

Good relations  

Divisive/controversial/offensive name 183 

Bringing up the past 63 

Compares to other council naming after 
Nationalist 

42 

Polarise community/only a small minority 
will be affected/not representative of whole 
community 

263 

Affects visitors to the area 153 

Poor community relations 45 

Non Section 75  

Too long a name/”stupid” name 175 

Waste of resources doing this consultation 82 

Name should be chosen by public 24 

Good consultation 18 

 

The table reveals how emotive and divisive the proposed name has become, on occasion 
stirring strong support while at other times provoking a negative response. This latter 
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reaction often focused on the impact that the name could have on good relations in the 
Borough, while the more positive responses made reference to the naming of the Complex 
as being a fitting tribute to honour a local ‘hero’.  

 

3.3 Council Staff Questionnaire Responses 

95 completed council staff response forms were returned, 3 of whom indicated they work in 
the current Ards leisure centre (i.e. a 12% return rate).  The response form included 
demographic questions relating to gender, religion, ethnicity and age, although once more it 
was made clear that this information was provided on a voluntary basis and hence not every 
respondent answered every question.  As respondents could self-select the categories with 
which they identified, the accuracy of the information cannot be verified. Given the 
relatively small sample size, often the number of responses within each individual cell is low, 
and this constrains the potential for analysis, and also risks breeching confidentiality. This is 
especially true for sample breakdowns by age and ethnicity. 

The staff questionnaire included broadly the same questions as included in the public survey 
along with questions designed to elicit information on the impact on promoting a good and 
harmonious working environment.  It should be noted that the personal data was collected 
by using a standard Section 75 equality monitoring form and therefore refers to religious 
belief rather than community background. The results of the analysis are set out in the 
following tables. 

Table 3.3.1: Staff response rate by gender, religion, ethnic origin and age 
 

 No. of responses 

Total responses 95 

Gender:  

    Male 34 (36%) 

    Female 50 (53%) 

    No response 11 (12%) 

Religion:  

    Protestant 41 (43%) 

    Roman Catholic 17 (18%) 

    None 19 (20%) 

    Other/No response 18 (19%) 

Racial group:  

    White 70 (74%) 

    Other/No response 25 (26%) 

Age:  

    Under 30 8 (8%) 

    Aged 31-59 years 71 (75%) 

    Older (60+) 5 (5%) 

    No response 11 (12%) 
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The breakdown of the staff sample reveals a majority of female respondents (53%), 
although the Council employs a majority of male staff (58%). Across the Council workforce 
as a whole, Roman Catholics comprise 14% of the staff complement, a figure which is 
broadly comparable with the survey sample of 18%, while the age profile is also 
comparable, i.e. 75% of the sample is aged between 30 and 60 years and the equivalent 
percentage for the Council workforce as a whole is 75%. (See Appendix 1 for a breakdown of 
current staff by Section 75 grounds).  

Results are presented below by question. 

Question 1: What impact do you think the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex' will have on the Council's duty to promote a good and harmonious working 
environment? 
Table 3.3.2 

Impact on good and harmonious working environment  

Very positive impact 20 (21%) 

Positive impact 8 (8%) 

No impact 16 (17%) 

Negative impact 31 (33%) 

Very negative impact 20 (21%) 

TOTAL 95 (100%) 

 

While 29% of staff who were surveyed felt the name would have a positive impact, the 

majority (54%) stated that the impact would be negative. Differences based on gender, 

ethnicity, religion and age were not large.  

 

Question 2: What effect do you think the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex' will have on good relations within and between different communities in the 
Ards and North Down Borough? 
Table 3.3.3 

Impact on good relations   

Very Positive Impact 15 (16%) 

Positive Impact 9 (9%) 

No Impact 22 (23%) 

Negative Impact 32 (34%) 

Very Negative Impact 17 (18%) 

TOTAL 95 (100%) 

 

A majority of staff (52%) stated that they felt the name would have a negative (34%) or very 
negative (18%) impact on good relations within the Borough. There were no significant 
differences by age, religion or ethnicity, although women (54%) were more likely to state a 
negative impact than men (44%).  
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Question 3: Do you think that the name 'Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex' 
could have an impact on users and potential users accessing the Complex?  
Table 3.3.4 

Impact on future use of facilities  

Very positive impact 13 (14%) 

Positive Impact 3 (3%) 

No Impact 38 (40%) 

Negative Impact 31 (33%) 

Very Negative Impact 10 (11%) 

TOTAL 95 (100%) 

 
When asked about the impact of the name on potential use, fewer than one in five (17%) of 
staff stated there would be a positive impact while 43% suggested this could be negative. 
Once more, female members of staff were more likely to identify a negative impact (46%) 
than men (35%), likewise Roman Catholic staff (47%) were more likely to cite a negative 
impact than their Protestant counterparts (41%) 
 
Question 4: As part of its EQIA, the Council must consider some options which could 
minimise the potential adverse impact. Which of the following do you think could be most 
effective? 
Table 3.3.5 

Options4  

I do not consider that any mitigation is required as I do not 
believe there to be any potential adverse impact 

31 (33%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex 20 (21%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex, with a room or 
facility named after Blair Mayne 

9 (9%) 

An alternative name is selected for the Complex, and an area of 
the facility is used to create a display to recognise Blair Mayne 
and others from the Borough who have had significant sporting 
achievements, or made a significant contribution to sport and 
leisure within the Borough i.e. a 'Hall of Fame' 

30 (32%) 

Something else 5 (5%) 

TOTAL 95 (100%) 

 

One third of staff respondents (33%) did not feel that there was any need for mitigation, 
while two thirds of staff who were surveyed (67%) suggested an alternative.  

21% opted for an alternative name alone and 32% suggested a mitigation involving a display 
or exhibition named after Blair Mayne. Women in particular favoured the latter option (38% 
v 21% of men). Differences by religion were not significant. 

                                                      
4Respondents could also indicate if they preferred none of these options.  
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Question 5a: During your work, do you currently have cause to visit the existing Ards 
Leisure Centre for business purposes?  
Table 3.3.6a 

Current use of Ards Leisure Centre  

Most days/1-2 times per week 12 (13%) 

1-2 times per month 13 (14%) 

1-2 times per year 32 (34%) 

Never 35 (37%) 

TOTAL 95 (100%) 

 

25 of those staff who responded to the survey (26%) visited the Centre at least twice a 
month, while 35 (37%) never visited the centre. 

Table 3.3.6b 

Impact on Good Relations 

More 
than 

twice a 
month 

1-2 times 
per year 

Never/Not 
answered 

All 

Positive Impact/No impact  11 (44%) 11 (34%) 22 (58%) 44 (46%) 

Negative impact 14 (56%) 21 (66%) 16 (42%) 51 (54%) 

TOTAL 25 (100%) 32 (100%) 38 (100%) 95 (100%) 

 

Those who currently visit the Centre during the course of their work, either more than twice 
a month (56%) or 1-2 times per year (64%), were more likely to see a negative impact on 
good relations in comparison with those who never visit the Centre or did not answer (42%). 

Table 3.3.6c 

Impact on Users / Potential 
Users 

More 
than 

twice a 
month 

1-2 times 
per year 

Never/Not 
answered 

All 

Positive Impact/No impact  11 (44%) 13 (41%) 22 (58%) 46 (48%) 

Negative impact 14 (56%) 19 (59%) 16 (42%) 49 (52%) 

TOTAL 25 (100%) 32 (100%) 38 (100%) 95 (100%) 

 

A similar pattern is revealed when considering how staff perceived the impact of the 
proposed name on use of the new Complex. Those who currently visit the Centre either 
more than twice a month (56%) or 1-2 times per year (59%) during their work were more 
likely to describe a negative impact of the proposed name on potential users than staff who 
never visit the Centre or did not reply (42%). 
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Additional Comments 

The questionnaire included a number of occasions for additional comments which are 

summarised in Table 3.3.7. The same methodology was used when collating staff comments 

to the public comments (page 15). 

 

Table 3.3.7 Staff Additional Comments 

 

Alternative 

Names 

Shared 

neutral 

names 

Rename something vibrant, new and 

neutral (e.g. Apollo) 

34 

No need for any name to be attached 

to building 

12 

Ards Leisure Centre  13 

Other Ards landmarks/geographical 

areas (e.g. Dairy Hall, Scrabo View) 

8 

Are there no females or other 

sporting stars? 

2 

Blair Mayne 

comments 

This is 

appropriate 

recognition 

Honouring a local hero 11 

Should not 

be used as 

His name and lifestyle does not 

suggest health and wellbeing 

3 

Not a role model 5 

Unknown sporting achievements 4 

He is already commemorated 

elsewhere in the council 

12 

Linked to war 5 

Good relations comments 

Divisive/controversial/offensive name 37 

Bringing up the past 8 

Polarise community/only a small 

minority will be affected/not 

representative of whole community 

13 

Affects visitors to the area 2 

Non Section 75 Comments 

Too long a name/”stupid” name 3 

Waste of resources doing this 

consultation 

1 

Staff morale when name picked will 

be low (staff views can be ignored) 

5 

Additional comments were varied in content but the majority saw difficulties attaching to 

the proposed name. For example, 37 identified the name as divisive/controversial/offensive, 
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and 34 argued that a different name should be chosen which was vibrant, new or neutral. In 

contrast with the public survey, a minority of comments (11) endorsed the proposed name. 

 

3.4 Written Responses  
The Council received one written response, from the Equality Commission for Northern 
Ireland (see Appendix 3). In summary, the Commission has made the following points:  

Defining the Aims of the Policy: The Commission notes the section of the EQIA on ‘defining 
the aims of the policy’ and the fact the Council already has a policy on the naming of Council 
facilities. Council itself on page 36 of the EQIA acknowledges the fact that the policy 
currently subject to EQIA and consultation could be in contravention of the Council’s policy 
on the naming of Council facilities. The Commission recommends that Council consider this 
issue further.  

Consultation: The Commission notes the efforts made by Council to gather as much 
feedback as possible on the naming of the facility to include notification of the consultation 
to all consultees, engagement of the Council’s external consultative panel, staff 
questionnaires and workshops and the use of public meetings and social media.  

Appendix 2 provides useful information on feedback received by the consultants engaged by 
the Council from a broad range of stakeholders. The Commission advises that it would have 
been helpful to the current consultation if more detailed information from these early 
consultations had been included with the current EQIA consultation.  

Assessment of Impacts: Council should properly consider all responses received in relation 
to the consultation and in particular, any adverse impacts on minority groups. The 
Commission recommends that Council carefully considers responses received as a result of 
the current consultation in this regard. 

Monitoring: The Commission recommends that the final EQIA report sets out in more detail 
the monitoring mechanisms that the Council will establish in order to monitor the impact of 
any policy decision in regard to this policy.  There are currently no arrangements set out in 
the draft EQIA.  

 

3.5 External Consultative Panel  

The discussion at the face-to-face consultative panel meeting held on Tuesday 6th February 
2018 was based broadly on the questions including in the public questionnaire, although 
participants were given the opportunity to digress and expand on their answers.  A report 
on the meeting is provided at Appendix 4.  

During the course of the meeting, many diverse views were expressed and discussed. Some 
of the key points made included the following: 

The Name 

• Why not name after other ‘Sports’ people who came from Ards and North Down 
Borough 

• Knowing the History of Blair Mayne, the name could present a problem 

• The SAS is a different organisation now than is was when Blair Mayne served 

• He is the most famous person to come from Ards - so why not? 
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• The name could leave Council vulnerable to ‘open up’ to everyone asking for a 
building in their name. 

• What was the problem with naming it ‘Ards Leisure Centre’ as previously? 

• The name is too wordy, not modern for a new facility and also not catchy. 

• On reading the EQIA it seems that Council have completely disregarded any 
stakeholder suggestions. 

• The name is not equal and could lead to a legal dispute costing the Borough money 
that could be better spent. 

• Blair Mayne has nothing to do with leisure, only sports that do not represent what the 
Complex hosts. 

• Could this name lead to criminal damage of the complex? 

• Why go to a leisure centre to celebrate war? 

The Name and Council Policies 

• The name does not adhere to Council policy. 

• Not an equal name – male name chosen what about female, especially in the 100 year 
of certain women being able to vote? 

• More local history surrounding Blair Mayne in his wartime than in his sporting 
prowess. 

• Having learned how Council chose the name and how they reached the decision it was 
felt that an alternative name should be chosen. 

• Children would not know who Blair Mayne is and they will be the people using the 
facility for years to come. 

• In relation to Council Policy it states that the person must have made an extraordinary 
contribution to the Borough, however Blair Mayne had not done this. 

• Possibility that tourism and sports policies be added to the list of relating policies 

• If this name is chosen, how does that impact on sports grants and awards?  Does this 
fit in with others policies i.e. Sport NI 

Mitigating Measures 

• Could Council not set up a museum to honour Blair Mayne? 

• Blair Mayne already has a statue, a bursary and a road named after him. 

• Aurora was not named after anyone so why should the new Ards Facility? 

• If the naming of a room goes ahead another EQIA will need to be carried out, putting 
the naming of the building back further. 

• All this is a total waste of time and money.  The name will be chosen anyway. 

• The mitigation options are biased towards Blair Mayne. 

• Hall of Fame gives a better opportunity to promote good relations and fits in to 
Section 75. 

• Could a museum not be added onto the Somme Centre? 

 

3.6 Public Meetings  

Public meetings were arranged and widely advertised for Monday 26th February at 2pm and 
Wednesday 28th February at 7pm. No members of the public attended either meeting. The 
local press did attend and their press article suggested that public meetings were now being 
replaced through the use of social media, emails and online questionnaires.  
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3.7 Staff Meetings 

Two staff meetings were held on Wednesday 21st February from 13.45. One member of staff 
attended and completed a questionnaire. Although staff were invited to attend by visiting 
the areas within the centre they advised they would consider completing the online 
questionnaire. 

3.8 Analysis of Social Media 

 A review was conducted of reports appearing on council and public social media sites (i.e. 
Facebook) prior to and during the period of the consultation. It is important to note that 
while this may have given way to sharing the consultation, results and analysis of social 
media comments have not been included in the results of the official survey as it would be 
impossible to ensure that all relevant sites had been reviewed and that there was not a 
duplication of responses on line with those participating in the official survey.  Online 
activity was fuelled by considerable media coverage before the consultation began (e.g. BBC 
Radio Ulster, Belfast Telegraph), often encouraging engagement with the consultation 
process.  

An analysis of Twitter feeds revealed a series of comments made by those either for or 
against the proposed name, together with comparisons with the naming of Raymond 
McCreesh Playpark by Newry and Mourne Council. Many of these Twitter comments were 
highly emotive, either in favour or against and, again, have not been included in the results 
of the official survey for the reasons given above. 

 

4. Findings 
The main purpose of the EQIA process is to assess whether the current policy or any 
changes to it may have a differential impact on people in one or more of the Section 75 
groups, determine the extent of differential impact and in turn whether that impact is 
adverse. This chapter sets out conclusions based on the data and research considered and 
the findings of the consultation process. 
 

4.1 Previous analysis of data and research 
The data and research gathered prior to consultation on the Draft EQIA Consultation Report 
provided a large amount of evidence about the potential impact of the policy. The evidence 
was used to indicate whether there may be particular Section 75 groups that are 
differentially impacted by the policy decision in question, in terms of: 

• whether the policy decision has the potential to impact negatively on equality of 
opportunity for people in any of the Section 75 categories; 

• whether the policy decision has the potential to affect the promotion of good 
relations; 

• whether the policy decision has the potential to affect the good and harmonious 
working environment within the Borough. 

The main points included in the Draft EQIA Consultation Report are summarised below. 

In accordance with the EQIA process, having gathered information on the policy and those 
affected by it, the Council must:  
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(i) assess whether there is a differential impact on one or more of the nine Section 75 
grounds;  
(ii) determine the extent of any differential impact; and  
(iii) decide whether that impact is adverse.   

Differential impact suggests that a particular group has been affected differently by the 
policy (either favourably or unfavourably), while an adverse impact is an indication that the 
effect is less favourable (i.e. negative). 

In order to determine whether the policy has any adverse differential impact, it is necessary 
to consider the people affected by the policy, their needs and experiences, and the equality 
categories to which they belong. 

Differential impact 

The evidence suggests that the policy may have a differential impact on four Section 75 
grounds in particular, i.e. religious belief; political opinion; race / ethnic origin; and age. This 
impact would not relate to Blair Mayne’s undoubted sporting achievements but to his 
military history from World War II including being a member of the Special Air Service (SAS).   

No evidence has been identified during the consideration of this policy to suggest that the 
selected name is likely to have a differential impact with regard to other Section 75 grounds, 
i.e. people of different marital status or sexual orientation, men and women generally, 
persons with a disability and persons without, persons with dependants and persons 
without. 

Adverse impact 

The decision may have the potential to adversely impact on people with regard to religious 
belief, political opinion, race/ethnic origin and age but the extent of this impact has not yet 
been determined. It is therefore necessary to use the EQIA, and in particular the public 
consultation and stakeholder engagement, to consider further the tangible impacts of the 
policy in terms of: (i) encouraging or discouraging participation in sport and leisure across 
the Borough; (ii) the promotion of a good and harmonious working environment, and more 
generally: (iii) promoting equality of opportunity and good relations to all employees, users 
and potential users of the proposed complex.   

Assessment of impacts 

In writing the Draft EQIA Consultation Report the following potential impacts were 
identified. 

Access to services: 

The proposed name may create a potential adverse impact for:  

• Users and potential users, and in particular those from a Roman Catholic and/or 
Nationalist background; 

• Individuals from different ethnic origins who want to take part in sport and leisure 
and not be perceived to identify with a particular community background; 

• Younger people in particular who prefer to focus on the future and participate in 
open and inclusive environments; 

• Older people who do not wish to associate with any perceived labelling that may 
identify them or their families with any identified category or categories. 
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Good and harmonious working environment: 

The proposed name could have the potential to create an adverse impact on employees 
from a Roman Catholic and/or Nationalist background, or those who do not identify with 
any community background, by disrupting a good and harmonious working environment. 

Promoting good relations: 

More generally, the proposed name may have an adverse impact on residents, visitors and 
employees from a Roman Catholic and/or Nationalist community background, as well as 
those of different ethnic origins, in terms of an expectation that the Council will have regard 
to the desirability of promoting good relations through its policies.  This would include the 
naming of facilities.  

4.2 Findings from the consultation 
The above analysis of data and research was initially set out in the Draft EQIA Consultation 
Report which was made available during the formal consultation process.   

The current consultation responses has provided further evidence as to whether the policy 
decision on the naming of the Complex, or any changes to the decision, may have a 
differential impact on people in one or more of the Section 75 groups.   

The findings from the formal consultation are summarised below. 

The consultation would appear to have attracted a significant response from members of 
staff (n = 95) and from the public generally (n = 1656), in comparison with many other 
EQIAs.  However, the Equality Commission has made it clear that an EQIA is not and should 
not be regarded as a referendum or head count.  In addition, the inability to test the source 
and/or veracity of the anonymous returns would also encourage a degree of caution when 
interpreting the findings.  

At the same time, overall both surveys have shown a strong division of opinion around the 
proposed name, and the potential adverse impacts as set out in the Draft EQIA Consultation 
Report have been confirmed. Specifically, the four grounds of difference (gender, age, 
religion and ethnicity), to varying degrees are revealed in the pattern of responses.  

Overall, there is strongest and majority support for the proposed name among those self-
declaring as older, Protestant, male and white, although differences between groups are not 
always significant. Of the four grounds of difference, religion / community background 
would appear to be most significant factor in determining attitudes towards the proposed 
name, with gender, age and ethnic origin all having some degree of influence.  

The public survey revealed a majority who support the proposed name, with 69% of 
respondents stating their agreement. However, set against this view, what is very apparent 
from both surveys is the adverse reaction to the name among staff and sections of the 
community and including the Roman Catholic community, with an indication that a sizeable 
number would feel that the name could discourage not only themselves but others from 
ever using the Complex. 

In the public survey, around half (49%) of Roman Catholic respondents stated that the name 
would act to deter potential users. Among staff, the survey found that 52% felt that the 
name could have an adverse impact on good relations across the Borough, with 43% stating 
that the proposed name would have an adverse impact on potential use of the Complex. It 
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was interesting and noteworthy that the staff members who identified the strongest 
adverse impact on good relations and potential use of the Complex were those who had 
most frequent engagement with the existing leisure centre, and who therefore would be 
more likely to work in the new Complex.  

The Council has a statutory obligation not only to promote equality of opportunity and good 
relations under Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act (1998), but also, under the Fair 
Employment and Treatment (NI) Order (1998), to promote a good and harmonious working 
environment and atmosphere in which no worker feels threatened or intimidated on 
grounds of religious belief and/or political opinion.  

In 2009, the Equality Commission published A Guide for Employers on Promoting a Good 
and Harmonious Working Environment5. The document makes clear that employers:  

‘must continue to take all reasonable steps to ensure that those who work in the 
organisation, or come in contact with it (as a client, customer or user of its 
services or facilities), do not feel threatened or intimidated on grounds of 
religious belief or political opinion.’ (p.2) 

The Guide goes on to consider workplace emblems, stating: 

 “…the Commission recommends that where an employer is seeking to provide 
or maintain fair participation, or to ensure that all services and facilities are 
widely utilised by all sections of the community, there is sensitivity concerning 
displays wholly or mainly associated with one section of the community.” (p.7) 

The staff survey revealed that the majority of respondents (54%) felt the proposed name 
would have either a negative (33%) or very negative (21%) impact on the Council’s duty to 
promote a good and harmonious environment. This high level of concern may indicate that 
this is a matter worthy of further consideration by the Council in its deliberations. 

Overall, while those showing concern with the proposed name do not always represent the 
majority view, the findings do give an indication that a significant number of staff and 
members of the public alike are not comfortable with the proposed name, and would feel 
that they and others would be less inclined to use the facility as a consequence.  

This view was largely confirmed by the Council’s External Consultative Panel on Equality and 
Good Relations which, through its considerable and accumulated experience in dealing with 
equality matters, recognised the potential difficulties for the Council attaching to the 
adoption of the proposed name, from a Section 75 and anti-discrimination perspective (see 
Appendix 4 for comments), and including raising the possibility of legal challenges ahead.  

These potential challenges should not be ignored in the decision-making process. In 
particular, as the Equality Commission has made clear in its written response (see Appendix 
3) that there is a likelihood that the proposed name could run counter to the Council’s own 
naming policy, and any decision which is reached must bear this in mind. Specifically, the 
Council’s adopted naming policy indicates that: 

                                                      
5 
http://www.equalityni.org/ECNI/media/ECNI/Publications/Employers%20and%20Service%20Providers/Promo
ting_a_good_and_harmonious_working_environment.pdf 
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‘Ards and North Down Borough Council wishes to adopt a consistent approach to 
dealing with requests to name Council Facilities. “The Council is minded to 
ensure such decisions promote equality of opportunity and good relations”.’   

Taking the evidence obtained during the course of the EQIA into account, an argument can 
be made that the proposed name does not help to ensure the promotion of equality of 
opportunity and good relations.  

Furthermore, from a commercial perspective, it is also difficult to see how the proposed 
name sits easily with the original intention of the Council’s process for naming the Complex, 
i.e: 

‘to identify a name that communicated the ethos of the leisure and recreational 
provision across the Borough, and was complementary of the other major leisure 
facility in the Borough, being The Bangor Aurora Aquatic and Leisure Complex.’ 

By adopting the proposed name there is a risk that not only will the Council be seen not to 
have met its duty to promote equality of opportunity and good relations (or promote a good 
and harmonious working environment) but the business and commercial viability of the 
Centre could be impacted on by potential clients preferring not to use the Complex. 

If a decision is made to mitigate potential adverse impacts by adopting a different policy, 
there was no strong consensus as to which alternative was most preferable. The majority of 
respondents who expressed a preference for one of the alternative policy options supported 
finding ways in which local sportsmen and women could be celebrated within the Complex, 
including Blair Mayne, but stopping short of naming the Complex in his honour. Scattered 
through the responses to the surveys are examples of positive ways in which local 
sportsmen and women can and perhaps should be celebrated by the Council, and there may 
be opportunities to explore these suggestions further. 

 

5. Conclusions and recommendations 
The EQIA process is designed to provide decision makers with detailed information on the 
potential impacts, in terms of the promotion of equality of opportunity and good 
relations, of any changes to the current policy.  This EQIA has been carried out to assist 
the Council in reaching a decision on the naming of the new leisure facility.   

This chapter therefore presents the conclusions of the EQIA process and makes 
recommendations with regard to the naming of the leisure facility and any mitigating 
actions which might be taken to minimise any potential adverse impacts of the policy 
adopted. 

 

5.1 Policy decision 

Schedule 9 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 requires that, in making any decision with 
respect to a policy, a public authority shall take into account any EQIA and consultation 
carried out in relation to the policy (para. 9.2).  There is no strict definition of what ‘taking 
into account’ entails.  However, the Equality Commission guidance on how decisions should 
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be recorded makes it clear that a public authority must be able to record the decision 
making process (as well as the decision) and that the decision must be justified6.  

The guidance also advises that all available information should be combined in the decision; 
this includes the information gathered during the initial research phase, the results of the 
consultation and the analysis of alternative policy options7.  This information has been 
brought together in this report in order to ensure that the Council is in a position to take 
account of all pertinent issues when making its decision.   

The Equality Commission has acknowledged in the past that a formulaic approach to 
decision making may not always be possible. For example, in its response to the Northern 
Ireland Assembly Commission’s EQIA on the Flying of the Union Flag at Assembly Buildings 
consultation, it stated that:  

 ‘It is for the Assembly to decide on the most appropriate policy option, in the 
context of ensuring that the appropriate level of consideration is given to the 
impacts identified. In considering this information, it must be borne in mind 
that the EQIA is a mechanism to assist the Assembly Commission and to inform 
the policy review process. The EQIA is not and should not be used as a 
referendum on the issue of the Union Flag.’ 

This approach is in keeping with the Equality Commission’s previous guidance on the 
interpretation of data within Section 75. Specifically, in a letter to Strabane District Council 
(29/7/2011), the Commission acknowledged that while a highly structured approach to 
decision-making may not always be possible, the gathering of data (for example during 
consultation) should not be considered as a referendum where the views of a majority of 
consultees is counted as votes to determine a particular outcome. In other words, 
consultation should not be regarded as a head count but as a due consideration of the 
merits of all available information. 

Without question, a sizeable majority of those who responded to the public survey were in 
support of the proposed name (69%), and the number of people expressing a preference for 
this particular option cannot be ignored. However, this finding cannot be looked at in 
isolation but must be considered in the context of all other relevant concerns, as outlined 
above.   

In relation to decision making, it should be noted that in March 2014, the Equality 
Commission published the results of an investigation into a decision by Newry and Mourne 
District Council to retain the name ‘The Raymond McCreesh Park’ for a Council owned 
children’s play park in Newry.  The Equality Commission found that the Council was in 
breach of its Equality Scheme commitments because, although they had carried out the 
required process (and including an EQIA), this appeared to have been more focused on 
process and maintaining the name of the play park than on paying due regard to the need to 
promote equality of opportunity and good relations8.    

The Commission went further in recommending that the EQIA on the naming of the 
playpark should be informed not only by a quantitative analysis of responses (i.e. numbers) 

                                                      
6 Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment, ECNI 2004, p.45 
7 Ibid 
8 http://www.equalityni.org/ECNI/media/ECNI/Publications/Delivering%20Equality/Newry-and-Mourne-
Investigation-issued-final.pdf 
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but also a qualitative analysis of these responses (i.e. the content of these responses). The 
Council should therefore bear in mind that all the findings of the consultation process must 
be central to the decision making process and to the implementation of its Section 75 
duties.   

Ultimately, and despite the findings included in the EQIA, the Council has an elected 
mandate to decide how ratepayers money is to be spent, and this executive authority would 
extend to deciding the naming of its facilities. While there may be no legal requirement on 
the Council to adopt any particular approach to the naming of the Complex in question, the 
Council must be mindful of the potential for legal challenge and the risk of such a challenge 
being successful.   

Once more with reference to the naming of the playpark by Newry and Mourne District 
Council, it may be useful to consider the judgment passed down in the Application for 
Judicial Review brought by Mrs Beatrice Worton against the Council and the Equality 
Commission for Northern Ireland in December 20179.  

Mrs Worton claimed that the Council was in breach of its own equality scheme by allowing 
the name to remain in place and had thereby failed to have due regard to the need to 
promote equality of opportunity and good relations. In granting the Council a period of time 
in which to remedy the situation, Judge McCloskey concluded by stating that this would be 
granted on the understanding of, ‘the likelihood that her challenge would have succeeded 
substantively’. 
Taking into account the evidence from the EQIA and including the consultation process 
which showed majority support for the proposed name in the public survey but a majority 
of staff indicating levels of concern with the name, the extent to which the proposed name 
hinders or facilitates the promotion of equality of opportunity and/or good relations within 
the Borough and Council is not clear cut. Further, the impact that the name has on the 
promotion of a good and harmonious working environment for those employed by the 
Council is equivocal, with a majority of surveyed staff indicating that this impact was likely 
to be negative.   

 

5.2 Mitigating measures 

Along with the option that no mitigation was required (as the proposed name was 

acceptable), the three mitigating options presented during the consultation phase were: 

1. An alternative name is selected for the Complex 
2. An alternative name is selected for the Complex, with a room or facility named after 

Blair Mayne 
3. An alternative name is selected for the Complex, and an area of the facility is used to 

create a display to recognise Blair Mayne and others from the Borough who have 
had significant sporting achievements, or made a significant contribution to sport 
and leisure within the Borough i.e. a 'Hall of Fame' 

  

                                                      
9 https://www.judiciary-
ni.gov.uk/sites/judiciary/files/decisions/Worton%27s%20%28Beatrice%29%20Application.pdf 
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5.3 Preliminary Recommendation 

Mindful of the findings contained within the EQIA and the Council’s policy on the naming of 
facilities and premises which includes a commitment that the first part of the name should: 

• Not be considered offensive* to any group or individual within the Borough.   
 

*A name will be considered offensive if it can be interpreted to be abusive, antagonistic, 
discourteous, disrespectful, lurid or rude. 

 

• Not be the surname of any living person or a name which can be clearly attributed to 
any living person.  Council will however consider an application to name a facility 
after an individual who is deceased and has made an extraordinary contribution* in 
some way to the Borough and its residents or public life in general. 
 

*An extraordinary contribution must have benefitted a significant number of people 
and/or been made over a significant period of time, must be fundamentally philanthropic 
and must comply with the seven principles of conduct underpinning public life 
(selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership). 

 

It is recommended that the Council gives due consideration to all available 
options, including those involving mitigating measures, before reaching a 

final decision on a name for the Leisure Complex that is inclusive for all who 
work, live or visit in the Borough. 

 
Communication of the decision 

There is a need to ensure that the outcome of the EQIA is clearly communicated.  It would 
be useful to incorporate a clear statement on the aims of the policy into the final decision, 
demonstrating that the Council has taken due regard of the need to promote equality of 
opportunity and regard of the desirability of promoting good relations, and that the decision 
reflects current legislation and comparative data. 

Promotion of a good and harmonious working environment 

It may be appropriate to further review the work already carried out to promote a good and 
harmonious working environment within the new facility, with a particular focus on the 
potential display of emblems and memorabilia within the new complex. 

 

5.4 Monitoring Arrangements 

The final step in the EQIA process is the establishment of a system to monitor the impact of 
the policy.  The results of the monitoring must be reviewed on an annual basis and must be 
published in the Council’s annual Section 75 report to the Equality Commission10.  

                                                      
10 Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment, Equality Commission for NI (2004) p50 
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It is suggested that monitoring of the policy should include regular consideration of: 

• Complaints, comments and other forms of feedback; 

• The results of research/surveys relating to the promotion of good relations both in the 
workplace and shared facilities; 

• Any EQIAs of related policies carried out by the Council or other public authorities; 

• Any research carried out by public authorities or independent bodies. 
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Appendix 1: Staff profile  

 

First three tables based on PAMS information. 
 

Gender Number (%) 

Male 453 (57%) 

Female 337 (43%) 

TOTAL 790 (100%) 

 

Community Background Number (%) 

Protestant 622 (79%) 

Roman Catholic 109 (14%) 

Not Declared 59 (7%) 

TOTAL 790 (100%) 

 

Age Number (%) 

17-29 43 (5%) 

30-49 405 (51%) 

50-64 329 (42%) 

Over 65 13 (2%) 

TOTAL 790 (100%) 

 

Responses to below tables based on Employee monitoring exercise (Feb-Mar 2018) 

 

Nationality (Responses to 
this question only) 

Number (%) 

British 247(82%) 

Irish 27 (9%) 

Northern Irish 21 (7%) 

British and Irish 5 (2%) 

TOTAL 300 (100%) 
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Ethnic Origin (Responses to 
this question only) 

Number (%) 

White 318 (99%) 

Other 3 (1%) 

TOTAL 321 (100%) 

 

Marital Status (Responses to 
this question only) 

Number (%) 

Single  124 (36%) 

Married/ Civil Partnership 217 (64%) 

TOTAL 341 (100%) 

 

Longstanding Illness 
(Responses to this question 

only) 
Number (%) 

Yes 26 (8%) 

No 312 (92%) 

TOTAL 338 (100%) 

 

Dependency Status 
(Responses to this question 

only) 
Number (%) 

With Dependants 191 (88%) 

Without Dependants 26 (12%) 

TOTAL 217 (100%) 

 

Sexual Orientation 
(Responses to this question 

only) 
Number (%) 

Heterosexual/Straight 250 (98%) 

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual 4 (2%) 

TOTAL 254 (100%) 
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Appendix 2: Ards and North Down Borough Population Profile 

Source Breakdown Total (%) 

Population 
Estimate 
(mid year 
population 
estimate 
NISRA 
2016) 

Population Ards and North Down 159,593 (100%) 

Gender  

Males 77,345 (48%) 

Females 82,248 (52%) 

Age  

Under 30 56,164 (35%) 

31-59 61,246 (38%) 

60+ 42,183 (26%) 

Census 
2011 
(NISRA) 

Community Background  

All Ards and North Down 156,672 (100%) 

Catholic 20,550 (13%) 

Protestant and Other Christian (including 
Christian related) 

117,589 (75%) 

Other religions 1,729 (1%) 

No religion 16,804 (11%) 

Ethnic Origin  

White 154,365 (99%) 

Irish Traveller 22 (0%) 

Indian 283 (0%) 

Pakistani 94 (0%) 

Bangladeshi 177 (0%) 

Other Asian 321 (0%) 

Black Caribbean 52 (0%) 

Black African 139 (0%) 

Black Other 80 (0%) 

Mixed 556 (0%) 

Other 177 (0%) 

Census 
2011 
(NISRA) 
(Aged 16+) 

Marital Status  

All aged 16+ 126,945 (100%) 

Single (never married or never registered 
a same-sex civil partnership) 

36,730 (29%) 
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Married 67,866 (53%) 

In a registered same-sex civil partnership 123 (1%) 

Separated (but still legally married or still 
legally in a same-sex civil partnership) 

4,328 (3%) 

Divorced or formerly in a same-sex civil 
partnership which is now legally dissolved 

8,548 (7%) 

Widowed or surviving partner from a 
same-sex civil partnership 

9,350 (7%) 

Continuous 
Household 
Survey 

Dependents 
(based on 902 

responses) 

Yes 37% 

No 63% 

Limiting long term illness 
(based on 902 

responses) 

Yes 29% 

No 71% 

Sexual Identity  

Heterosexual/Straight 98% 

Gay/Lesbian 1% 

Bisexual 1% 

Other 0% 

Don’t know/refusal 0% 

Local 
Council 
Elections 
(22 May 
2014) 

Political Opinion  

DUP 17 

UUP 9 

Alliance 7 

Green Party 3 

Independent 2 

SDLP 1 

TUV 1 
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Appendix 3: Equality Commission Response 

Ards and North Down Borough Council – Equality Commission for Northern Ireland 
Response to Draft Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) ‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and 

Leisure Complex’ 
3rd May 2018 

The Commission welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Ards and North Down 
Borough Council consultation on the Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex EQIA.   

The Commission is responsible for implementing the legislation on fair employment, sex 
discrimination and equal pay, race relations, sexual orientation, disability and age. The 
Commission’s remit also includes overseeing the statutory equality and good relations 
duties on public authorities. The Commission’s comments therefore relate to the EQIA 
process and the relevant anti-discrimination legislation.  

The primary function of an EQIA is to determine the extent of any impact of a policy upon 
the Section 75 categories and to determine if the impact is an adverse one.  It is also an 
opportunity to consider ways to more effectively promote equality of opportunity and good 
relations. The EQIA process therefore requires a thorough and systematic analysis of the 
policy to determine the extent of any impact across the section 75 categories.  

EQIA Process  
The Commission acknowledges the fact that the EQIA broadly follows the equality impact 
assessment 7 stage approach as set out in ECNI guidance11. The Commission acknowledges 
the fact that Council screened the initial policy decision, re-screened the policy once a 
significant change had been made and then elected to carry out a full equality impact 
assessment once a potential major adverse impact had been identified. We also note 
reference in the document to Equality Commission guidance, ‘Advice on Good Relations in 
Local Councils’, and ‘Promoting a Good and Harmonious Working Environment’.  

Defining the Aims of the Policy 
The Commission notes the section of the EQIA on ‘defining the aims of the policy’ and the 
fact the Council already has a policy on the naming of Council facilities. Council itself on 
page 36 of the EQIA acknowledges the fact that the policy currently subject to EQIA and 
consultation could be in contravention of the Council’s policy on the naming of Council 
facilities. The Commission recommends that Council consider this issue further.  

Consultation 
The Commission notes the efforts made by Council to gather as much feedback as possible 
on the naming of the facility to include notification of the consultation to all consultees, 
engagement of the Council’s external consultative panel, staff questionnaires and 
workshops and the use of public meetings and social media.  

Appendix 2 provides useful information on feedback received by the consultants engaged by 
the Council from a broad range of stakeholders. The Commission advises that it would have 
been helpful to the current consultation if more detailed information from these early 
consultations had been included with the current EQIA consultation.  

Consideration of available data and research 

                                                      
11 Practical Guidance on Equality Impact Assessment, Equality Commission for NI, 2005   
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The Commission notes the fact that Council has not simply relied on Northern Ireland wide 
Census data in this section of the EQIA but included localised data as well as detailed 
information on employees of the Council.   

Council should properly consider all responses received in relation to the consultation and in 
particular, any adverse impacts on minority groups. Council itself has identified potential 
adverse impacts on a number of Section 75 categories including, religious belief, political 
opinion, race and age. It is important that these issues are considered further if Council has 
obtained more information in this regard as a result of the consultation.  

Assessment of Impacts 
The EQIA has identified potential adverse impacts on a number of Section 75 groups. 
However, at this stage the evidence to support this is limited. Although Council did engage 
in earlier consultations with key stakeholders, this was based on a different policy proposal. 
However, information from these earlier events may help to inform the current EQIA in so 
far as it provided information on the expectation of stakeholders in terms of what they 
would like the name of the facility to represent.  The Commission recommends that Council 
carefully considers responses received as a result of the current consultation in this regard. 

Consideration of alternative policies and measures to mitigate adverse impacts:  
The Commission acknowledges the fact that to date; Council has gathered relevant data, 
carried out early consultation with key stakeholders and also identified potential adverse 
impacts associated with the current policy proposal. The Commission also notes the fact 
that Council has identified mitigating measures and these will need to be considered further 
in light of responses to the current consultation. 

Monitoring 
The Commission recommends that the final EQIA report sets out in more detail the 
monitoring mechanisms that the Council will establish in order to monitor the impact of any 
policy decision in regard to this policy.  There are currently no arrangements set out in the 
draft EQIA. 

This response is made without prejudice to any consideration or determination which the 
Commission might make in performance of its statutory function to investigate individual 
complaints under Schedule 9 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 or conduct any other 
investigation under that Schedule. 
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Appendix 4: Consultative Panel Meeting 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 
Consultative Panel on Equality & Good Relations (Section 75) 

Outcome of Screened Policies Challenge Workshop 
Focused consultation on the Naming of Ards and North Down Borough Council’s 

replacement Leisure Complex in Newtownards. 
 

Record of Meeting: 6 February 2018 
 

The above meeting of Ards and North Down Borough Council’s Consultation Panel on 
Equality & Good Relations (Section 75) was held in Marine Court Hotel, Bangor at 5.00pm. 

 

Workshop facilitated by John Kremer 

6 Officers in attendance  
SP welcomed everyone to the Workshop. 

She explained that the challenge workshop would be focused on Ards and North Down 
Borough Council’s decision to name the replacement leisure Facility in Newtownards as 
‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex’. Shirley also explained due to the 
decision made by the Council this had required Officers to carry out an EQIA (Equality 
Impact Assessment).  The Council would be releasing the EQIA and also a Questionnaire on 
its website. 
 
John Kremer (JK) explained to the group that an EQIA had 7 stages.  He explained that this 
involved Defining the Aims of the Policy, Consideration of Available Data and Research, 
Assessment of Impact, Consideration of Measures to mitigate, Alternative policies, 
Consultation, Decision and Publication of Results and Monitoring.  JK Stated that he would 
take the group through each area, he explained that due to the consultation going pout to 
the public, the minutes that were recorded would not have anyone’s name against them 
and would remain confidential. 
 

2. Screening Challenge Workshop 

JK guided the Group through the EQIA document from the background history, the policy’s 
associated with the decision, the available data and research that had been carried out by 
Macadden design.   

He explained how and why the Council had reached this decision and asked the group if 
they had any questions or comments in relation to the EQIA 

The following were comments made by individuals of the group on the name: 

• Could the complex not be named after other ‘Sports’ people who came from Ards and 
North Down Borough 

• Knowing the History of Blair Mayne, the name could present a problem 

• The SAS is a different organisation now than it was when Blair Mayne served 

• He is the most famous person to come from Ards so why not. 
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The group was shown a letter that had been written by a member of the group who could 
not be present at the meeting to a local newspaper. 

The group agreed with the letter and said it echoed their previous comments. 

• The group felt that due to the nature of the naming of the new leisure complex, this 
could leave Council vulnerable to ‘open up’ to everyone asking for a building in their 
name. 

• What was the problem with naming it ‘Ards Leisure Centre’ as this was the name it 
will be called anyway? 

• The name ‘Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex’ is too wordy, not 
modern for a new facility and also not catchy. 

• Leisure is not needed in the name why not shorten to ‘Ards Wellbeing Centre’? 

• On reading the EQIA it seems that Council have completely disregarded any 
stakeholder suggestions. 

• The name is not equal and could lead to a legal dispute costing the Borough money 
that could be better spent. 

• Blair Mayne has nothing to do with leisure only sports that do not represent what the 
complex holds. 

• Could this name lead to criminal damage of the complex? 

• Why go to a leisure centre to celebrate war? 

JK asked the group how they felt this name fitted in with Council’s Policies. 

The following were comments made by individuals of the group on the policies associated 
with the EQIA: 

• The name does not adhere to Council Policy 

• Not an equal name – Male name chosen what about female, especially in the 100 
year of certain women being able to vote? 

• More local history surrounding Blair Mayne in his war time than in his sporting 
prowess 

• One member of the group suggested after reading the EQIA this has changed their 
opinion on the name.  At first they felt there was no issue however after reading the 
reasons why Council chose the name and how they reached the decision they now 
feel that an alternative name should be chosen. 

• Children would not know who Blair Mayne is and they will be the people using the 
facility for years to come. 

• In relation to Council policy it states that the person must have made an 
extraordinary contribution to the Borough, however Blair Mayne had not done this. 

• Possibility that tourism and sports policies be added to the list of relating policies 

• If this name is chosen, how does that impact on sports grants and awards?  Does this 
fit in with others policies ie: Sport NI? 

JK explained the mitigation within the EQIA and asked for comments in relation to this. 

• Could Council not set up a museum to honour Blair Mayne? 

• Blair Mayne already has a statue, a bursary and a road named after him. 

• Aurora was not named after anyone so why should the new Ards Facility 

• If the naming of a room goes ahead another EQIA will need to be carried out, putting 
the naming of the building back further. 
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• All this is a total waste of time and money.  The name will be chosen anyway. 

• The mitigation options are biased towards Blair Mayne. 

• Hall of Fame gives a better opportunity to promote good relations and fits in to 
Section 75. 

• Could a museum not be added onto the Somme Centre? 

JK thanked the Group for their input and reminded them that the Consultation will go live 
on 12th February and will be accessible through the Council Website. 

SP gave each one of the group a public consultation questionnaire and asked them to fill it 
in and return it in the freepost envelope. 

She asked that the group speak to others and encourage them to read the EQIA and 
complete the questionnaire. 

The meeting concluded at 7.00pm 
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Appendix 5: Policy on Requests to Name Council Facilities 

 

Requests to Name Council Facilities 

 
VERSION 

 
DATE REASON FOR CHANGE 

V1 12 November 2015 Original to Corporate Committee 

V2 19 November 2015 Amendments Following screening 

   

 
 
Introduction 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council wishes to adopt a consistent 
approach to dealing with requests to name Council Facilities.  The 
Council is minded to ensure such decisions promote equality of 
opportunity and good relations.   

 
 
Legislative 
Considerations 
 

 
Section 75 Northern Ireland Act 1998 

 
Remit 

 
Requests or decisions to name Council facilities will be restricted to 
buildings, rooms in buildings, parks and significant features.  It 
would be normal for any agreed naming to be perpetual. 
 
 

 
 
Principles of 
Naming (1) 

 
All names should normally comprise two parts. 

 
The first part of the name must: 
 

• Not be considered offensive* to any group or individual within 
the Borough.   
 

*A name will be considered offensive if it can be interpreted to be 
abusive, antagonistic, discourteous, disrespectful, lurid or rude. 

 

• Not be the surname of any living person or a name which 
can be clearly attributed to any living person.  Council will 
however consider an application to name a facility after an 
individual who is deceased and has made an extraordinary 
contribution* in some way to the Borough and its residents or 
public life in general. 
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*An extraordinary contribution must have benefitted a significant 
number of people and/or been made over a significant period of time, 
must be fundamentally philanthropic and must comply with the seven 
principles of conduct underpinning public life (selflessness, integrity, 
objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership). 

 
Principles of 
Naming (2) 

 
The second part of the name should be appropriate to the physical 
resource.  For example “Hall”, “Centre”, “Playing Fields” etc. 

 
Renaming an 
existing 
council 
building or 
facility 

 
The Council will not normally consider requests to change the name 
of an existing building or facility unless there has been a 
significantly different usage introduced 
 

 
 
Process to 
Request a 
name of a 
council 
facility 

 
All such requests should: 

▪ Be submitted in writing to the Chief Executive. 
▪ Provide details of the proposed name. 
▪ Provide the reasons/justifications for the name in line 

with the Policy together with any relevant 
documentation.   

 
Upon receipt of the request, Officers will prepare a report and the 
Council will consider the proposal against the agreed principles in 
the policy. 

 
Appropriate consultation will also take place on any proposals.  
Consultees may include, among others as necessary, some or all of 
the following: 

▪ Appropriate individuals (eg family of person being 
considered) 

▪ Local community associations/residents associations 
▪ Local historical societies 
▪ NI Environment Agency 
▪ Tourism NI 
▪ Statutory Agencies etc 

 
All requests to name a Council facility are subject to approval by 
Council. 

 
Notification 
of Rejection 

In the event of the Council rejecting an application the applicant will 
be notified and the reasons for the rejection detailed. 

 
 
Naming of 
Council  

 
Any Council facility to be named / renamed by Officers must be in 
accordance with the principles in the policy.   
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Facility by 
Officers 

All new names of a council facility are subject to approval by 
Council. 
 

 
 



ITEM 14   
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Council  

Date of Meeting 30 May 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Organisational Development and 

Administration 

Responsible Head of 

Service 

Head of Administration   

Date of Report 25 May 2018 

File Reference CG 12172 

Legislation Local Government Act (NI) 2014  

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☐             No     ☐        Not Applicable  ☒ 

Subject Notices of Motion  

Attachments Notices of Motion - Status Report  

 
Please find attached a Status Report in respect of Notices of Motion.  
 
This is a standing item on the Council agenda each month and its aim is to keep 
members updated on the outcome of motions.  Please note that as each motion is 
dealt with it will be removed from the report. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the Council notes the report.  
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NOTICE OF MOTIONS UPDATE – MAY 2018 
  

 
TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

07/11/14 
 

Investigate concept behind 
innovation lab 

Councillor 
Walker  

04/12/14 Governance 
18.12.14 

Agreed  Ongoing  

29/03/15 To ask officers to draft a 
Community Charter for the 
new Council  

Councillor 
Barry  

29/04/15 Council 
27.05.15 & 26.08.15 

Agreed  C&W May 
2018 

 

31/05/15 Permanent recognition of 
Rory McIlroy in Holywood 

Councillor 
Muir 

24/06/15 Corporate Services 
13.10.15  

Agreed  Ongoing   

28/2/17 War Memorial – Conlig  Councillors 
Barry and 
Woods  

Council 
March 
2017  

Corporate Services 
Committee April 
2017 

Agreed in 
principle 
pending 
report 

Ongoing  

30.5.17 Flexible closing times of 
public toilets 

Councillor 
Chambers 

June 2017 Environment 
Committee Sept 
2017 

Agreed to 
bring back 
report. 

June 2018  

18.7.17 Restoration of historic Market 
Cross in Newtownards 

Councillors 
McIlveen, 
Kennedy 

July 2017 Community & 
Wellbeing 

Agreed Environment 
Committee 
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

and 
Armstrong-
Cotter 

Committee 
September 2017 

September 
2018 
 

30/8/17 Creating an inclusive beach Councillor 
Robinson 

Council – 
Sept 2017 

Community & 
Wellbeing 
Committee – 
October 17 

Agreed Interim report 
March 2018 

Further report 
September 
2018 

3/10/17 Foodbanks and distribution 
Centres 

Councillors 
Woods 
and Barry 

Council – 
Oct 2017 

Community & 
Wellbeing 
Committee – 
November 2017 

Agreed June 2018  

18/10/17 Charging points for electric 
vehicles 

Councillor 
McIlveen 

Council – 
Nov 2017 

Environment 
Committee – 
December 2017 

Deferred to 
EC – January 
2018 

June 2018  

09/11/17 Harmonisation of salaries and 
job responsibilities 

Councillor 
Cooper 

Council – 
Nov 2017 

Corporate Services 
Committee – 
December 2017 

Amended 
and agreed 

June 2018  

21/11/17 Identified Mental health as a 

growing area of concern 

affecting  

Councillor 
Smart 

Council – 
Nov 2017 

Community & 
Wellbeing 
Committee – 
December 2017 

Agreed October 2018  

22/11/17 Upgrading floodlights in 
Comber Square 

Councillor 
Cummings 

Council – 
Nov 2017 

Environment 
Committee – 
December 2017 

Agreed to 
bring back 
report. 

May 2018  
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

11/12/17 Street cleaning services in 
residential areas close to 
urban centres 

Councillor 
Cathcart 
and 
Councillor 
Kennedy 

Council – 
Dec 2017 

Environment 
Committee – 
January 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back 
report 

June 2018  

10/1/18 Consultation with Millisle and 
Ballycopeland Presbyterian 
Church about memorial to 
missionary Amy Carmichael   

Councillor 
Thompson  

Council – 
January 
2018 

Environment 
Committee – 
February 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back 
report 

June 2018  

15/1/18 ‘Refill Ards and North Down’ 
– reusable water bottles  

Councillor 
Woods,  
Barry and 
Robinson 

Council – 
January 
2018  

Environment 
Committee – 
February 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back 
report 

September 
2018 

 

15/1/18 Redevelopment of Kinnegar 
Logistics Base 

Alderman 
McDowell 
and 
Councillor 
Muir 

Council – 
January 
2018 

Regeneration & 
Development 
Committee – 
February 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back a 
report 

September 
2018 

 

23/1/18 Programme for Cleansing of 
Public Realm in Donaghadee 

Councillor 
T Smith 
and 
Councillor 
Brooks  

Council – 
January 
2018  

Environment 
Committee – 
February 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back a 
report 

May 2018  
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

23/1/18  Public Sector Workplace 
Charging Scheme – electric 
vehicles  

Councillor 
McIlveen  

Council – 
January 
2018  

Corporate Services 
Committee – 
February 2018 

Agreed to 
bring back a 
report 

June 2018   

1/3/18 Removal low level concrete 
walls Community Hall, 
Comber and increasing car 
parking capacity 

Councillor 
Cummings  

Council – 
February 
2018  

Environment 
Committee – March 
2018  

 September 
2018 

 

1/3/18 Gratitude for work of carers 
and healthcare workers 
across Borough and support 
for Dementia Friendly 
Borough  
 

Councillor 
McIlveen  

Council – 
February 
2018  

Corporate Services 
– March 2018  

 September 
2018 

 

1/3/18 Support for ‘No Hate Here’ 
Campaign and development 
of plans for removal of pre-
existing displays and 
protocols.   
 

Councillor 
Douglas 
and 
Councillor 
Muir  

Council – 
February 
2018  

Community and 
Wellbeing – March 
2018 

 December 
2018 

 

1/3/18 Memorial Trees and 
identifying suitable locations 
for a Borough Memorial 
Garden and Arboretum and 
associated costs  

Councillor 
Walker   

Council – 
February 
2018  

Community and 
Wellbeing – March 
2018 

 October 2018  
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

1/3/18  Installation of free and 
publicly accessible Bicycle 
Repair Stations   

Councillor 
Muir, 
Alderman 
Girvan and 
Councillor 
Douglas  

Council – 
February 
2018  

Community and 
Wellbeing – March 
2018  

 Incorporated 
into 
Greenways 
reports on-
going 

 

1/3/18  Promotion of Free WiFi  Councillor 
McIlveen  

Council – 
February 
2018  

Regeneration & 
Development – 
March 2018  

 April 2018  

2/3/18 Online community directory Councillor 
Douglas 

Council – 
March 
2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – April 
2018 - deferred 

 June 2018  

9/3/18 Council becoming a JAM 
friendly organisation 

Councillor 
Smith and 
Councillor 
Armstrong-
Cotter 

Council – 
March 
2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – April 
2018 

 Corporate 
June 2018 

 

20/3/18 Ballycrochan Linear Park – 
Green Flag status 

Councillor 
Walker & 
Councillor 
Douglas 

Council – 
March 
2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – April 
2018 

 October 2018  

20/3/18 WW2 Air Raid Shelter, Ward 
Park, Bangor 

Councillor 
Martin 

Council – 
March 
2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – April 
2018 

 October 2018  
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

21/3/18 Accessible green space – 
Town Park in Newtownards 

Councillor 
Smart & 
Councillor 
Kennedy 

Council – 
April 2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – May 
2018 

   

22/3/18 Safe Place initiative Councillor 
Robinson 

Council – 
April 2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – May 
2018 

   

23/3/18 Modern slavery/human 
trafficking 

Councillor 
Smith & 
Councillor 
McIlveen 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

   

27/3/18 Groomsport Remembrance 
Services 

Councillor 
Martin 

Council – 
April 2018 

WITHDRAWN at 
Council meeting 

   

27/3/18 Liquor licensing legislation Councillor 
Boyle 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

   

28/3/18 Establishing an efficiency unit 
with the Finance Department 

Councillor 
McIlveen & 
Councillor 
Armstrong-
Cotter 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

   

9/4/18 Cancer treatment – letter to 
Permanent Secretary and CE 
of Department of Health 

Councillor 
Smith & 
Councillor 
Gilmour 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 
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TO BE POPULATED BY DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 

 
DATE 
RECEIVED 

NOTICE SUBMITTED 
BY 

COUNCIL 
MEETING 

DATE 

COMMITTEE 
REFERRED TO 

OUTCOME OF 
COMMITTEE 
WHERE NOM 

DEBATED 

MONTH IT 
WILL BE 

REPORTED 
BACK TO 

COMMITTEE 

OTHER 
ACTION TO BE 

TAKEN 

16/4/18 Poor condition of the roads 
network 

Alderman 
Irvine 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

   

16/4/18 National assembly in South 
Africa 

Alderman 
Irvine 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

    

17/4/18 Residents parking schemes Councillor 
Muir, 
Councillor 
Douglas 
and 
Alderman 
McDowell 

Council – 
April 2018 

Corporate Services 
Committee – May 
2018 

   

17/4/18 Waiving the cost of a grave 
for under 18s 

Alderman 
Smith 

Council – 
April 2018 

Community & 
Wellbeing – May 
2018 

   

 


